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G E O G R A P H I A P O L O N I C A 33, 1976

P L A N A T I O N S U R F A C E S I N T H E L I G H T O F T H E 1:300,000
G E O M O R P H O L O G I C A L M A P OF P O L A N D

M A R I A B A U M G A R T - K O T A R B A , S Y L W I A GILEWSKA, LESZEK STARKEL

INTRODUCTION

Planation surfaces, being included into the contents of the 1:300,000 Geomorphological Map of Poland, are surfaces of subaerial destruction which
resulted from the joint action of various factors in pre-Pleistocene sensu
stricto times. These surfaces cut across rocks of different resistance and various structures forming the Sudetes Mts., together with the Sudetes Foreland,
the Central Polish Uplands and the Carpathians. North of lat. 51°N the downwarped Central Polish Uplands merge gradually beneath the unbroken cover of
glacial and glacio-fluvial deposits. In the Polish Lowland, therefore, old surfaces are now buried by Miocene, Pliocene and Pleistocene deposits (S. Biernat
1968; E. Ciuk 1961; F. Różycki 1956). Beyond the limit of the last Scandinavian
glaciation, young destruction surfaces of exogenic origin also developed on the
older glacial and glacio-fluvial deposits (J. Dylik 1953; K. Rotnicki 1966). A
discussion of the fossil planation surfaces and Pleistocene surfaces of destruction, however, falls outside the scope of this paper. Its aim is to show the
regional differentiation in the development and state of preservation of the
pre-Pleistocene planation surfaces in southern Poland in relation to morphostructure, its general neotectonic tendencies and trends of evolution.
Regional analysis is based upon the 1:300,000 Geomorphological Map of
Poland which was prepared in the Cracow Branch of the Institute of Geography, Polish Academy of Siencies, during the period 1966 to 1973, acting in
cooperation with specialists in regional geomorphology from Wrocław, Poznań,
Warszawa, Lublin, Toruń and Gdańsk. The regional maps described in this
paper were prepared by H. Piasecki (the Sudetes Mts. and Sudetes Foreland),
S. Gilewska (the Uplands of Silesia and Małopolska), H. Maruszczak (the Lublin-Volhynian Upland), K. Klimek and L. Starkel (sub-Carpathian Basins) and
L. Starkel (the Carpathians).
SCOPE OF CONTENTS, DEFINITION OF TERMS

The 1:300,000 Geomorphological Map of Poland shows the main morphostructures which differ by their general tendencies towards neotectonic and
geomorphic development, namely:
(A) Crystalline massifs and planated mountains of old folding produced by
uplift along fault-lines (the Sudetes, and the Świętokrzyskie Mts.).
(B) Crystalline massifs and young fold mountains produced by uplift along
tectonic lines (the Tatra Mts.).
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(C) Young fold (flysch) mountains — folded after the Paleogene (the Carpathians) (see Chart 2 at the end of the volume).
(D) Horizontal and subhorizontal structures composed of Mesozoic and
Neogene sedimentary rocks (the Stołowe Mts. in the Sudetes, and the Central
Polish Uplands) (see Chart 1 at the end of the volume).
Each of the morphostructures comprises erosional-denudational relief types
which differ by relief energy and age, for instance, mountains of intermediate
height (Mittelgebirge), low mountains, foothills of different heights, plateaux
and upland ridges, upland divides and basin floors etc. Supplementary data
include, for instance, primary fault- and flexed scarps, fault-line scarps, subsidence area, denudational scarps etc. (for more details see "Legend for the Geomorphological Map of Poland 1:300,000" — L. Starkel 1974).

Fig. 1. Map showing the occurrence of the remaining fragments of different planation
surfaces within:
l — crystalline massifs and planated mountains of old folding, 2 — crystalline massifs and young
fold mountains, 3 — young fold (flysch) mountains, 4 — horizontal and subhorizontal structures
composed of Mesozoic and Neogene sedimentary rocks, 5 — depressed areas with prevailing
accumulation, 6 — main fault and f l e x e d scarps, 7 — front of the Carpathian overthrusting,
8 — localization of the 1:300,000 Geomorphological Map samples

The various erosional-denudational relief types include either traces or
remnants of planation surfaces now preserved as more or less extensive (a)
flat or undulant summit plains above which hard rock residuals (ridges and
hills) may rise; (b) lower mountain steps usually slightly inclined; (c) flat or
gently rolling surfaces of the foot-hills, upland plateaux and broad upland
ridges above which uponliers, outliers or hard-rock residuals may rise; (d)
assemblages of flat-topped or rounded ridges and hills of similar heights which
indicate the former existence of a planation surface now heavily dissected;
(e) flat or undulant divides of low relief (up to 40 m) occupying the interior of
broad tectonic or denudational depressions.
The old surfaces differ by origin, age and degree of modification. On the
map concerned, within the diverse relief types the following surfaces were
distinguished:
(1) The Paleogene planation surface — it includes fragments of the true
regolith — covered pre-Oligocene surface due to tropical weathering.
(2) Planation surfaces founded in the Paleogene — these levelled surfaces do
not exactly correspond to the prior Paleogene planation surface since the rego-
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lith mantle has been removed from them. Their formation began as early as
the Paleogene.
(3) Pre-Tortonian ( = pre-Badenian) surfaces — these surfaces already existed before the transgression of the Opolian seas. They were either rising
above the sea-level or in part drowned and subsequently exhumed without
distinct modification.
(4) Surfaces founded in the Neogene — these surfaces formed during the
various phases of the Miocene, Pliocene and the Lower Quaternary, and were
subsequently modified by later processes.
The above chronologic data included in the map's content point either to
the beginning of relief development or to the phases of relief planation.
The earlier 1:25,000 geomorphological mapping of selected areas revealed
that the state of preservation of the old surfaces is not good since most of
Poland was invaded by the Scandinavian inland-ice, while the ice-free areas
were subjected to intense periglacial processes. As a consequence, the old relief
features had to be reconstructed (L. Starkel 1965). It was impossible to represent true to scale the individual remnants of a planation surface which survived on the this map. Consequently, the map shows only the occurrence and
extent of the various genetic relief types, together with the basic chronologic
data. The different erosional-denudational relief types frequently surround,
in a series of steps, the great tectonic elevations reflecting the vertical zonation
of features and the successive stages of development. A complex analysis of the
mutual relation of various genetic-chronologic relief types and of the
associated smaller landforms (especially of tectonic and denudational scarps,
stream-valley net etc.), together with supplementary data on the type of weathering residues and of different allogenic covers makes it possible to reconstruct the course of relief planation, dissection and subsequent destruction of
the older surfaces of planation (viz. Geomorfologia Polski, 1972).
REGIONAL A N A L Y S I S
THE SUDETES MTS. AND THE SUDETES FORELAND

The 1:300,000 Geomorphological Map of Poland shows the twofold structural
division of the area into the Variscan fundament of crystalline massifs and
tightly folded Paleozoic rocks and the Mesozoic cap-rock of horizontal and
subhorizontal bedding. The area was subjected to intense relief planation in
pre-Oligocene times. During the Mid-Oligocene phase of uplift the Paleogene
surface of planation was undulated and divided by the great border fault into
the higher Sudetes Mts. and their foot-hills and the lower Sudetes Foreland,
being separated by a distinct tectonic scarp from the Sudetes. The Sudetes in
turn also broke into minor fault blocks of various heights (over 1000 m a.s.l.,
500-1000 m, and under 500 m) which are divided by great tectonic basins and
smaller grabens. Differential upheaval of the blocks and cyclic relief evolution
in the Neogene produced three distinct "relief horizons" in the sense used by
A. Jahn (1953).
On this map relief horizon I is expressed as mountains of intermediate
heights with remnants of a planation surface founded in the Paleogene. In the
highest inner blocks — watershed ranges, the flat or undulant summit plains
with monadnocks (Śnieżka 1603 m in the Karkonosze) extend up to 12001480 m a.s.l. In the outer blocks this planation surface lies generally at 7001000 m a.s.l. Everywhere the summit plains consist of fresh or slightly decomposed rocks on which only thin weathering products are found, whereas the
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kaolin and laterite mantle has been removed from them. Thus it appears that
the present flats are probably the stripped basal surface of weathering.
In the Sudetes Foreland which showed long lasting subsidence tendencies
the rolling Paleogene planation surface survived at 350-400 m a.s.l. On the
magmatic and metamorphic rocks it bears thick kaolin and laterite covers
in situ and massive inselbergs (400-716 m a.s.l.) rising above it. This is the prebasalt or sub-basalt surface. In the Sudetes Foot-hills and Foreland Oligocene
basaltic flows buried the regolith covered surface thus terminating the Paleogene planation (H. Teisseyre 1960; L. Pernarowski 1963; W. Walczak 1970, 1972).

Fig. 2. Parallel section across the Wzgórza Dębowe and Dobrzenickie showing the
reconstructed pre-basalt surface (stippled) and the basaltic covers (after L. Pernarowski 1963)
1 — basalt, 2 — Upper Miocene,

3 — Pleistocene,

4 — crystalline

bedrock

Relief horizon II includes mountains of intermediate height and foot-hills
with planation surfaces founded in the Neogene. The surfaces which extend
along the valleys formed by back-wearing of the valley slopes and by pediment
development under periodically semi-arid conditions of the Upper OligoceneLower Miocene at 600-800 m a.s.l. in the Sudetes and at about 400 m a.s.l. in
their Foreland (W. Walczak 1972). In front of the retreating scarps and slopes
outliers were left. These surfaces are best preserved in the outer subdued ranges. Phases of uplift, dissection and renewed planation being associated with
the removal of regolith are documented by sand and gravel, and clayey deposits with brown coal intercalations which filled in the valleys and depressions
of the Sudetes Foreland (H. Teisseyre 1960; L. Pernarowski 1963; H. Piasecki
1964; W. Walczak 1970, 1972).
Relief horizon III contains low foot-hills with the lowest planation surfaces
founded in the Neogene (Upper Miocene-Lower Pliocene). These sub-slope
surfaces of pediment type including fossil bolsons developed on medium
resistant and weak rocks at 300-360 m a.s.l. in the low foot-hills and rise
upstream to 400-500 m, whereas numerous characteristic domical hills formed
on the resistant rocks. The Mid- and Upper Pliocene oblique and differential
uplift of the Sudetes was followed by deep valley incision into the rocky basin
and valley floors. Selective erosion also gave rise to typical structural escarpments in the Central Sudetes (W. Walczak 1968, 1972).
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The Central Polish Upland belt includes several units, namely the Uplands
of Silesia-Cracow and Miechów, the Nida Basin, the Kielce Upland and the
Lublin-Volhynian Upland.
The Upland of Silesia-Cracow

In the Tertiary monocline, alternations of soft Mesozoic rocks form a typical
scarpland region separated from the southern fault blocks and grabens by a
distinct flexed-fault scarp (K. Bogacz 1967; S. Doktorowicz-Hrebnicki 1935;
S. Dżułyński 1953). The faulted upland in turn dips beneath the Miocene
marine deposits of the Carpathian foredeep. On the central watershed of the
Cracow Upland composed of hard Upper Jurassic limestones and showing
long lasting uplift tendencies the highest planation is expressed as a flat or
gently rolling summit surface containing numerous buried karst hollows of
different sizes. It carries massive residual hills of biohermal dimestone (e.g., at
Ogrodzieniec 504 m a.s.l.). The surface lies highest in the Myszków-Kraków
anticline and slopes gradually northwards from 480 to 390 m a.s.l. The surface
discussed is believed to represent a humid-tropical karst-plain with mogotes
of Paleogene foundation (M. Klimaszewski 1958a, 1958b; J. Polichtówna 1962).
The actual surface, however, may well be younger, for illite-montmorillonite
weathering clays and a cave breccia with Upper Pliocene bats preserved in the
Podlesice residual (K. Kowalski 1951) indicate advanced lowering of the limestone surface by that date. The lack of through-flowing caves and the occurrence of numerous vertical karst pits indicates early isolation of the highest
upland surface by the incision of deep strike valleys in the Neogene. The surface described overlooks its northern footslope, the Silesian scarpland in the
west, the faulted upland in the south and the Miechów upland in the east.
These areas contain either tectonically deformed pre-Badenian surfaces or
Pliocene surfaces of varying appearance.
The extensive northern footslope (200—300 m a.s.l.) mostly masked by
Pleistocene allogenic sediments carries massive residuals — outliers. It probably developed by pedimentation on the southern shores of the great Pliocene
freshwater lake or swamps which occupied North Poland.
In the south, the lower step of the summit surface is a gently rolling plain
at 450-460 m a.s.l. containing small hard-rock residuals (J. Pokorny 1963), karst
depressions with infills of unknown ages and smooth slopes of the upper valleys into which deep karst canyons were incised at the close of Tertiary and
in Quaternary times (S. Dżułyński et al. 1966). The distribution of residuals
suggests that these resulted in part from later selective denudation and not
wholly from prior karst planation, and that this surface may well be postBadenian, karst planation reaching the former level of the waterproof Opolian
marine clays.
The Silesian cuestas (Map 1) formed on outcrops on Mid-Jurassic sandstones
and conglomerates (230-330 m a.s.l.), Upper Triassic limestones and breccias
(240-359 m a.s.l.) and Mid-Triassic limestones and dolomites (300-398 m a.s.l.).
The cuestas are divided by flat-floored strike valleys on the soft rocks capped
with Pleistocene deposits. The present master valleys are consequent upon the
general northward and southward descent of the earlier summit surface, and
the rivers pass in water gaps through the cuestas. Because of varying resistance of the cuesta-formers the northern scarps are so thoroughly dissected
that they contain mostly rounded ridges and hills with accordant tops. On the
contrary, the limestone and dolomite escarpment includes synclinal plateaux
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and broad bevelled ridges with remnants of a pre-Badenian planation cut
through Mesozoic and Paleozoic rocks. Its unevenness results from later deformation by broad warping, faulting and flexing, and from post-Opolian selective
destruction. Formation of Pliocene pediments carrying outliers was controlled
by the level of the downthrow side or foreland of the tectonic scarp. The successively lower glacis d'érosion is early Quaternary on evidence of incised preglacial valleys (S. Gilewska 1963, 1972).
The development cycle of the faulted upland which in the Badenian formed
the northern border of the Carpathian foredeep (S. Alexandrowicz 1960; K. B o gacz 1967; S. Dżułyński 1953), shows either two (the Cracow Upland) or three
(the Silesian Upland) fill- and exhumation stages. The upheaved fault blocks
and grabens were exhumed from beneath the thin Opolian cap-rock, and the
Cracovian/Elster and Middle Polish/Saale glacial and glacio-fluvial deposits as
well. The successive stages of exhumation associated with epigenesis were controlled by base-level changes in the sub-Carpathian basins (S. DoktorowiczHrebnicki 1935; S. Gilewska 1963, 1967, 1972; S. Dżułyński et al. 1966). Buried
karst hollows, facets, marine cliffs and breccias which survived in the exhumed
fault blocks (S. Alexandrowicz et al. 1960) suggest that the old landforms tended to be conserved here.
In the Miechów Upland, the upland plateaux and broad ridges consist of
nearly flat lying Cretaceous rocks (mostly marl), and Badenian cap-rock. Two
distinct planation surfaces are here preserved. The older one is of pre-Badenian foundation and slopes eastward from 380 m to 270 m a.s.l. It contains
residuals with traces of decalcified Cretaceous gaizes and opoki1 (J. Rutkowski
1965), padoły or structure controlled elongated and flat-floored depressions, and
valleys (A. Michalski 1884, et al.). The younger surface which cuts across the
Opolian marine cap-rock and Cretaceous bedrock is post-Badenian (H. Ruszczyńska 1958). The successive stages of valley deepening are documented by
rock-cut pre-glacial terraces (J. Flis 1956; C. Radłowska 1966; J. Łyczewska
1969). The old relief is in part conserved by allogenic deposits of the Cracovian
glaciation and by loess up to 10 m thick.
The Nida Basin

In the north, a monotonous plain of 230—250 m a.s.l. originated throughout
the Tertiary on the horizontal Cretaceous marls of the Miechów syncline axis.
A lower pre-glacial step 220 m a.s.l. is dissected by deep also pre-glacial valleys
(J. Czarnik 1966; W. Nowak 1970). In the highly mobile southern part of the
area, distinct variations in lithology and resistance of Cretaceous and Miocene
deposits, and selective erosion complicated by Badenian and post-Sarmatian
minor folding, faulting and downwarping (the latter continuing into present
times) are responsible for the present types and amplitudes of relief (J. Czarnocki 1948; J. Flis 1954; T. Osmólski 1963; S. Pawłowski 1965; A. Radwański
1969). The Sarmatian sedimentary surface survived as low table-land (240—
280 m a.s.l.) on the resistant horizontal detritic deposits only at the foot of the
Świętokrzyskie Mts. (M. Baranowska-Janota 1965). In the remaining area, Pliocene planation surfaces cut across the diverse rock types and structures and
range in altitude from 180—220 m a.s.l. on soft clays in the divides and on the
depressed cuesta of folded gypsum to 260-330 m a.s.l. in the high standing
faulted Pińczów ridge (C. Radłowska 1966) which carries inversional uponliers
of Miocene limestone. The 80 m thick 'Witów gravel and sand series laid down
in an erosional channel in the south-west part of this area (compare also
1

Marls and marly limestone having a siliceous skeleton.
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p. 15) indicated further downwarping at the break of the Pliocene and Lower
Quaternary (S. Dżułyński et al. 1968). The successively lower flattenings preserved in the divides are Pleistocene.
The Kielce

Upland

The heart of the area lying within the Świętokrzyskie anticlinorium are
the folded and uplifted Świętokrzyskie Mts. This Variscan orogen, buried during the Mesozoic was stripped in post-Cretaceous times and re-exposed as low
mountains of typical Appalachian relief. The parallel mountain ranges form
three steps. The highest central range (611 m a.s.l.) consists of the hardest
Cambrian rocks, the lower ranges (ca 350-430 m a.s.l.) are formed of Cambrian
and Upper Paleozoic rocks, the lowest step (ca 300-350 m a.s.l.) includes the
outer ranges composed of Mesozoic rocks. Steep-sided ranges and ridges rise
above the low foot-hills with a distinct Pliocene planation surface of pediment
type at 280-300 m being capped with Pleistocene allogenic deposits. It passes
eastward into the levelled surface of the downthrown Opatów Upland. The
question is do the above steps reflect lithologic control or the successive stages
of evolution? The existence of a prior surface either of structural or destructional origin (S. Lencewicz 1934 b) is suggested by the inherited radial arrangement of stream-valleys which break the ranges in a series of gaps. It is difficult
to reconstruct the relief evolution because the age of the last folding of the
Świętokrzyskie Mts. is not known exactly. Furthermore, detailed geomorphological maps of the mountains are lacking. Fossil marine cliffs, breccias and
other sediments left by the Opolian sea in the southernmost isoclinal valleys
indicate that the ridge-and-valley topography did already exist in pre-Badenian times (A. Radwański 1969).
The development stages of the Kielce Upland may be reconstructed by
analyzing the landform complex of the mountain foreland formed of weaker
Cambrian and Paleozoic rocks and tilted Mesozoic strata of varying resistance.
The foreland ascends in three steps towards the mountains. The dating of
steps is controversial. The lowest step contains divides with fragments of a
Pliocene planation surface at 160-180 m a.s.l. bearing Pleistocene allogenic
deposits. It truncated Cretaceous marl and patches of Oligocene marine deposits under which relics of the Eocene decalcified surface (123—155 m a.s.l.) are
buried (W. Pożaryski 1951; C. Radłowska 1963, 1968). Outliers rise above the
Pliocene surface in front of the middle step (200-240 m a.s.l.) which includes

Fig.

3.

Scissor-like

a r r a n g e m e n t o f p l a n a t i o n s u r f a c e s i n t h e N E f o r e l a n d of t h e
Ś w i ę t o k r z y s k i e M t s . ( a f t e r C . R a d ł o w s k a 1962)
1 — top of Jurassic rocks, 2 — top of Cretaceous rocks, 3 — top of Cretaceous rocks (Danian),
4 — Oligocene rocks, 5 — line connecting relics of the Paleogene planation surface, 6 — line connecting relics of the Pliocene planation surface, 7 — pre-glacial deposits, 8 — glacial deposits,
9 — presumed top of bedrock
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F i g . 4. S e c t i o n a c r o s s t h e N E f o r e l a n d of t h e Ś w i ę t o k r z y s k i e M t s . ( a f t e r D . K o s m o w s k a - S u f f c z y ń s k a 1966)
C — Cambrian, So — Silurian, Tr — Triassic, Jl — Liassic, Jb — Bajocian, Jc — Callovian, Jo —
O x : ordian, Jr — Rauracian, Ja — Astartian, Tj — Paleogene, T 2 — Neogene, Q — Quaternary; 1 —
boulder clay, sand and gravel under loess cover, 2 — remains of boulder clay, sand and gravel,
3 — sand with admixture of debris, clay and silt, 4 — debris with admixture of silt and clay

low monoclinal ridges of Jurassic limestone and hard Creataceous marl with
remnants of the "Paleogene planation surface B " (D. Kosmowska-Suffczyńska
1966, 1968). The intervening strike vales contain Miocene valleys and karst
depressions now conserved by diverse weathering residues and allogenic deposits which range in age from Eocene to late Pliocene (S. Z. Różycki 1967).
The highest step (260—300 m a.s.l.) is on the coarse-grained Mesozoic, Paleozoic
and Cambrian rocks which form the levelled Opatów upland surface being
considered as the "Paleogene planation surface A " (D. Kosmowska-Suffczyńska
1966, 1968). It is mantled with glacial and glacio-fluvial sediments and loess
up to 30 m thick. Explanations of this vertical differentiation of the "Paleogene
planation surface" include a scissor-like arrangement of diverse planations
(C. Radłowska 1963) (Figs. 3, 4) and the lithologic control of planation dynamics
(D. Kosmowska-Suffczyńska 1966). The other view is that the middle surface
was founded at the furthest in the Miocene since it postdates the Oligocene
inundation, whereas the foundation of the highest surface may be MioceneOligocene or older (S. Gilewska 1972). This surface, however, has been modified
by processes moulding the Świętokrzyskie Mts. in times that followed the
mountain uplift along the revived transverse fault-lines either in the Lower
Tertiary in general (J. Czarnocki 1931) or in the Oligocene-Miocene and the
Miocene (M. Klimaszewski 1958 a; S. Lencewicz 1934 a, 1934 b; W. Pożaryski
1951). In the map discussed the complex nature of the above surface is indicated as "low foot-hills with remnants of planation surfaces of unknown age".
The Lublin-Volhynian

Upland

The area contains smooth upland elevations and plateaux which are separated by a complex scarp from the Sandomierz Basin in the south-west (Fig. 5),
and by denudational northfacing scarps (dip-slopes) and southfacing cuestas
from the strike valleys, the broad upland depressions and the Polish Lowland
in the north. Some of the scarps show active uplift, e.g., the dip-slope of the
major watershed plateau Roztocze (T. Wyrzykowski 1959) fide (H. Maruszczak
1972). The directions of the main morphostructural elements and their amplitudes are clearly controlled by lithology, rock resistance and cleavage. The
highest elevations and greatest amplitudes are on the hardest Upper Cretace-
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ous gaizes and opoki, whereas the flat or rolling basin floors of low relief
developed on the soft marly limestones and chalk (H. Maruszczak 1966, 1972).
The upland comprises two summit surfaces, the highest of which is preserved at 320-360 m a.s.l. in the Roztocze, at 280—300 m a.s.l. in the central
Lublin upland plateaux and elevations and it descends northward to
200 m a.s.l., and at ca 280-290 m a.s.l. in the broad Volhynian upland ridges.
This surface is overlooked by dome-shaped residuals of the oldest relief, some
of which have duricrusted caps of Sarmatian deposits. Such residuals occur
above the tectonic scarp of the Roztocze and Lublin Upland and in the Chełm
Hills divided by wide karst basins on soft chalk. Under the Upper Eocene/
/Oligocene hill cappings there survived relics of the true Eocene surface form-

Fig.

5.

Section

across

the

R o z t o c z e a n d e a s t e r n p a r t of t h e L u b l i n U p l a n d ( a f t e r
H . M a r u s z c z a k 1972)
1 — loess, 2 — alluvial, limnic and slope deposits (Holocene and Pleistocene), 3 — glacial and
glacio-fluvial sediments, 4 — clayey and sandy deposits (Miocene), 5 — limestones (Miocene), 6 —
opoki and gaizes (Upper Cretaceous), 7 — marl, in part marly opoki and gaizes (Upper Cretaceous), 8 — marl, dolomite, limestone (Jurassic), 9 — faults

ed of pumice-like decalcified opoki (Ł. Górecka 1958; M. Harasimiuk 1963,
1975; H. Maruszczak 1966, 1972). The subsequently younger surface being ca
20 m lower is by far the most extensive. It developed on typical marl in the
upland elevations and plateaux and carries massive residuals. Both surfaces
are locally conserved by thick loess covers which occupy some 30°/o of the
whole upland. The ages of the summit surfaces are controversial. According to
A. Jahn (1956), both surfaces of pediplain type developed under semi-arid
conditions of the Upper Miocene and Upper Pliocene. H. Maruszczak (1972)
dates them as Lower Pliocene and Upper Pliocene on the evidence of Upper
Sarmatian duricrusts and desert rinds (M. Turnau-Morawska 1950) contained
in the highest residuals of oldest relief. Following the Walachian movements
of uplift was valley incision at the close of the Tertiary. Several incision
phases are marked by rock-cut terraces. The formation of the lowest degradational surface of glacis type is due to periglacial processes.
THE

CARPATHIANS

Amongst the mountains and uplands of South Poland, the Carpathians have
the youngest erosional-denudational relief. The Carpathians which belong to
the Alpine system were folded at the close of the Cretaceous in their inner
part (the Tatra Mts.) but after the Paleogene in their outer part (the Flysch
Carpathians). Rounded gravels of older flysch rock found in the Upper Krosno
beds indicate syngenetic folding and denudation of the Carpathians (B. Świ-
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derski 1932; S. Alexandrowicz et al. 1963) and consequently the initiation of
relief development on the truncated anticlinal structures. In the Flysch Carpathians, the pattern of mountain ridges and depressions clearly reflects the
low angle monoclinal thrusts in the west and the steep folds and scales in the
east (L. Starkel 1965, 1972). Recent geological research shows that the Lower
Miocene phase of folding was followed by thrust movements which continued
into the Sarmatian (M. Ksi^zkiewicz 1972; R. Ney 1968). Displacements were
on a wide scale, probably of the order of 60-80 km (S. Poltowicz et al. 1974;
R. Ney et al. 1974). The above facts throw light on the ages of levels occurring
in the Carpathians.
The 1:300,000 Geomorphological Map of Poland shows the stepwise arrangement of relief in the Flysch Carpathians which include mountains of intermediate height with relative relief of 400-800 m (1000-1700 m a.s.l.), low moun-

gart-Kotarba 1973)
1 — very resistant rock (mostly sandstones), 2 — rocks of medium resistance (sandstone-shales),
3 — little resistant rock (shale-sandstones), 4 — rocks of very little resistance (mostly shales),
5 — ridges and h u m m o c k s within the valley-level, 6 — ridges and h u m m o c k s f r o m the dissection
of the foot-hill level, 7 — ridges f r o m the dissection of the intermontane level and ridges
projecting above the foot-hill level, 8 — ridges f r o m dismembering of the Beskidian surface;
A — The Jaworzyna Krynicka Range in the Beskid Sądecki Mts. B — the Slonne Mts. and the
Bieszczady Foreland
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tains and high foot-hills, foot-hills of intermediate height, low foot-hills and
valley floors (Chart 2). There is a rule that the higher the step, the harder is
the rock on which it is preserved, and the lower the step, the smaller is its
extent and the softer the bedrock — with a few exceptions (L. Starkel 1965).
Each of the relief steps contains flattenings of planation type which cut across
rocks of different resistance. These fragments of flattenings, the mountain
ridges and hilly watersheds of levelled profiles form the basis for relief
reconstruction within each of the steps. Both the destructional nature of planated surfaces and the polycyclic relief evolution is indicated by lower levels in
the transverse valleys and by breaks in the long profiles of strike ridges that
follow the outcrops of resistant rocks (L. Starkel 1965; M. Baumgart-Kotarba
1973, 1974) (Fig. 6).
Traces of the oldest level to which the name Beskidy level is applied
(poziom beskidzki of L. Sawicki, 1909) are represented by summit flattenings
and mountain ridges with levelled long profiles and denivelations of 200-500 m.
This level survived on thick series of resistant sandstones mostly in the western
part of the Polish Flysch Carpathians. The present occurrences of this level at
different heights in the various mountain groups indicate later tectonic
deformation.
The second level termed the intermontane level (poziom srodgorski of
M. Klimaszewski, 1934) occurs in the low mountains and high foot-hills. It is
best developed on the fringe of high ranges and reaches from 450-500 m a.s.l.
in the Carpathian Foot-Hills, in the marginal part of the Carpathians up to
700-1000 m a.s.l. in the elevation axis where it is preserved on the levelled
ridges. The dissection of this level rises from 250 m to 400 m.
The foot-hill level (poziom pogorski of M. Klimaszewski, 1934) survived on
summits of the foot-hills of intermediate height with relative relief of 150200 m. The level rises from 360-420 m a.s.l. in the Carpathian Foot-Hills to
800 m a.s.l. in the interior of mountains. It is of the pediment type and both
residual and hard rock ridges stand above it. This level truncates rocks of
varying resistance although being softer than those forming the intermontane
level.
The lowest or riverside level (L. Starkel 1957, 1965) which corresponds to
the poriecna or podhorska roven of E. Mazur (1963) includes flattenings within
the low foot-hills which consist of soft rocks. Its height above the valley floors
increases eastward from 40-50 m to 80-100 m.
The ages of levels are inferred from the relation of planations to the dated
phases of tectonic movements and to correlation deposits. The thrust that has
overriden the Lower Sarmatian deposits in the east where the Beskidy level
does not occur indicates that the three successively younger levels extending
along the valleys are post-Sarmatian. L. Starkel (1969, 1972) dates them as
Lower Pliocene, Upper Pliocene and Lower Quaternary. With the formation of
the lowest or riverside level of glacis type, the Witow gravel and sand series
in the Sandomierz Basin is correlated (S. Dzulyriski et al. 1968). The level is
also dated by its relation to Pleistocene terraces being separated by only one
intermediate bench from the Cracovian terrace. New data (S. Poltowicz 1974;
S. Poltowicz et al. 1974) indicate that west of the Dunajec river at the Carpathian margin there occur deep folds containing disturbed Badenian and Lower
Sarmatian deposits which were thrust on the Lower Sarmatian sediments
(Fig. 7). However, in the Flysch Carpathians relief was initiated prior to the
Attic phase of movements. This is documented by the Beskidy level preserved
on the nappe structures in the west of the area and subjected to differential
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uplift along faults in the Attic phase (for comparison see O. Stehlik 1965). In
the marginal zone of the Flysch Carpathians, thrust movements affected not
only the flysch but also the Grabovian (Upper Badenian) sediments that were
laid down on the flysch. Correlation deposits responding to the destruction of
the Carpathians are now found under the Carpathians (S. Poltowicz 1974).

Fig.

7.

Geological

section across the m a r g i n a l thrust b e t w e e n the D u n a j e c
and
W i s ł o k a v a l l e y s ( a f t e r S . P o l t o w i c z 1974)
1 — bore-hole and dip of beds, 2 — overthrust, 3 — fault, I — Silesian unit, II — Skole unit, C , —
Lower Carboniferous (Kohlenkalk), T t — Bunter, J t — Dogger, J, — Malm, K j — Upper Cretaceous,
Ki — Inoceramian beds (Upper Cretaceous), Pg — Paleogene, F1 — flysch rocks undivided, M< —
Badenian ( M £ e — sub-evaporite " s e r i e s " , M — evaporite " s e r i e s " , Mjh — Chodenice beds, Mf —
Grabowiec beds), M s — L o w e r Sarmatian, Q — Quaternary; crosses indicate tuffite intercalations

The Sarmatian deposits of the Carpathian foredeep cannot give information
about the sequence of tectonic and climatic changes in the Flysch Carpathians
because they have been transported from the northern shore of the Sarmatian
sea (S. Połtowicz et al. 1974).
As a result of the multi-phase selective denudation the present relief of the
Carpathians is adjusted to both lithology and tectonic style of the flysch
(Fig. 6). Consequently in the western part of the Carpathians there occur
mostly massive monoclinal and inversional mountain ridges frequently bounded by denudational scarps, whereas monoclinal and resequent ridges predominate in the east (Map 2).
The high tilted block of the Tatra Mts. contains a late mature relief which
survived on the resistant limestones, dolomites and granito-gneisses in the
broad summit areas. Fragments of flattenings at 1500 m a.s.l. pass into the
unrejuvenated valley floors at the valley heads and into a wide piedmont pediment which descends from 1200 m to 800 m a.s.l. in the Tatra foreland. Planations have been dated as Sarmatian and Lower Pliocene on the evidence that
the above surface truncates the Lower Badenian-Sarmatian of the Domajski
Wierch (M. Klimaszewski 1958, 1972). However, results of recent palynologic
research by J. Oszast (1973) show that the gravel and clay series of the Domajski Wierch fan is Upper Pliocene. Consequently the ages of planations in the
Tatra foreland should be revised.
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CONCLUSIONS

A brief regional review based upon the 1:300,000 Geomorphological Map of
Poland revealed the manifold aspects of planation surfaces.
(1) The general geotectonical regimen of Poland did not favour the formation of new and the survival of the oldest regolith-covered planation surfaces,
except in some parts of the Sudetes and the Sudetes Foreland where subaerial
planation occurred in Cretaceous and Paleogene times (H. Teisseyre et al. 1960).
In the remaining area it is difficult to reconstruct the so-called "Paleogene surface of planation" on the evidence of remaining single landforms, weathering
products and small relics of dated surfaces that originated during the short
Eocene period of relative tectonic stability within a great anticlinal zone termed "the meta-Carpathian elevation" (J. Nowak 1927).
(2) Since the Oligocene/Miocene, tectonic movements of varying type and
rate and the corresponding exogenetic processes have been favourable for the
formation of stepwise arranged epicyclic planation surfaces which reflect the
successive stages of uplift and relief evolution.
(3) The neotectonic tendencies were responsible for the general type of modification of the planation surfaces. In the high standing areas that showed
uplift tendencies there has been a general lowering of the prior land surface
with the removal of the original regolith mantle or thin cap-rock (e.g., the major Sudetes ranges, the major upland watershed of Silesia-Cracow and Roztocze, and even the Pińczów ridge in the Nida Basin). On the contrary in the
areas that showed subsidence tendencies there has been a general levelling of
prior relief by multiple deposition of allogenic materials upon which new levels of planation developed. The resulting polycyclic surface includes relics of
older now buried surfaces (e.g., forelands of the Sudetes and the Świętokrzyskie
Mts., faulted upland, and the northern slope of the Lublin Upland).
(4) The resistance of predominant rock complexes determines the state of
preservation and modification of planation surfaces. The harder the rocks the
better preserved are the highest surfaces of oldest foundation. Most of the
successively lower surfaces truncate softer rocks. On soft bedrock the lowest
surfaces are well developed although limited in extent and subjected to easy
modification and destruction (e.g., the broad floors of upland basins).
(5) Lithology and tectonic style control the general relief pattern expressed:
as domical hills rising above levelled surfaces in the crystalline massifs (the
Sudetes):
— as ridge and valley topography on the narrow and steep folds and
scales formed by rock complexes of different resistances (the Świętokrzyskie
Mts., and the Bieszczady Mts. in the Eastern Carpathians),
— as mesas and table-land on horizontal structures of uniform hardness
(the Table Mts. in the Sudetes, and the table-land at the foot of the Świętokrzyskie Mts.),
— as monotonous plains on horizontal structures formed of softer rocks
(e.g., in the northern part of the Nida Basin),
— as structural escarpments and strike valleys on subhorizontal structures including alternations of hard and soft rocks (the Central Sudetes, the
Silesian Upland, the NE foreland of the Świętokrzyskie Mts., the Lublin Upland) and on low angle thrusts in the Western Carpathians.
(6) Pleistocene allogenic cap-rock is responsible for the present conservation
<of planation surfaces. These are best conserved in the depressed areas where
•exhumation from beneath the Pleistocene cap-rock is less expressed (e.g., on
the northern downwarped slope of the Central Polish uplands including the
:2
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transition belt where the lowland relief interdigitates with typical upland
features). Exhumation is more advanced in areas uplifted by neotectonic movements e.g., the Mid Traissic escarpment (S. Gilewska et al. 1971).
(7) Periodically changing paleoclimates determined the nature of planation
surfaces. The oldest planation surface developed under tropical conditions with
heavy seasonal rainfall, on the evidence of kaolin and laterite lying in situ
on massive crystalline rocks (pre-Oligocene etchplain?). Scattered occurrences
of pre-Oligocene karst depressions, residual kaolinite clays and the decalcification of gaizes and opoki cannot be regarded as equivalents of karst planation
and laterite formation for they indicate only intense chemical weathering of
calcareous bedrock.
The Neogene levelled surfaces are partial planation surfaces of regional
significance due to epicyclic relief evolution. Planations proceeding from the
margin of mountains and uplands into their interior are mostly of pediment or
glacis d'érosion type and developed under periodically semi-arid conditions.
These intervened with phases of humid conditions under which karst development took place. More or less advanced modifications of the inherited planation
surfaces are due to the changing climates of the Pleistocene. The resulting surfaces are polygenetic features.
Institute of Geography and Spatial Organization
Polish Academy of Sciences, Cracow
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INTRODUCTION

The characteristic features of the lower Vistula River valley are numerous
widenings known from the literature as basins. Their geologic structure and
relief differ considerably from the adjacent valley reaches as a result of
differential action of both glacial and fluvial processes. This is particularly true
for the largest widening of the lower Vistula River valley — the Grudziądz
Basin.
The origin of this basin have been discussed for a long time. So far, two
hypotheses have prevailed: the first, put forward by A. Jentzsch (1911), relates
the formation of the Grudziądz Basin to a large proglacial lake at the mouth
of the Mątawa River outwash, the second, advanced by R. Galon (1934), regards
lateral erosion of the meandering Vistula River as the main process responsible
for its origin.
The present paper is a new attempt at solving the problem based on geologic and geomorphologic research (E. Drozdowski 1974, 1975), including results of pollen analysis and radiocarbon dating. It emphasizes the hitherto
unrecognized glacial landforms and deposits associated with the melting of
dead-ice blocks which — as it turned out during the field examination — occur
in that area together with distinctive fluvial features. This fact justifies the
conclusion that the fluvial processes operating in the valley in the Late Glacial
period were intimately associated with glacial processes. Consequently, the
former existence of the Scandinavian ice sheet and its geomorphologic activity
are regarded here as a substantial factor which affected the formation of the
discussed widening of the Vistula River valley.
GENERAL GEOMORPHOLOGIC FEATURES

Three distinctive valley widenings occur along the lowest course of the
Vistula River from the gap near Fordon to the river mouth delta, namely
Unisław Basin, Chełmno (or Świecie) Basin and Grudziądz Basin. The width
of the valley, being normally 3 to 4 km, extends in these basins for more
than 10 km. The investigated Grudziądz Basin (Fig. 1) is the largest one. It
is 18 km wide, 20 km long, and covers a roughly circular area of 240 sq.km.
The outstanding features of the Grudziądz Basin are three "islands" of
moraine plateau, so-called kępy, elevated as much as 60 m above the floodplain and isolated from the surrounding moraine plateau by deeply incised
curves of the former Vistula River bed. Immediately east of the channel rise
Kępa Forteczna, with its summit at 86.1 m a.s.l. and Kępa Strzemięcińska,
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Fig. 1. Geomorphologic sketch of the Grudziądz Basin
1 — moraine plateau 2 — outwash, 3 — erosive surfaces of meltwater flow, 4 — subglacial channels, 5 — k a m e terraces, 6 — dead-ice slope topography, 7 — alluvial fans, 8 — flood areas with
peat and gyttia, 9 — landslide pseudoterraces, 10 — rim of moraine plateau with aggradation
zone, 11 — river terraces with rim; number indices after R. Galon's (1968) system, F, G, S —
moraine plateau islands, so-called kępy: F — Kępa Forteczna, G — Kępa of Górna Grupa, S —
Kępa

Strzemięcińska

79.3 m a.s.l.; on the west side of the river, separated f r o m the channel by the
flood-plain 4 km wide, projects Kępa of Górna Grupa, with its summit at
77.3 m a.s.l.
The river terraces in the Grudziądz Basin occur in a set of nine steps corresponding, in R. Galon's classification (1968), to from IX to I. The most
extended levels are terraces III and II, elevated 27-28 m and 24-25 m a.s.l.,
i.e. 9-10 m and 6-7 m above the flood-plain respectively. They f o r m the surface
of the incised curves, separating the kępy-hills f r o m the surrounding moraine
plateau. The thickness of alluvial deposits increases generally f r o m the older
to younger levels, ranging f r o m 1 to 2 m within terraces IX to IV, and from
6 to 7 m f o r the most part of terraces III and II.
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The flood-plain is a lowland stretch varying in width from 2 to 4.5 km and
bordered by steep valley sides which rise often over 50 m above its surface.
The surface of the flood-plain within the examined area gradually slopes down
valley from approximately 20 to 17 m a.s.l. Data from many logs of borings
and a few test borings show that beneath the surface of the flood- plain occurs
a mass of alluvial silty-sandy deposits up to 18 m thick; hence the buried
erosive floor of the valley here lies near the altitude of present-day sea level.
Noteworthy from the morphogenetic point of view are lakes which cover
approximately 1.30 per cent of the whole area under consideration. Abandoned
channel-lakes are very common, occurring on the flood-plain close to the present-day channel, although the most interesting ones exist on the higher altitudes, on terraces II and III. Among these the largest ones are: Rudnickie
Wielkie Lake, Tarpno Lake, and Fletnowskie Lake (Fig. 1). The elongated
shape and irregularities in the depth of the two latter lakes suggest that their
depressions might be subglacial channels (S. Kopczyński 1963).
It should be added, moreover, that the area under consideration is situated
within the limits of the Last (Wiirm) Glaciation as expressed in the present-day
relief.
TYPES OF G L A C I A L LANDFORMS A N D DEPOSITS

The glacial landforms which are found in the Grudziądz Basin and which
have a significance in the elucidation of the problem of the origin of this large
depression create a distinct interrelated group or assemblage. It comprises kame
terraces, dead-ice slope topography, and kettle-holes occurring on the river
terraces and alluvial fans. All these landforms are unified and simultaneously
separated from other genetic types of landforms occurring in the Grudziądz
Basin by melting of dead-ice blocks as a dominant morphogenetic process.
Beside the landforms associated with the melting of dead-ice there are also
deposits linked with them, but not pronounced in the present-day topography.
They are spread over the entire investigated area within other genetic types
of landforms, especially on the river terraces and alluvial fans.
In this paper the glacial landforms will be described and discussed in more
detail, and the glacial deposits occurring within the river terraces will be
briefly summarized by using the example of one site only.
K A M E TERRACES

The kame terraces are found in the western part of the Grudziądz Basin,
in the vicinity of Święte, Nowe Marzy and Rulewo. Kame-like terrace was
encountered also in the eastern part of the basin, on the gentle slope of Kępa
Forteczna (Fig. 1). Their surfaces lie at various altitudes, starting with 75 down
to 27 m a.s.l., i.e. from a level higher than the uppermost river terrace IX down
to the level of river terrace III. The main features which distinguish the kame
terraces are their geologic structure (examined against the background of the
general geologic pattern of the slope) and texture of the material building
them.
Well-developed kame terraces occur on both valley-slopes of the "basin"
reach of Mątawa River, between the Kępa of Górna Grupa and the moraine
plateau marked on the map by outwash plain (Fig. 1). This valley reach is
characterized by numerous kettle-holes, among them the largest and deepest
one is the depression of Święte Lake, through which Mątawa River flows.
The kame terrace which occurs on the western valley-slope near Święte
village was investigated in detail. Its surface is elevated 57-58 m a.s.l., thus
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it lies slightly lower than the uppermost river terrace IX. The morphologic
characteristics of this kame terrace are shown on the photograph (Fig. 2), and
the geologic structure of the terrace in relation to the adjacent slope is indicated on the cross-section based on accurate levelling measurements and field
examination (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Geologic cross-section through the western slope of the Mątawa River valleynear Święte
1 — slope wash, 2 — fine-grained sands, 3 — cover on the erosive surface of grey varved clays,
4 — fine- and medium-grained sands with gravels, 5 — fine-grained sands with intercalations
of silty sands and medium-grained sands, 6 — collapsed sand-gravel deposits (Fig. 3 — 2 to 11),
7 — unstratified fine- and medium-grained sands with gravel grains, 8 — till (first glacial-drift
horizon), 9 — yellow-brown varved clays underlain by till (second glacial-drift horizon), 10 —
fine-grained sands, 11 — grey varved clays

The kame terrace has ledge shape, 200 m long, up to '15 m high and up to
45 m wide. Its surface is flat or slightly inclined (2-3°) toward the valley. The
inclination of the river-facing slope of the terrace ranges prevailingly from
15 to 20°.
The terrace has a simple structure. An exposure made near the valley-slope
at a distance of approximately 30 m from the edge of the terrace, shows two
different kinds of deposits. On the unstratified medium- and fine-grained sands
of the glacifluvial type rest loamy sands with gravels and boulders of the
slope-wash type connected with the till occurring higher within the adjacent
valley-slope. The diameters of boulders within the slope-wash deposits are
usually less than 0.5 m, but on the surface of the terrace boulders were found
exceeding 1.0 m in diameter. Gravel grains and small boulders are often disintegrated as a result of frost action.
Close by the edge of the kame terrace, devoid of the slope-wash deposits,
the structure of the glacifluvial deposits changes. The medium- and fine-grained sands (Fig. 4 — 2-11) prove horizontal stratification, and simultaneously they
are en masse inclined towards the valley at an angle of 38-40°, thus more than
the angle of repose of these deposits. The beds are also disturbed by small
faults, whose amplitudes of replacement are of the order of 3-5 cm.
As is shown on the geologic cross-section (Fig. 3). the deposits which build
up the terrace differ from those within the moraine plateau at the same level.
This fact precludes an eventually alternative genetic interpretation of the
terrace — that it is a trath river terrace, and that the disturbances of the
deposits are due to the pressure of the active ice prior to the formation of the
terrace. The presence of deep kettle-holes occurring lower, in the bottom of the
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Fig. 4. Exposure in the escarpment of the kame terrace
1 — medium-grained sands with gravel grains, 2 — fine-grained sands, 3 — fine-grained sands
and gravels, 4 — fine-grained sands with admixture of medium-grained sands and gravels, 5 —
fine-grained sands with calcium carbonate concentrations, 6 — fine- and medium-grained sands,
7 — sands with gravels, 8 — medium-grained sands, 9 — fine-grained sands with intercalations
of silty sands, 10 — medium-grained sands with gravels, 11 — medium-grained sands

valley, as well as the disturbed sedimentary structure of the deposits in the
terrace pointed out that it may be closely related in origin to the kame terrace
formed between the slope from one side and the ice-wall from the other. When
the river level lowered and the progressive melting of the ice masses proceeded,
then the deposits, supported by ice, collapsed. The presence of faults in the
collapsed deposits indicated that the collapsing process took place when the
deposits were still in a frozen state.
D E A D - I C E SLOPE T O P O G R A P H Y

The other conspicuous landforms associated with the melting of large
dead-ice blocks occupying the former Vistula River curves in the Grudziądz
Basin represent specific topography named tentatively kame and kettle slope
topography of the ablative type (E. Drozdowski 1974) or more generally: deadice slope topography.
The prominent landforms of this type occur along the eastern slope of the
investigated area between the villages of Turznica and Marusza (Fig. 1). The
moraine plateau grades here from about 95 to 30 m a.s.l. into the broad "slope
zone", 2 to 3 km wide. Its topography is characterized by a moderate local
relief with numerous irregularly distributed hills and small depressions (Fig. 5),
so that the cross-profiles of the slope zone appear as very ragged lines (Fig. 6).
In contrast to the steep erosive segments of the valley slopes, well-developed
stream-valleys and gullies are absent or fragmental. The existing valley-like
depressions have sinuous courses and irregular floors with thresholds. On some
reaches of these valleys there occur larger basin-shaped widenings with several
depressions of lower order. There are often sloughy or filled by water. The
slopes of hills between individual depressions are generally more inclined
towards the higher situated depressions than to the lower ones.
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Fig. 6. Morphologic profiles of the Grudziądz Basin slope north of Turznice
A,

B — location

of

exposures

The "slope zone" is composed mainly of till and sandy-gravel deposits. In
the upper part, near the edge of the moraine plateau it is covered by a moreor-less continuous blanket of till averaging a few meters thick, while in the
lower part, starting from about 60 m a.s.l. sands and gravels more often appear
on the surface. Two exposures A and B (Fig. 6) show the geological structure of
the hills.
Exposure A (Fig. 7) is located in the upper part of the hill, 68 m a.s.l., on its
slope which is inclined 2-3° towards the lower depression. The summit of this
hill is elevated as much as 10 m above the lower depression and about 6 m
above the higher one.
Beneath a layer of till 1 m thick (Fig. 7—2) deposits occur of a typical fluidal
structure, composed of all gradations from silt to sand with gravel grains and
pebbles (Fig. 7—3-8). Individual sedimentary units are developed in the form
of irregular layers, lenses, and streaks dipping towards the lower depression,
but at an angle much greater than the inclination of the slope surface of the hill.
Both the lithology and structure of these deposits indicate that they are typical
mudflows which may have resulted from the flow of the semi-plastic, waterlogged material on the slopes of dead-ice blocks. Such material is known from
modern glaciers as ablation deposits (J. Szupryczynski 1963; S. Kozarski,
J. Szupryczynski 1973).
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Fig. 7. Exposure A
1 — humus, 2 — ablation till with large quantities
dark-brown silt, 3 — silty sands, 4 — m e d i u m - and
with silt admixture, sporadic gravel grains and
sands, 8 — clayey silts

of boulders and pebbles as well as streaks of
fine-grained sands, 5 — various-grained sands
pebbles, 6 — silty sands, 7 — medium-grained
with gravel grains

The significant properties that can be used to explain the origin of the hill
are the thickness and dipping relationships between individual units of the
mudflow. The measurements show that the dip angles of layers, lenses and
streaks increase gradually upwards from 20 to 58°, and simultaneously marked
layers tend to grow in thickness. The differences in grades between bedding
planes of individual layers reach 5°. These facts point to the flowing of the
waterlogged material in the direction inverse to the actual slope-surface of
the hill. Consequently, the presented evidence makes it possible to draw the
conclusion that the exposure proves an overturning of the material resulted
from the disappearance of the dead-ice wall by which the material was supported. The existence of the dead-ice block indicates the lower situated kettlehole.
The till cover is similar in origin to the underlying deposits. It contains
great quantities of sand, gravel, pebbles and cobbles, and sporadically loops
of silty clays and precipitations of calcium carbonate in the form of thin veins.
Some of the pebbles and cobbles underwent completely frost disintegration.
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Near the base the till is fissile, and the planes of fissility dip at an angle
56-62° in the direction concordant to the dips of the underlying deposits. This
evidence in association with the lithologic properties of the till allowed the
interpretation of its origin as an ablation till redeposited from the top surface
of dead-ice blocks into spaces between these blocks. It was subsequently overturned together with the underlying silty-sandy mudflows when an inversion
of the topography proceeded.
Exposure B (Fig. 8) is located in the upper part of a lower lying hill, 58 m
a.s.l. In contrast to the previously described hill it is devoid of till cover on the
top and on the slope inclined toward the basin. Till cover occurs only on the
opposite, inward slope. The exposure wall show the inner structure of deposits
in a plane directly parallel to the slope inclination.

1

1

0

1

1

2

' 4 m

F i g . 8. E x p o s u r e B
1 — humus, 2 — ablation till, 3 — ablation till with calcium carbonate concentrations, 4 — gravels
and boulders, 5 — m e d i u m - and course-grained sands with sand-gravel lenses, 6 — sandy silts
with gravel lenses

Similarities in the structure and sequence of deposits are striking. The
mudflows, developed as fine-grained sands intermixed with silts and medium-grained sands (Fig. 8—5-6), dip at an angle greater than the angle of
slope inclination. As in the exposure A they show a distinct fluidal structure
and an increase of thickness upwards. An innovation is the layer of gravels
and boulders, situated between the silty-sandy mudflows and the till cover
(Fig. 8—4). The growing thickness of this layer together with a gradually
increasing size of boulders indicate that it is a typical debris cone overturned
en masse when the ice melted away.
TYPES

OF

DEPRESSIONS
ON

THE

ASSOCIATED

RIVER

TERRACES

WITH
AND

THE

MELTING

ALLUVIAL

OF

BURIED

ICE

FANS

There are at least two different types of depressions closely related to the
melting of buried ice within the river terraces and alluvial fans, depending
upon the origin of the ice and the conditions of its burying. These are:
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(1) Typical kettle-holes resulted from the melting away of dead-ice blocks,
buried by deposits of various origins (glacial, glacifluvial, fluvial, slope wash).
Within the investigated area they are represented by roughly circular and
considerable deep depressions, usually sloughy or filled by water.
(2) Landforms originated from the melting away of authigenic ice (winter
ice) filling previously eroded subglacial depressions and buried by deposits of
various origins. Subglacial channels are an example of this type of landforms, though some of their reaches can be filled in by dead-ice (cf. P. Woldstedt 1954; W. Niewiarowski 1968).
The presence of such depressions on the river terraces III and II, whose
surfaces lie approximately 60 m below the surface of the bordering moraine
plateau, suggest erosion and melting away of upper parts of the dead-ice
blocks during the beginning stages of the valley development. Ultimate melting away of these dead-ice remainders took place after the formation of river
terraces III and II, and hence with the river flow at lower levels.
KETTLE-HOLES

Prominent landforms of this type are represented by depressions of Rudnickie Wielkie Lake, Rudnickie Małe Lake within the eastern incised curve
of the Grudziądz Basin and the depression of Święte Lake within its western
curve (Fig. 1).
The Rudnickie Wielkie Lake, which lies on river terrace II is the largest
one in the area under discussion. It covers, according to S. Kopczyński (1963),
177.7 ha and its depth is as much as 11.5 m. As the water-level is 22.6 m
a.s.l., the maximum depth of the depression lies approximately 11.0 m a.s.l.,
that means nearly 6 m below the present-day surface of the flood-plain.
Taking into account a few meters of alluvium cover that was probably accumulated on the top of the dead-ice block and subsequently submerged during
melting of the ice and also some meters of the lake sediments later accumulated, it can be concluded that the original glacial bottom of the depression
lies at least 5 m a.s.l., thus about 75-80 m below the surface of the adjacent
moraine plateau.
Similar properties reveals the depression of the adjacent Rudnickie Małe
Lake, which is actually in the final phase of overgrowing. It is oval in plane,
about 800 m long and 400 m wide. The water-level lies 20.0 m a.s.l., and the
maximum depth of its mineral bottom, determined by means of a hand auger,
is approximately 10 m. In relation to the surface of the flood-plain it gives
a difference of about 9 m. Adding also the thickness of the submerged alluvial deposits, it seems reasonable to assume that the original glacial bottom
lies near the level of the valley-floor (about 3 m a.s.l.), thus similarly 75-80 m
below the surface of the bordering moraine plateau.
Pollen analysis of the organogenic deposits (peat and gyttia) which fill
the depression of Rudnickie Małe Lake, carried out by B. Noryśkiewicz, has
been proved that the bottom peat was accumulated in the pine phase of Allerod
(pollen diagram in: E. Drozdowski 1974). This result has been recently confirmed by radiocarbon analysis carried out by S. Hakansson in Lund. The dating
of the sample taken from the sandy peat layer at the bottom, 6.74-6.80 m
below the surface, has shown the following age:
Rudnik (I)

Lu-984

11.630 ±265 B.P.

These dating points out both the minimum age of the terrace and the
beginning of the melting of dead-ice.
3
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CHANNELS

Two large channels that were bound up with the activity of subglacial
meltwater are present in the Grudziądz Basin. These are: channel of Fletnowskie Lake in the western part of the Grudziądz Basin and channel of
Tarpno Lake in its eastern part.
The channel of Fletnowskie Lake runs in a meridian direction for a distance of nearly 10 km. It is incised both into the moraine plateau and river
terraces together with the superimposed alluvial fan within the area of Grudziądz Basin (Fig. 1). The bottom of the channel lies at various depths ranging from approximately 10-20 m on the moraine plateau up to more than
70 m within the Grudziądz Basin in relation to the surface of moraine plateau
that can be treated as a bed level of the last ice sheet in the area investigated
(approximately because the till lying on the surface is usually 5-7 thick).
In the case of the channel of Tarpno Lake, the difference in altitude
between the moraine plateau surface and the bottom of the channel is
about 60 m.
DEPOSITS A S S O C I A T E D W I T H M E L T I N G OF D E A D - I C E B L O C K S

This type of deposits obviously forms the described glacial landforms, in
addition to them, however, they are scattered all over the Grudziądz Basin.
Within the over-flood terraces II and III they constitute usually channel lag
deposits which occur at the base of the alluvial sediments, although locally,
predominantly on the convex side of the incised curves and in the vicinity of
the kettle-holes, they may occur as deposits unaltered by the river activity
just beneath the surface of the terrace.
A characteristic example reveals the river terrace II which for its most part
is constructed only from alluvial sandy deposits up to 6-7 m from the surface.
Nevertheless, nearby the western end of the Rudnickie Wielkie Lake, where
a gentle depression exists in the topography, lying 1.0-1.5 m lower than the
surrounding surface of the terrace, the geologic structure of the terrace changes
considerably. An extensive trenching (for building purpose) shows two different
kinds of deposits. First the thin cover of loose, fine-grained sands and silty
sands (Fig. 9—1), averaging 0.5 m in thickness, then in a descending sequence:
sandy gravels with boulders (Fig. 9—2), pocket of poorly sorted fine- and medium-grained stratified sands, warped into a syncline (Fig. 9—3), brown calcium
carbonate concentrations (Fig. 9—4), grey-green loamy sands (Fig. 9—5), and
grey clayey till (Fig. 9—6).
The topmost layer (Fig. 9—1) apparently represents sediments of river
accumulation, while all lower resting material-deposits resulted from the
melting of dead-ice and subsequent downslope movement under gravity in a
waterlogged condition. Such interpretation is justified by the occurrence of
typical flowtill with its characteristic structural properties (cf. G.S. Boulton
1972; E. Drozdowski 1974; R. J. Price 1973), big boulders which seem to
have rolled down an ice slope, as well as the pocket of fine- and mediumgrained sands which most likely had been redeposited from icei surface as
frozen block, and later on, as a result of thawing, subsided and warped into
a syncline.
The topographic depression mentioned, jointly with the lithology and
structure of deposits suggest that the site was still occupied by remnants of
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Fig. 9. Deposits associated w i t h the m e l t i n g of d e a d - i c e block within the river terrace II
1 — fine-grained sands and silty sands, 2 — sandy gravels with boulders, 3 — fine- and medium-grained
sands, 4 — loamy sands intermixed with gravels, cobbles and numerous calcium carbonate
concentrations, 5 — loamy sands, 6 — clayey till
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dead-ice after the formation of the terrace. Thus, the1 0.5 m alluvial cover
postdating the final melting of dead-ice was accumulated during overbank
floods, when the river flowed at lower levels.
PROBLEM OF THE ORIGIN
GRUDZIĄDZ BASIN

AND

MORPHOLOGIC

DEVELOPMENT

OF

THE

The occurrence of landforms and deposits associated with the melting of
dead-ice blocks within both incised curves of the ancient Vistula River bed
in the Grudziądz Basin suggests that a basic cause of the origin of this part
of the river valley may be closely related to the recovering of the fossil icefilled glacial hole-forms by the mechanical and thermic action of the river.
The fact that the glacial landforms and deposits step down from the basin
slopes to the bottom of the kettles as much as 80 m in relation to the surface
of the surrounding moraine plateau gives an indication of both the large
dimensions of the fossil hollow landforms and the inclination of their beds
towards the thalweg of the ancient river curves. The time of formation of
these fossil landforms, as well as their filling up by dead-ice have particular
significance for the solving of the problem of origin and development of the
discussed valley widening. This question elucidates the following facts:
(1) big differences in altitude (up to 80 m) between the moraine plateau
surface and the bottom of the kettle-holes occurring on the river terraces;
(2) lack of direct morphologic correlation between the course of subglacial
channels (resulting from the activity of subglacial waters of the last ice sheet
in the area investigated) and the distribution of glacial landforms and deposits
associated with melting of dead-ice blocks;
(3) maximum depth of incision of the subglacial channel of the Fletnowskie Lake within the area of the Grudziądz Basin (up to 70 m), corresponding to that reach of the channel, in which dead-ice rested, more susceptible
to the thermic action of the glacial meltwater than mineral bedrock.
On the basis of these morphologic evidences and also on geologic evidences
which complement and support them (E. Drozdowski 1974), the most reasonable conclusion seems to be that the fossil hollow landforms originated and
were, filled in by dead-ice in the period prior to the last advance of the
Scandinavian ice sheet, i.e. during the large-scale stagnation and gradual
melting of the penultimate ice sheet in the investigated area. These déglaciation processes — as it was earlier pointed out (E. Drozdowski 1974, 1975) — took
place during the lengthy Middle Wiirm Interstadial (Interstadial Complex).
The hollow fossil landforms, on which the river curves were developed,
cannot be reconstructed in detail because of their subsequent destruction and
modification by fluvial and denudation processes. However, taking into account the presence of typical erosive slopes on some segments of the basin
sides (for instance between Marusza and Tarpno), as well as their variabilities
in geologic structure, it should be inferred that the fossil hollow landforms
were not similar in shape and dimensions to the actual incised curves of the
Grudziądz Basin. Most likely they created several minor more-or-less connected hollow landforms of various shapes and depth. The deepest ones are
indicated today by the depressions of the lakes: Rudnickie Wielkie, Rudnickie Małe and Święte. This assumption seems to be confirmed by glacial slope
landforms, stepping down to river terrace II in the surroundings of just
these lakes (Fig. 1).
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As a result of the large-scale stagnation of the penultimate ice sheet the
investigated area was covered by a thick blanket of supraglacial deposits. For
a long time their insulating effect caused the maintenance of dead-ice which
filled the hollow glacial landforms. As the last Scandinavian ice sheet advanced, it covered smoothed over topography, together with the underground
dead-ice blocks. The subglacial meltwater carved into the mineral and ice
bedrock of the ice sheet, i.e., into material unequally susceptible to thermoerosion, channels of differential depth. A pronounced example is the channel
of Fletnowskie Lake. Its maximum depth (about 70 m) falls on that reach,
where dead-ice rested, what is recorded by kame terraces on the bordering
basin slope (Fig. 1).
After the retreat of the last ice sheet, the area of the Grudziądz Basin,
together with its buried dead-ice and subglacial channels, was included initially in a system of proglacial outflow and later on it became a part of the
developing valley of the lower Vistula River (R. Galon 1934, 1968). The formation of river terraces from IX to II was done in the Late Glacial period
prior to the pine phase of Allerod. It proceeded in close connection with
intensive melting of the buried dead-ice and short-term changes of the level
of the Baltic Ice Lake (B. Rosa 1967; V. Gudelis 1973) as a base level for the
Vistula River. Further detailed field studies are necessary to evaluate particular factors and their complex interrelations in the development of the valley
at this time. The investigations carried out, however, allow some general
remarks and conclusions with reference to the circumstances by which the
described glacial landforms originated on the slopes of the river valley.
The formation of landforms produced by melting of dead-ice blocks in
the river valley depended on several factors, chiefly on the river pattern, rate
of changes in the course of the channels (especially meander swings, and
waxing and waning of the arms of braided channels), rate of changes in sea
level, and also the shape of fossil hollow landforms filled by dead-ice.
The kame terraces were formed between the dead-ice wall and the side
of the valley in a manner described by R. F. Flint (1957). They are not as
frequent in the Grudziądz Basin as the other type of glacial slope landforms
called herein "dead-ice slope topography". In contrast to the kame terraces
they are not ice-contact features but the result of local dissipation and
melting away of buried dead-ice (Fig. 10). Therefore, in mode of formation
they may be more related to features termed "dead-ice moraine" (G. Hoppe
1952; W. Niewiarowski 1959), though from the latter they ought to be distinguished by their morphologic location and present-day topography.
Of particular significance in the formation of dead-ice slope topography
is the shape of fossil hollow landforms filled by dead-ice and the rate of
changes in sea level as a base level of the river. They occur on these segments of the basin sides, where the configuration of the bed of buried deadice was irregular or gently inclined towards the thalweg of the channel. In
such situations the river could reach the bed of the dead-ice block before
melting away of its upper part. By contemporaneous rapid lowering of the
base level prior to the pine phase of Allerod, which is recorded in shore-line
features on the Baltic Sea coast (V. Gudelis 1973), this protected part of buried ice could melt more slowly than that beneath the river because of the
insulating effect of the deposits cover (cf. W. G. Brown 1963; J. R. Mackay
1972; A. Jahn 1970; T. Czudek and J. Demek 1970).
It should be stressed, however, that one of the basic conditions which led
to the formation of the glacial landforms described, were the considerable
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dimensions of the dead-ice blocks resting beneath the river along and transverse to its valley. Minor blocks produced small holes which — as observations show at the margin of modern glaciers (K. Klimek 1972) — are quickly
buried completly.
GENERAL

CONCLUSION

The above discussed facts do not support either of the earlier hypotheses
regarding genesis of the Grudziądz Basin. This largest widening of the lower
Vistula River, with its incised meander curves, should be considered as a
result of particular response of the river to the influence of buried glacial
relief rather than a pure fluvial feature produced by changes in climatic
conditions and connected with them hydraulic variables of the river (cf. G. H.
Dury 1964; K. J. Gregory and D. E. Walling 1973; L. B. Leopold and M. G.
Wolman 1960; S. A. Schumm 1972). This conclusion supports the former
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meander dimensions which do not appear to agree with any theories involving the size and geometry of meander curves. The main hollow landforms in
the present-day relief, i.e. the two forced curves of the ancient Vistula River
bed developed on the foundation of the fossil hollow landforms that arose
and were "stopped" with dead-ice during the penultimate period of déglaciation in the area investigated (probably in the Middle Wiirm), and were subsequently recovered in Late Glacial times as a part of the developing lower
Vistula River valley, greatly due to the thermic action of the water.
Institute of Geography and Spatial Organization
Polish Academy of Sciences, Torun
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INTRODUCTION

The Vistula valley between Warsaw and Toruń has been considered in the
geomorphological literature to be a pradolina reach linking the Niemen-Biebrza
and Narew pradolina, or the Vilnus-Warsaw pradolina, with that of the NotećWarta. Along that huge course running from the Lithuanian Lake District
through the Polish Lowland and the Meklemburg Lake District were to flow,
at the decline of the Pomeranian stage, combined meltwaters and fluvial
waters. The functioning at that of the Noteć—Warta pradolina and its eastern
part, i.e. the Drwęca pradolina has been assumed by R. Galon (1961), S. Kozarski
(1962, 1965), S. Kozarski and J. Szupryczyński (1958), W. Niewiarowski (1968)
and E. Wiśniewski (1971), while the problem as to whether or not synchronously
waters flowing from the south along the Vistula valley merged here has not
been considered in detail. In spite of this, opinions on this mergence of waters
coming from the south to the Noteć—Warta pradolina are often encountered in
literature (M. D. Domosławska-Baraniecka, J. E. Mojski 1960; R. Galon 1933,
1961, 1968a, 1968b, 1972a, 1972b; W. Laskowska-Wysoczańska 1964; J. Kondracki
1965; W. Niewiarowski 1968, 1973; S. Skompski 1969; P. Woldstedt 1950).
The Vistula valley between Warsaw and Toruń is about 160 km long and
consists of three basin-like widenings as well as two short and narrow watergaps between those basins.
Farthest to the south lies the Warsaw Basin. West of it, between Płock
and Włocławek is another widening of the Vistula valley called the Płock
Basin, and further still, 25 km north of that basin begins the third one called
the Toruń Basin.
It was S. Lencewicz who pioneered in 1927 the work on the geomorphological development of the Vistula valley between Warsaw and Bydgoszcz.
The author of the present paper has for many years studied a valley fragment, between the Płock and Toruń Basins which has the character of a
water-gap of the lowland type. The aim of the study was to learn the geomorphological development of the valley fragment and to get an answer to the
question as to whether in fact, during the ice-sheet stoppage on the line of
the moraines of the Pomeranian stage the waters flowing from the south
along the Vistula valley had already joined the them functioning NotećWarta pradolina.
Within the ice-marginal valley of the Noteć-Warta R. Galon (1961) has
distinguished five terraces, and has shown that the two highest represent a
phase of outwash run-off that took place through the outwash plain of the
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Brda the object of earlier studies by him. Within the valley and the outwash
plain of the Brda, R. Galon (1953) distinguished 11 terraces. The two highest
i.e. terraces X I and X, being in fact outwash levels, were formed during the
recession of the ice-sheet from the moraines of the Pomeranian stage. These
are in contact with the Noteć-Warta pradolina at a level of 80 m and 74 m
a.s.l. On the level of the lower terraces i.e. IX, VIII and VII (III, II and I in
the Noteć-Warta pradolina) there happened, according to R. Galon a bifurcation, i.e. the waters headed for the west along that ice-marginal streamway
and, at the same time, to the north along the valley of the lower Vistula. On
the level of terrace V there started the exclusive f l o w of the waters to the
north. W. Niewiarowski (1968) in working out the geomorphological development of the pradolina and the valley of the lower Drwęca also distinguished
11 terraces there, which agrees with the number given by R. Galon (1953) for
the Brda valley.
In 1969, S. Skompski after the completion of geological and geomorphological surveys in the Płock Basin, where he distinguished several terraces,
expressed an opinion that it was only on the level of the uppermost terrace
(I) at 97 m a.s.l. that the flow of meltwaters towards the Warsaw Basin took
place, and starting with level II at 93 m a.s.l. there could have occurred a f l o w
to the north towards the Noteć-Warta ice-marginal streamway. He relates
that level to the uppermost terrace which, as is known, developed during the
Pomeranian stage. The author did not assume an attitude towards the possibility of relating that level to a terrace in the Warsaw Basin. Considering
that the terrace from the Pomeranian stage lies at a height of 82-83 m a.s.l.
(S. Z. Różycki 1961, 1967, 1972) while in the region of Wyszogród, as is assumed by H. Ruszczyńska-Szejnach (1964), the accumulation terrace from the
Baltic glaciation is at 67-68 m a.s.l., we are faced with a difficult puzzle as
to whether during the Pomeranian stage there took place along that reach
of the Vistula valley a flow of meltwaters and fluvial waters north of the
Toruń Basin, and then on to the Noteć-Warta streamway where a terrace
of that age is found at 80-81 m a.s.l. Before the author presents his own view
on that matter let us discuss some paleogeomorphological problems relating
to the reach of the Vistula valley in question.
PALEOGEOMORPHOLOGICAL

PROBLEMS

The fragment of the Vistula valley linking the Płock Basin with the Toruń
Basin is some 25 km long and 7-8 km wide. East of it lies the Dobrzyń
morainic plateau, the height of which near the valley ranges from 95-100 m
a.s.l. while to the west there is the Kuyavy morainic plateau at 90-95 m a.s.l.
In order to examine the relation of the present-day valley form in respect
to the configuration of the sub-Quaternary surface a relief map on the basis
of 408 geological profiles was drawn (Fig. 1). This shows that the present-day
water-gap of the Vistula valley closely follows the course of a fossil valley
cut across Tertiary sediments. The top of the sediments within the morainic
plateau adjacent to the Płock Basin lies at a height a little above 80 m a.s.l.
The thickness of the Quaternary deposits here is small and amounts to some
20 m. To the north the top of the Tertiary sediments is considerably lower,
i.e. at 40-50 m a.s.l. These conditions are found too, along the futher
course of this buried valley to the north. At an identical height this surface
is to be found to the south and east of Toruń (A. Wilczyński 1973). In analyzing the relationship of the present-day Vistula valley towards the fossil
valley one can observe differences in the dimensions of their development.
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Fig. 1. Map of the sub-Quaternary relief (Sites of deeper geological profiles are
marked by dots)
1. edges of the present Vistula valley
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With the initial fragment of the Vistula water-gap being narrower than the
fossil valley, the situation is reversed farther to the north. This is due to the
much earlier functioning of a valley along which the flow of waters to the
north occurred before the formation of the present-day relief. Although it is
difficult to judge the beginning of the development of that valley it is, nevertheless, positive that it must have existed prior to the last glaciation, i.e., in
the Eemian interglacial. Evidence for this has been provided by geological
investigations of the hillside of the Kuyavy moraine plateau, and of its
valley terraces.

Fig. 2. Submoraine fluvial deposits at a gravel pit south of Nieszawa

Undoubtedly, the most interesting exposures in the side of that plateau
can be seen 1-2 km south of Nieszawa near Przypust. In the first one, near
Nieszawa, there occur exclusively deposits of water accumulation (Fig. 2).
Z. Kurlenda (1971) has described them as sands and gravels of glaciofluvial
origin. The deposits which are 20 m thick overlie Neogene sediments. At the
top there occurs a 2 m thick layer of silts and a 0.5 m layer of brown clay.
Subsequent studies showed that the whole series was overlain with two beds
of boulder clays, 1 and 2 m thick, separated by a sandy layer about 1 m
thick. On the second exposure there are also sandy and gravelly deposits
overlain by boulder clay. Structural investigations found that the deposits
under the boulder clay were accumulated by waters flowing from the south.
This fact seems to be a sufficient proof for rejecting their glaciofluvial origin.
It is to be added that in that series whole specimens of the snail Paludina
diluviana were found, characteristic of an inland interglacial, whose habitat
was the cool waters of streams. After F. Różycki (1952) Paludina diluviana
comes from a period older than the Eemian, while according to M. Limanowski (1922) and Z. Lamparski (1964) it is connected with the Eemian interglacial. The facts presented above point clearly to a fluvial character of sandy
deposits occurring at gravel-pits south of Nieszawa.
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These deposits are also visible at many other places in the hillside of the
Kuyavy morainic plateau, and are also part of the geological structure of the
ground in the water-gap of the Vistula valley. To the east of Lubanie at the
level of the 67 m a.s.l. terrace these occur beneath the boulder pavement
(Fig. 3). At Bobrowniki at the level of the 72 m a.s.l. terrace they are overlain
by a 1 m thick layer of brown clay which, in turn, is covered by a thin
layer of morainic pavement derived from the washing out of boulder clay
(Fig. 4). The frequency of occurrence within the valley of fluvial deposits
beneath the boulder clay or boulder pavement is sufficient evidence that in
a period prior to the transgression of the last ice-sheet the Vistula valley
also ran here. The top of those deposits lies most often at 60-66 m a.s.l.

Fig. 3. Fluvial deposits overlain with boulder pevement in the 67 m a.s.l. terrace,
east of Lubanie

As a result of the advance of the ice-sheet and the blocking of the river
course there formed in the valley a dammed lake in which the deposition of
brown clays so frequently encountered within the area in question beneath
the upper boulder clay started, underlain with Eemian fluvial sands and
gravels.
The brown clays in this area the subject of studies by many authors
(e.g. R. Blachowski 1939; R. Galon and E. Passendorfer 1948; S. Lencewicz
1922, 1927; J. Lewiński 1924 a, 1924 b; M. Limanowski 1922, 1924; J. E. Mojski
1960, 1967; H. Ruszczyńska-Szejnach 1964; J. Samsonowicz 1924; S. Skompski
1969). Their origin has usually been referred to the retreat of the Middle
Polish glaciation, and even to the formation of a sea bay in the Vistula valley
during the Eemian interglacial. Only a few authors suggest an earlier age for
the brown clays and J. E. Mojski (1960), for example, considers them to be
the oldest deposits connected with the Baltic glaciation and J. Lyczewska
(1960) relates them to the accumulation brought about by the advance of the
Baltic glaciation, this idea is also shared by the author of the this article.
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In summarizing the above considerations one should state that the reach
of the Vistula valley under consideration is dependent on the relief prior to
the last glaciation. This opinion was stated earlier by R. Galon (1967) and
referred to the Notec-Warta pradolina and the Vistula valley. The portion
of the Vistula valley in question was not during the advance of the last icesheet fully filled up by deposits of fluvial accumulation, and was followed
by that in a dammed lake, and eventually by a morainic one. In that not
completely concealed valley were, therefore, created conditions for the further survival of dead ice after the ice-sheet retreated from that area.

Fig. 4. Brown clay on sandy and gravelly deposits at Bobrowniki (the 72 m a.s.l.

terrace)

TERRACES OF THE V I S T U L A V A L L E Y
BASINS

BETWEEN THE PŁOCK A N D

TORUŃ

During the recession of the last glaciation the concavity in the incompletely
filled Eemian Vistula valley between the Płock and Toruń Basins became an
area for the activity of meltwaters and later on of fluvial waters. The stages
of the activity of these waters were recorded in the form of erosional levels
and of terraces of varying development (Fig. 5). The enumeration of the ter-
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races was taken after R. Galon (1953) and was first introduced by that
author in the case of the outwash plain and valley of the Brda stream, as
was mentioned in the introductory chapter of this article and later used by
W. Mrózek (1958) in the Toruń Basin and W. Niewiarowski (1961) in the
valley of the lower Drwęca. This refers, of course, to those terraces in the

Fig.

5. G e o m o r p h o l o g i c a l

map

of t h e

Vistula valley b e t w e e n the Płock a n d Toruń
Basins
1. moraine platenau, 2. subglacial channels, 3. outwash plain, 4. erosional plains of meltwaters,
5. meltwater valleys, 6. kettles, 7. late glacial erosional terraces, 8. accumulation terraces,
9. dunes, 10. lakes, 11. edges: a) of moraine plateau, b) and c) of terraces (b. distinct, c. indistinct), 12. number of terraces
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gap reach of the Vistula valley which might be linked with those already
known from the Toruń Basin. It appeared in the course of studies that the
posssibility of such a connection existed exclusively for terraces from IX
downwards (E. Wiśniewski 1973). Fragments of the higher levels or terraces
which were additionally distinguished here, are difficult to be correlated with
the high terraces (XI and X) in the Toruń Basin. Whilst discussing the surfaces shaped by running water the author applied two terms, i.e., levels and
terraces. The first one refers to the surfaces affected mainly by meltwaters,
the other to those by fluvial waters flowing from the south.
Within the valley reach in question the following levels and terraces were
distinguished: (a) the 88-89 m a.s.l. level, (b) the 80-84 m a.s.l. level, (c) levels
at the junction of the Mień valley with the Vistula valley at 80 m a.s.l. and
75-77 m a.s.l., (d) the 78 m a.s.l. level, (e) the 72 m a.s.l. (IX) terrace, (f) the
67-69 m a.s.l. (VIII) terrace, (g) the 62-63 m a.s.l. (VII) terrace, (h) the 5759 m a.s.l. (VI) terrace, (i) the 51-52 m a.s.l. (IV) terrace, (j) the 45-47 m a.s.l.
(Ill) terrace, (k) the 43-45 m a.s.l. (II) terrace and (1) the inundation terrace
(42 m a.s.l. in the vicinity of Ciechocinek).
The highest level (88-89 m a.s.l.) reveals the character of a ground moraine
step marked, in the valley-adjacent part of the Kuyavy plateau, with a gentle
and hardly visible transition between the elevation and the level mentioned.
It is built on the surface of boulder clay, in places, also of fine-grained sands
2-3 m thick. An argument taken into consideration on distinguishing that level
was that it corresponded with the bottom of the initial fragment of an old
erosional valley of meltwaters called the Parchańska valley, along which the
meltwaters flowed westwards.
The lower level occurs over a distance of 12 km between Nieszawa and
Lubanie, and is inclined to the south from 84 m a.s.l. near Nieszawa to 80 m
a.s.l. near Lubanie. In the northern part this is still a little distinctive level,
although to the south the hillside between it and the Kuyavy plateau, adjoining
from the west, becomes more perceptible. In the geological structure of the
level concerned fine-grained sands are often found, their depth, however,
being inconsiderable, i.e., 1 m. They overlie boulder clay. Most often, however,
the surface layer is boulder clay on which a considerable number of stones
and pebbles washed out from this are found.
At the junction of the Mień and Vistula valley there have survived two
quite distinct levels at 80 m and 75-77 m a.s.l. Their morphological situation
shows that these are probably the fragments of a fan created by then more
abundant, waters which in some periods drained into the Vistula valley along
the valley of the Mień. The geological structure of these levels, now obscured
with dunes, reveals mainly the share of fine-grained sands.
In the vicinity of Nieszawa, at the contact of the gap reach of the Vistula
valley with the Toruń Basin, there has survived a small fragment of the level
at 78 m a.s.l. Structural measurements of the sandy and gravelly deposits
building that level showed that they were accumulated by running water
flowing from the south-east. The deposits contain remnants of Eemian fauna
transported by the ice-sheet from the north which suggests their glacio-fluvial
origin.
The terraces distinguished below the level at 78 m a.s.l. in the water gap
of the Vistula valley may without special difficulties be linked with terraces
in the Toruń Basin. The highest of them is the 72 m a.s.l. terrace occurring
both on the left and right bank of the Vistula. It corresponds to the terrace IX
in the Toruń Basin. This is a typical erosional terrace, like those lying lower
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i.e. VIII, VII, VI, IV and III. Terrace II (lower supra-inundational) are of an
accumulative character. In the reach of the Vistula valley in question a terrace
which would correspond in height with terrace V in the Toruń Basin is lacking.
It has been mentioned whilst discussing particular levels and terraces that
it is only through terrace IX that one can observe the connection between the
Płock and Toruń Basins which means that at that height there took place a
clear flow of water from the south. The problem as to whether such a flow
could also exist on higher levels can be undoubtedly solved by geomorphological investigations of the conditions in the environs of Brześć Kujawski.
THE GEOMORPHOLOGY OF THE ENVIRONS OF BRZEŚĆ K U J A W S K I

The area north of Brześć Kujawski is a distinctly lowered trough in relation
to the adjacent Kuyavy plateau although suspended above the Vistula valley.
The determination of the boundaries between the area and the already mentioned morainic plateau causes considerable difficulty, as they are not bounded
by clear hillsides. There occur, however, in the area in question levels welldeveloped by water which are of great value in considering the origin and
age of the Vistula water-gap between the Płock and Toruń Basins. The area
under consideration is crossed from west to east by the valley of the Zgłowiączka stream. South of it there are found two distinct levels (T. Celmer 1969;
E. Wiśniewski 1973, 1974). The higher one at 80-81 m a.s.l. is developed in the
form of isolated patches. This is built of boulder clay, though in places, a
2 m thick cover of sandy and gravelly deposits is to be found. The lower level
lies at 75-76 m a.s.l. and is most often built of sandy and gravelly deposits of
up to 3 m thick, underlain with brown clays (Figs. 6, 7). Between the clay
mentioned and the overlying deposits there is a boulder pavement i.e., the
residue of a layer of boulder clay.

Fig. 6. The level at 75-76 m a.s.l. south of the Zgłowiączka valley with brown clay
boulder pavement on the surface
4
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Fig. 7. Contact between the 75-76 m a.s.l. level and the 80-81 m a.s.l. south of the
Zgłowiączka valley

To the north of the Zgłowiączka valley there is also an erosion at the level
of 80-81 m a.s.l. and also, along the eastern side of the channel near Gustorzyn
there occur at the 77-78 m a.s.l. level, and in places even higher, sandy and
gravelly deposits 3-7 m thick overlying the boulder clay.
Structural measurements performed in those deposits south of the Z g ł o wiączka valley showed clearly that their accumulation was due to waters f l o w ing from the region of the Płock Basin, while investigations carried cut north
of that valley found, in turn, that their deposition was brought about by waters
flowing from the north. The sands and gravels contain numerous remnants of
Eemian fauna which was the basis for their qualification as glaciofluvial deposits.
CONCLUSIONS

The country in the environs of Brześć Kujawski seems to be a clue to the
geomorphological developments which were taking place in the reach of the
Vistula valley in question during the retreat of the Baltic glaciation. The finding, north of the Zgłowiączka valley and east of Gustorzyn, of traces of the
flow of meltwaters from north to south, at heights lower than terrace XI, on
a level at which, during the Pomeranian stage, meltwaters were draining to
the west along the Noteć-Warta pradolina, denies suggestions on the mergence
of that course of waters flowing along the Vistula valley. Glaciofluvial deposits
east of Gustorzyn are the result of meltwaters flowing from the north, the
source of which should be seen in the ice-sheet stagnating on the line of moraines of the Kuyavy phase, where it had stopped for a time during its recession
from the limit of its maximum reach. In all probability that f l o w started at
88-89 m a.s.l. Part of the waters proceeded southwards and part to the west
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through the Parchańska valley. After a relatively short flow of meltwaters on
that level there took place an incision down to the level of about 84 m a.s.l.
which put an end to the functioning of the new undeveloped Parchańska valley,
and caused the waters to flow to the south.
Simultaneously, from the area of the Płock Basin those waters freed of the
patches of dead ice left there, and which cannot be excluded, nourished by
meltwaters striving for that basin through the outwash plain of the Skrwa
stream, were flowing to the north, and in the vicinity of Brześć Kujawski they
met waters heading from the opposite direction. Whether at this phase there
was in operation a connection between the Warsaw and Płock Basins seems
impossible to decide at the moment. It is possible that it still did not take place,
as one should remember that the eastern part of the Płock Basin might have
been barred by an ice-morainic rampart of the maximum reach of the Baltic
glaciation, to which attention has been paid by M. D. Domosławska-Baraniecka
and J. E. Mojski (1960).
Meltwaters gathering in the region of Brześć Kujawski were heading westwards along the Bachorza valley. The south-bound trend of the meltwaters
between the Toruń and Płock Basins continued, probably also during the
retreat of this ice-sheet from the moraines of the Kuyavy phase to the line of
moraines of the Krajna or Wąbrzeźno phase, as well as during the retreat
with which were e.g. genetically linked the outwash plains of the Chełmno
morainic plateau (W. Niewiarowski 1968). According to W. Niewiarowski the
meltwaters were drained through the valley of the lower Drwęca to the Toruń
Basin. He suggests their further flow southwards to the Płock Basin.
What was taking place in the reach of the Vistula valley under question
during Pomeranian stage remains within supposition. One point, however,
seems certain, that the breach of the Vistula from the Płock Basin to the
Toruń Basin was not yet in operation. But still unknown is the geomorphological development of the Mień valley entering the Vistula valley opposite
Nieszawa. There are some reasons (the already mentioned levels at 80 m a.s.l.
and 75-77 m a.s.l. at the mouth of the Mień valley) suggesting that the waters
flowing along that valley were the last ones to take part in the tracing of the
course between the basins which was initiated by meltwaters during the
Kuyavy and Wąbrzeźno phases. More abundant waters entering into the Vistula
valley along the Mień valley, the source of which were the melting patches
of dead ice in channels, moraines and other depressions probably divided
within it, into two branches. They might have headed to the west towards
the Noteć-Warta marginal streamway, and towards the Płock Basin. This presumable bifurcation could have been favoured by the melting of dead ice left
in the incompletely filled Eemian Vistula valley. This process certainly played,
among other things, a considerable role in the final spilling of waters from the
Płock to the Toruń Basin.
As the continued flow to the west along the valley of the Bachorza stream
became more and more difficult, probably due to the vertical movements of
the earth's crust in the axis of the Kuyavy-Pomeranian anticlinorium (E. Wiśniewski 1974), the breaching became inevitable. An explanation is needed here
that this valley runs across that geological structure.
In the light of the position represented i.e. that the connection between the
Płock and Toruń Basins can only be observed on the level of the 72 m a.s.l.
terrace corresponding with the terrace IX in the Toruń Basin and considered
to be the first terrace of bifurcation, the author states that in the Pomeranian
stage there was no junction between the pradolina of the Niemen-Biebrza and
Narew and that of the Noteć-Warta through the Vistula valley. It is to be
4*
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hoped that many relevant matters may be accounted for by geomorphological
investigations of the Vistula water-gap between the Warsaw and Płock Basins.
Coming back to the geomorphological problems of the Vistula water-gap
in question it is to be added that after the Vistula had completed the gap it
started a quite rapid incision, and successive erosional terraces came into being.
In view of the possibility of linking them with the terraces in the valley of the
lower Vistula below Fordon one can assume, due to the results of palynological analyses (E. Drozdowski 1974; L. Roszkówna 1968) as well as of the archeological data from the region of Ciechocinek, that terrace III at 45-47 m a.s.l.
is also of late glacial origin (higher supra-inundation). The formation of terraces II and I can be connected with the period of the Holocene.
Institute of Geography and Spatial Organization
Polish Academy of Sciences, Toruń
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FREQUENCY A N D FORCE OF INTERDEPENDENCES BETWEEN
COMPONENTS OF THE GEOGRAPHICAL ENVIRONMENT
ANDRZEJ RICHLING

With the area of Białystok voivodship as an example, the author analyzed
the interdependences between the basic components of the geographical environment. This voivodship, covering 23,153 sq.km, contains areas genetically
connected with both the Baltic and the Middle Polish Glaciations and, in consequence, reveals wide varieties in its geographical environment. The wide
extent of this area made the author decide upon an all-embracing scale for
his pertinent maps, and he chose the 1 : 300,000 scale because at this scale a
fairly ample source material is on hand for the area in question.
He started his analytical studies by compiling a map of what he calls basic
fields, obtaining a picture of these fields by transferring from his own specific
maps of components to his cumulative map the outlines of particular components. However, because usually the specific maps failed to tally to some
extent, he had to modify the observed discrepancies. As basic sources for his
synthetic map the author had first to prepare and use a number of specific
maps indicating basic components such as: relief types, surfaces deposits, soils,
hydrographical conditions, and types of land utilization including forest and
meadow vegetation. He first prepared the relief types map; for the other maps
he prepared drafts which he rectified as required during the further stages
of the work. The one element shown on all the maps was the outlines of valleys
and of undrained depressions.
By following this procedure the author obtained a map of basic fields which
hereafter shall be called "geocomplexes". Hence each geocomplex signifies one
relief type, one kind of surface deposit, one soil type, a definite depth of ground
water, and one type of land utilization. After this the synthetic map was completed, the author marked all his geocomplexes by successive numbers. In this
manner 5,751 separate geocomplexes were identified within the boundaries of
the Białystok voivodship. A fragment of this map is shown in Fig. 1.
The next step was the application of suitable symbols (codes) to each field.
With the specific analytical maps as a basic the author marked successively
his geocomplexes with numerals, each denoting its features according to the
five distinguished components. Next, a special list was prepared, in which
characteristic features of the geocomplexes were arranged in accordance with
the serial numbers of the geocomplexes. The survey of the results obtained in
this manner disclosed, that in the area under investigation 478 different types
of geocomplexes exist, i.e., 478 field areas differing from each other as to
their characteristic features. In typology of the geocomplexes no attempt was
made to distinguish outstanding factors, — all features were treated as identical
in importance.
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Fig. 1. Fragment of map of geocomplexes
Note: For very small surfaces, serial numbers were omitted

Listing the number of geocomplex types made it possible to determine the
number of cases in which particular features of the components are interrelated. For indicating these interdependences between components the author applied what is called the entropy measure. However, in his calculations he left
out of consideration the area covered by each geocomplex; obviously it would
have been possible to apply definite veights to each of these areas, but this
would have involved a great increase in tedious labour, and the results obtained might not show any greater precision. In view of the great number of basic
fields the divergences from a mean area are bound to be rather small — and,
as it is, the calculations cover as much as some five and a half thousand separate geocomplexes.
Up to now this sort of investigation embracing analytical studies of the
number, the surface area, and the frequency of occurrence of basic units has
been carried out for the most part in the Soviet Union. Usually the purpose of
such studies was to verify units prevailing with regard to their areas, or the
frequency of their occurrence, or to define the degree of similarity between
the geocomplexes and the physico-geographical regions (L. Mukhina, V. Preobrazhenskiy, N. Fadiyeva 1968, L. Ivashutina, V. Nikolayev 1969, K. Gerenchuk, I. Gorash, A. Topchiyev 1969). A full survey of statistical methods for
determining the homogeneity of geocomplexes and the interdependence between geocomplexes and between components forming geocomplexes, has been
supplied in studies made by T. Aleksandrova (1967, 1969). For signifying the
interdependence between components this author made use of K. Pearson's
coefficient of correlation (where the elements to be correlated are of a numerical nature) or of K. Pearson and A. Chupurov's multiple index of correlation
(where elements are correlated as to their quality).
Another method sometimes applied for solving problems of this kind is an
informative analysis of the structure of the geocomplexes (K. Gerenchuk,
A. Topchiyev 1970). These authors started out defining the numerical quantity
of information contained in one random variable x about a second variable y.
In the cases when the two variables x and y are interrelated, one can calculate
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the probability of to what extent a definite value of variable y might exist
for a definite value of variable x. On the other hand, provided the two variables
are not interrelated, the number of data equals zero. This procedure is called
entropic because, the dimmer the pattern of probability, the greater is its
entropy (cf. M. Arbib 1968 and V. Pugachev 1962).
This method has been applied by the present author for calculating the interdependence between the five analyzed components, — hence for determining
the interdependences observed between his analytical maps. He calculated the
numerical quantity of data revealed in one of these specific maps about a
second specific map, using the equation suggested in V. Pugachev's paper (1962):
m
I(x,v)

=

X J

n
S

PU

l0g2

~mP> '

Wh6re

I = number of data
Pt =• probability of occurrence of 1, ..., n features of component i
Pj — probability of occurrence of 1, ..., n features of component j

The author defines the probabilities pt and p3 by referring the number of interdependences between successive pairs of features to the total number of all
interdependences taken into account in his calculations. Thus the sum of probabilities of patterns of particular pairs of components equals 1. For each of
these patterns he prepared a separate table in which the rows correspond to
successive features of one of the two components, and the columns to successive
features of the second component. In the individual squares of this table the
author entered the values of the ratio of the number of determined interdepend between features (the number of geocomplexes which simultaneously
contain both analyzed features) to the total number of all interdependences
(thus to the total number of all geocomplexes). The sum of these values for
successive rows and columns he considers the probability of the occurrence of
1, ..., m features of component i (in the rows) and of 1, ..., n features of component j (in the columns). Ultimately he obtained the following results (in
binary digits):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

relief to kind of substratum
relief to soils
relief to depth of water table
relief to land utilization
kind of substratum to soils
kind of substratum to depth of water table
kind of substratum to land utilization
soils to depth of water table
soils to land utilization
depth of water table to land utilization

9 845
10 413
7 184
6 804
14 603
6 694
8 607
6 294
7 727
5 774

From the above it appears, that the greatest number of data result from
the interdependence between the kind of substratum and the soils; that next
in line are relief and soils, followed by relief and kind of substratum; this
means that for these three pairs of components the interdependences are the
strongest. But at the same time these data are evidence that relief has the
strongest interdependences with soils, the lithological substratum also with
soils, soils with the substratum, the water table with the relief, and land utilization (including types of vegetation) also with the kind of substratum. This
implies, that soils and kind of substratum are the crucial or key elements in the
pattern under discussion.
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Next the author determined the frequency of interdependences between pairs
of components. In his analyzing features of pairs of components he calculated
how often particular features of these components appear in this interrelation.
To give an example: from the correlation of relief types with the geological
structure it came to light in how many cases plains are connected with a
gravel substratum, in how many with sandy ground or with loamy ground etc.
By the same procedure the interdependence of wavy plains with particular
types of the substratum was revealed and, afterwards, of low and high hills
and of all kinds of hillocks. Finally, taking the sum of all geocomplexes to be
100%, he determined for all kinds of interdependences between two components (such as between relief and geological structure) their percentage of
occurrence.
The results of these calculations are presented in five diagrams expressing
the most important interdependences between a given component and the remaining components. To make correlation easier, to each one of these diagrams
is added a diagram of the marginal pattern of the given component. In these
studies the author took into account only those interdependences which occur
most frequently, omitting all those for which the frequency of occurrence is
less than 5°/o (always keeping in mind that each correlated component might
have 100°/o interdependence with every other one). Evidently, elements appearing in very small percentages in the diagrams of marginal patterns do not
matter at all in our diagrams of frequencies of interdependences. For illustrating this procedure, the author presents in Fig. 2 a chart indicating the interdependence between the relief and the remaining components.
These regularities, i.e. the most frequent interdependences, have an economic importance, those which are rare are eliminated, those that occur most
commonly only being taken in account. The author believes, that any analysis
of these sort of chains of interdependences should precede any decision about
land utilization. The importance of this type of analyses has been stressed,
among other authors, by J. Saushkin (1972) in whose opinion the concept of
"geographical chains of relationships" originated from studies of territorial
systems — and by V. Preobrazhenskiy (1965) who, emphasizing the branches
of geographical science that often deal with the interdependences of two components, looks upon the determination of chains of relationships between many
components as one of the fundamental tasks of physico-geographical research.
The diagram presented by the author, as well as some other similar ones
referring to the remaining components, reflect the interdependences between
one of the elements of the environment and the remaining elements. Were the
data resulting from all these diagrams exhibited in the form of a single diagram (incidentally in this case a different graphical elucidation would be required), this diagram could be looked upon as some model of the structure of
the given environment. In fact, this would be a simplified model, yet it would
illustrate the most important relations for which the selection would ensure
automatically.
A more lucid and more accurate model of the structure of the geographical
environment can be obtained from assuming the interdependences between all
components to be 100°/o and from calculating the share of the particular chains
of interdependences; hence, for instance, from calculating the percentage, value
in which, compared with all interdependences, occurs the system: wavy
plains — loose sands — podsolized soils — deep water table — withered primeval forest. For technical reasons this sort of calculation would be difficult.
Hence, for illustrating this procedure, the author confined his calculations to
systems containing three components.
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Fig. 2. The most important interdependences between relief and the remaining
components of the geographical environment

Types of relief: 1 — plane valley floors and depressions, 2 — plains outside valley regions, 3 —
wavy plains, 4 — low hills, 5 — high hills, 6 — low widespread hillocks, 7 — low narrow hillocks,
8 — high hillocks types

The diagram below represents the frequency of the occurrence of particular relief
types
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For taking into account all combinations of the interdependences between
five components ten ternary systems had to be analyzed. Assuming in every
case the interdependence between three components to be lOO0/», the author
made the necessary calculations which he subsequently presented in charts.
In these charts he only shows the interdependences of frequencies higher than
l°/o, omitting all others; and this procedure enabled him to take into account
many interdependences which so far had not been apparent. To give an example, he shows in Fig. 3 the chart of the frequency of interdependences between
relief, geological structure and soils.

F i g . 3. I n t e r d e p e n d e n c e s b e t w e e n r e l i e f , s u r f a c e of s u b s t r a t u m a n d s o i l s
A : 1—8 cf. Fig. 2. B : 1 — gravels, 2 — loose and slightly loamy sands, 3 — l o a m y sands, 5 — loams,
8 — peats, 9 — alluvia and deluvia C : 1 — initial soils, 3 — rust-coloured soils, 4 — pale soils, 5 —
brown soils, 8 — hydromorphic soils

The charts discussed so far illustrate the frequency of interdependences, but
they supply little information about the force of interdependences between
particular features of the elements examined. The problem of indicating this
force of interdependences between components has been pointed out by
T. Aleksandrova (1967) who asserts that this interrelation can be defined either
by its form or its degree. The form of interdependence between components
reveals how one of the features changes due to the changes of another one,
whereas the degree of interdependence shows the force by which the change
of one feature depends upon the change of a second feature. The form of interdependence finds its expression by indices calculated from established formulae.
For calculating the force of interdependence between a pair of features
some criterion must be adopted with regard to which the rate of interdepend-
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ence can be defined. It seems that this criterion can be determined as the
maximum number of cases in which a given interdependence might occur.
However, the adoption of this point of view also throws light upon the force
of interdependence in cases which occur rarely and which have been neglected
in our previous discussion. In conformity with what was said before, the author
calculated the force of interdependences as the ratio of the number of determined interdependences between two variables x and y = f, to the total number of those geocomplexes within which in the area of Białystok voivodship one
of the above mentioned variables (x or y) appears; and here it is noteworthy,
that into account should be taken that variable which appears within the
boundaries of a lesser number of geocomplexes. The value thus obtained is
called the index of the force of interdependes Wskmp. Hence:
Wskmp = — when x < y, or Wskmrj = — when y < x.
X
y

The values of this index oscillate between 0 and 1.
As mentioned before, by means of the above equation one can correlate rare
dependences as well as those that occur frequently. Hence this procedure brings
a type of standardization of index values referring to any pair of variables.
As an example let us assume that for x < y the values are: ft = 500,
=
= 1000, y1 = 2000, and for y < x: f2 = 5, x 2 = 12 and y2 = 10. In this case the
theoretically possible maximum number of interdependences are for the former
equation 1000, and 10 for the latter. Calculating the index of the force of interdependences we find 500/1000 = 0.5 and 5/10 = 0.5.
In this way the author calculated the index of the force of interdependences
between all pairs of features of the components and arranged them in a table;
in his report he presents this table in an abbreviated form (Table 1). The value
of this index is here shown in three subdivisions: 0.01-0.33; 0.34-0.66; 0.67-1.00 —
with the first set looked upon as a weak, the second as an average, and the
third set as a strong form of interdependences.
The calculation of the index of the force of interdependences served as a
means for defining the interior consistency of the geocomplexes — a consistency
for which the correct gauge is believed to be the mean value of the force of
interdependences between the particular features of components observed in
a]l types of the geocomplexes.
In the above calculations the author disregarded land utilization and types
of vegetation. Lacking pertinent source material the map of types of vegetation
fails to show a distinct division of forests and meadows into types. In consequences, in his calculation of the index of the force of interdependences the
author had in some cases to refer particular features of components to all
forests and meadows, in other cases to some of definite type. It can be readily
seen, that the relation of a definite feature of a random component to forests
in general can in no way be considered identical with the relation of this some
feature to some definite forest type. For instance, it is a fact that the index of
dependences between waterlogged areas and forests in general is 0.14, and for
older forests 0.83. Hence, it is inadmissible to demarcate forest geocomplexes
in river valleys (lacking a definition of the type of forest) by the relation of
forests in general to valley floors in general, because the values obtained would
be altogether too low. Anyway, it is futile to try a correlation between forests
of an unidentified type and other components. The resulting pattern might very
often be incidental and very much dependent on man's economic actions. All
these considerations apply also to meadows of an unidentified type. In our
discussion so far made, geocomplexes which do not consist of meadows or
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TABLE 1. Force of interdependences of particular components
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= strong interdependences 0.67-1.00

0

= average interdependences 0.34-0.66

— = weak interdependences 0.01-0.33
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forests were assumed to be geocomplexes of cultivated land; but this concept
also lacks precision, the more so that this concept also implies urbanized areas
and wasteland. Moreover, these sort of areas also occurs in interdependence
with almost all geocomplex features, hence they might be called ubiquitious
and their patterns, like those of forests and meadows in general, are to a large
extent fortuitous. In view of all these arguments the author limited his definition of the consistency of geocomplexes to four components. By this procedure
he reduced the number of types of geocomplexes from 478 to 170.
Marking the successive components by a, b, c and d, every geocomplex will
now contain the following interdependences: a—b, a—c, a—d, b—c, b—d, and
c—d. Summing up the values of the indices of the force of interdependences
previously determined, and calculating their arithmetical mean, the author
obtained this mean value as the index of the interior consistency of the geocomplexes. For the area of Białystok voivodship this index oscillates between
0.23 and 0.94.

Value

of

index

of

F i g . 4. C o n s i s t e n c y of g e o c o m p l e x e s
interior consistency: 1 — 0.31-0.40, 2 — 0.41-0.50, 3 — 0.51-0.60,
0.71-0.80, 6 - 0.81-0.90, 7 - 0 . 9 1 - 1 . 0 0
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The value of the index depends for the most part upon the typical character
of the given type of geocomplex. Because the force of interdependences between — let us say — loose sands and rusty soils happens to be of the same
order as between loams and pale soils, the value of the index cannot be contingent on the kind of substratum and the kind of soil. One notices a similar
lack of direct dependence upon relief or depth of the groundwater table. All
that can be asserted is, that essential differences exist between hydrogenic
areas, i.e., valley floors and depressions, and lithogenic areas. The former reveal much higher values of the index of interior consistency than the latter.
The spatial distribution of geocomplexes with different indices of consistency is illustrated in the fragment of the map of Biatystok voivodship shown
in Fig. 4. On this map geocomplexes with a consistency index lower than 0.50
have been marked by a separate symbol. These geocomplexes, nowhere appearing in larger areas, occur in the form of isolated contours surrounded by units
of higher consistency. The remaining geocomplexes are very distinctly subdivided into two groups. Of these, group one consists of units with an index
extending from 0.51 to 0.70; in most cases they contain lithogenic areas and
appear in larger and coherent surfaces. Group two consists of hydrogenic areas
exclusively, and here the consistency is always above 0.80. From an analytical
study of the map one can conclude, that the value of the index of interior consistency is also contingent on the spatial distribution of the geocomplexes.
Usually geocomplexes of identical or similar type lie next to each other and
cover larger areas; they show indices of consistency higher than those which
appear within isolated contours. This shows their close connection with the
typical character of geocomplexes.
In concluding his mediations about the consistency of geocomplexes the
author voice the opinion, that the index of consistency might be a gauge of the
power of resistance of a given geocomplex. Following up the change of an
arbitrary element within a geocomplex (such as, maybe, the lowering of the
groundwater table), there sets in a disturbance of the equilibrium which had
existed in the given unit. Obviously this is reflected in the index of interior
consistency. Gradually there must develop another type of equilibrium — in
other words, a new mutual adjustment of particular components of the given
geocomplex — a change bound to affect the value of the index of consistency.
As a matter of fact, typical geocomplexes, that is those that occur most frequently and reveal the most usual kinds of interdependences are the most stable
units and to the highest degree compliant with existing conditions. Hence, as
explained above, the value of the index of consistency depends for the most
part on the typical character of the geocomplexes, and this implies that this
index can serve as an index of the power of resistance, or the lasting quality,
of the geocomplexes.
Warsaw University
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Hydrological maps of a land drawn on general and atlas scales can be
divided into two groups:
(1) Analytical maps representing particular water phenomena.
(2) Complex and synthetic maps showing several water phenomena, usually
appropriately interpreted.
Analytical maps include, for example, river networks with water divides.
These are the simplest maps containing comparatively little information. An
example may be the hydrographic map in the Atlas oj Poland (1954). Maps of
the individual elements of run-off are placed in the atlases of the USSR republics (Atlas Armyanskoy SSR, 1961; Atlas Azerbaydzhanskoy
SSR, 1963; Atlas
Gruzinskoy SSR, 1964; Atlas Tadzhikskoy SSR, 1967, Atlas Uzbekskoy
SSR,
1963\ Atlas Voronezhskoy Oblasti, 1968). These are maps of specific yield, minimum run-off and of other characteristics of run-off represented by the use of
the isarithmic method on the scale from 1:1 M to 1:4 M. Sometimes, the cartogram method is applied (Atlas Ceskoslovenske Socialisticke Republiky, 1966). In
order to show the variability of discharge, cartograms are often used (Atlas
Gruzinskoy SSR, 1964; Atlas Tadzhikskoy SSR, 1968; Fitzroy Region Resources,
1965).
Other types of maps are complex and synthetic maps representing many
water phenomena on a single map. There are as yet, very few examples of
these maps. Examples of such maps are:
A map by L. M. Lvovitch (Fizikogeograficheskij Atlas Mira, 1964) which
refers to the types of water regime in the whole world, scale 1:60 M. The
chorochromatic method was used to show the patterns of water supply to the
rivers (rain, snow, glacial and ground supply) in three classes varying in
intensity of colour, while hachures were used to show the distribution of river
run-off in particular seasons of the year, expressed in percentages.
The map by R. Keller (Die Regime der Fliisse der Erde, 1968) for Central
Europe, scale 1:3 M, represents specific patterns of water supply with reference
to Parde's classification (pluvial, nival, glacial, karst-ground supply etc.). Coefficients of discharge oscillations were represented by bands drawn along the
rivers. A similar map was compiled by R. Keller and K. R. Nippes for the Nile
basin, scale 1:5 M (Die Regime der Fliisse der Erde, 1968) and by D. Dukić for
Yugoslavia, scale 1:2.5 M (Les regimes jluviaux en Yougoslavie, 1972).
The map of Europe by F. Grimm (Das Abflussverhalten
in Europa. Typen
und regionale Gliederung, 1968), scale 1:5 M, shows maximum run-off by
surface method, secondary maximum by the point method, while the duration
of low run-off and specific yield was represented by hachures.
However, maps which show only the boundaries of hydrological regions
(¡the information of which is given in the form of a text description, Prace
i Studia Komitetu Gospodarki Wodnej, 1958), do not constitute a sufficient
5*
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cartographic synthesis. From the list of hydrological maps on general scales,
one can see that apart from the map compiled by Lvovitch there is a lack of
world hydrological maps. The maps available refer only to specific regions and
their contents as well as scope are very differentiated.
At the symposium organized by the Section of Cartography and Geodesy
of the Technological University of Dresden, April 1973, the authors presented
a project of the hydrological map. The symposium was devoted to subject maps
drawn on a base map of the World Map, scale 1:2.5 M. The 1:2.5 M World Map
had been compiled by the topographic survey of the following countries: Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland,
Rumania and the USSR. The project of the hydrologic map was discussed in
Dresden and remarks of the graphic solution of its elements were taken into
consideration in compiling the present version of the map.
On editing the map the authors followed the following principles:
(1) Phenomena presented should reveal physical connections and always
remain in some interdependence. Their presentation on a single map cannot
therefore be a random set of different information.
(2) The map should be clear and so should not be overburdened with excessive information. A meaningful choice of elements is therefore necessary.
(3) The initial material for the map must be accurate, i.e. so that the representation of water phenomena is possible at least on the scale 1:2,500,000.
The numerical data for compiling the base map relate to mean annual values for many years. It is advantageous that this information is taken over an
appropriately long period of time (at least ten years). The availability of suitable materials on a global scale may still present considerable difficulty.
The contents of the map should, according to the authors, include the following information:
I — resulting from the contents of a base map,
II — data of water resources of the rivers and their basins,
III — information about the pattern of the prevailing water supply to the
rivers,
IV — the variability of discharge.
I. I N F O R M A T I O N RESULTING FROM THE CONTENTS OF A B A S E M A P , S C A L E
1:2,500,000

The contents of the base map contains information on natural water phenomena such as: river networks, waterfalls, lakes, marshes, ice-sheets and mountain glaciers, as well as artificial constructions such as canals and major
reservoirs.
The river network on the 1:2.5 M map is more detailed than on most maps
in this scale. The density of a river network can be visually estimated from
the map, and so it is possible to draw conclusions about the permeability of
the substratum, as well as about the climate. Water divides result from
contour maps. The authors propose to introduce continental water divides with
a distinction draw between divides separating drainage areas of the oceans
and those separating drainage areas of particular seas. The authors assume
water divides of the first order for main rivers emptying directly into the sea
with a surface of the basin well over 50,000 sq.km. That rule cannot, however,
be applied too rigidly. In the case of basins of the great rivers it would be
suitable to introduce water divides of lower orders. In places where a water
divide is interrupted by a canal or ramifying watercourses, a break sign was
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placed on the divide. The authors propose to introduce divides for endoreic
areas, the surface of which is usually larger than 10,000 sq.km and exceptionally for smaller surfaces.
II. INFORMATION RELATING TO W A T E R RESOURCES OF THE RIVERS
A N D THEIR BASINS

Information on water resources of the rivers is contained in the amount of
mean discharge, while that of the resources of the basins in the amount of
specific yield, the depth of run-off and in the run-off — precipitation ratio.
The mean discharge of rivers ( m 3 / s e c ) indicates how much water flows,
on an average, across a given cross-section of the river channel. This information is obtainable from the direct mesurement of discharge carried out at
gauging stations. The mean discharge of rivers on a global scale varies, and is
shown therefore in semi-logarithmic scale. Information so presented although
far from precise provides a general picture of the water capacity of particular
rivers.
Water resources of the basins can be presented directly by the specific
yield and the depth of run-off as well as indirectly by the ratio of run-off to
precipitation.
The specific yield (1/sec/km2) indicates how many litres of water flow from
one sq.km of surface area per second.
The depth of run-off (mm) is the depth of water flowing from a basin area
in one year. The term is most often used in balance calculations.
Both values relate to the surface and can be interdependently calculated
because one 1/sec/km2 is the equivalent of 31.5 mm depth of annual run-off.
The specific yield and the depth of run-off are to be shown with the aid
of the same isolines, and the surfaces between them were shaded in various
tones of blue, forming a colourful background of the map. This element, therefore, dominates the contents of the map. This is justified by the great importance of the amount of run-off in water conditions.
The run-off to precipitation ratio is expressed as an undimensional number,
or in percentages. It informs what part of the precipitation is converted into
run-off. This coefficient is a relative value and, therefore, only indirectly
makes it possible to draw an inference about resources in a given area. In order
to calculate that element it is necessary to know the depth of run-off and, additionally, the amount of precipitation for the same catchment basins.
III. INFORMATION ON THE PATTERN OF THE PREVAILING W A T E R SUPPLY
TO THE RIVERS

With reference to the concept of M. I. Lvovitch (Fizikogeograficheskii Atlas
Mira, 1964) the authors have distinguished four patterns of river supply: from
rain, snow, glacial and ground.
Rain supply consists of the over-landflow of waters from rainfall of
considerable intensity. These waters flow directly to the river channels.
Snow supply consists in the over-landflow of water from the melting of
the snow cover during thaws. Glacial supply is the result of the melting of glaciers under the influence of temperatures above 0°. It is concentrated and confined only to rivers whose headwaters are glaciated.
Ground supply consists of precipitation and water from the melting of the
snow cover which infiltrated into the ground. The water reaches the river
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channels from springs and from the direct drainage of underground water
horizons.
To obtain information about the supply is not easy, as it requires detailed
and laborious analyses of the hydrograms of daily discharge and of the chosen
meteorological elements.
Rivers are, usually, characterized by a complex regime of water supply.
The authors distinguish three classes of basic supply by using different colours
and direction of hachuring:
(1) over 70%> of total run-off,
(2) 50 to 70%> of total run-off,
(3) below 50%> of total run-off but more than any other separate pattern
of supply.
If the secondary supply is considerable and exceeds 30%> of the total runoff it is introduced into the map. The secondary water supply may occur only
when the share of the principal kind of supply is less than 70%>. In the case
of equilibrium or small differences between the two patterns of supply, an
equivalent signature is introduced (the class below 50%>).
VARIABILITY OF DISCHARGE

Important information characterizing the river regime is the distribution of
run-off throughout the year. This variability is shown with the aid of graphs
of the coefficient of monthly discharge. The coefficient of monthly discharge is
the ratio of discharge in particular months to the annual discharge. These coefficients represent a relative value, and are therefore comparable for rivers of
varying values of discharge. On choosing the sites for which the graphs of the
coefficients were drawn the authors followed their representativeness with
reference to a major region.
In accordance with the proposed contents of the hydrological map of the
world a key was compiled, and a map of Poland was presented as an example.
The rule was to follow the availability of basic material and to make use of
material earlier processed ( T y p y reżimów rzecznych w Polsce, 1972).
The authors are fully aware that in the course of the elaboration of the
hydrological map of the world a number of difficulties and doubts will emerge.
Certainly, it may sometimes be reasonable to change the classes, or to introduce additional information. If basic data is lacking it may even be necessary
to leave blanks on the map.
The authors assume that at present there may be serious troubles in obtaining sufficiently accurate basic material for the whole world. The situation will,
however, improve in the future owing to co-operation within the International
Hydrological Programme (Report of ... 1972).
Jagellonian Unversity
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AN A T T E M P T A T THE A P P L I C A T I O N OF THE FROSTLESS PERIOD
AS A G U I D I N G CRITERION IN T H E T Y P O L O G Y OF M E S O C L I M A T I C
CONDITIONS IN THE M O U N T A I N S

MIECZYSŁAW HESS, TADEUSZ NIEDŹWIEDŹ a n d
BARBARA OBRĘBSKA-STARKLOWA

INTRODUCTION

The analysis and planning of agricultural production require a thorough
knowledge of the habitat conditions which restrict or enable the cultivation
of particular crops. Much information on these requirements is provided by
the maps of the elements of the geographical environment.
In Cracow, during the last two decades the principles of detailed geomorphological and hydrographical mapping have been elaborated and the initiative
was undertaken to create a legend to such outline maps for the whole world.
Climatology has to make up for the lack of uniform methods of mapping
climatic conditions. The Department of Climatology of the Jagellonian University tries to take a part in filling this gap. During the last decade the present
authors published a number of papers on the typology of climate in mountainous territories, and on the construction of climatic maps of various scales. The
reader may find these methods discussed in their paper published in Geographio
Polonica, vol. 31.
The authors established that the mean annual air temperature is of good use
in the characterization of the macroclimate of whole mountain massives, in
which climatic conditions occur in pronounced vertical zones, because it changes with the altitude above sea level according to the straight linear dependence, and together with that mean the whole complex of climatic elements and
indices standing in close relationships with the annual temperature changes.
These correlations are different for convex and concave forms, and for the
slopes exposed to the north and to the south (Hess 1968, 1969).
In the mesoclimatic scale, it was the minimum air temperature, the mean
temperature at night, the number of days with frost and slight frost, and the
duration of the frostless period which were established as the best typological
indices. The values of these indices depend not only on the height above sea
level but also on the elevation above the valley bottom (Obrębska-Starklowa
1969, Niedźwiedź and Obrębska-Starklowa 1972, Niedźwiedź 1973).
Under the conditions of the Polish Carpathian Mts. which are sufficiently
humid, and in their upper parts even excessively wet, it is the air temperature
which seems to be the very element of the climate which exercises a major
influence upon agricultural crops.
From the ranks of the numerous elements of the thermal régime, the
frostless period rises as a very susceptible instrument to estimate the mountainous territories with respect to agroecology (Hess, Niedźwiedź, Obrębska-
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Starklowa 1975). As it stands in a close relationship with the other elements
of the natural environment it was considered by the present authors as a guiding complex indicator in the typology of the mesoclimatic relationships to be
utilized in agriculture.
In the present paper the authors submit a method of constructing a detailed
climatic map for agricultural use based on the duration of the frostless period.
The study area lies in the Polish part of the Carpathian Mts. (the Lower Beskid
range and its foreland), which mainly represents low mountains and uplands.
A C H A R A C T E R I Z A T I O N OF THE TERRITORY I N V E S T I G A T E D

The Lower Beskid range forms a transversal lowering in the arch of the
West Carpathian Mts. through which the flow of air masses is facilitated
meridionally. At the advection from the west, this range is left in the wind
shade of the ranges of the Sądecki and Wyspowy Beskids. In the valley of
the Lower Beskid there prevail winds blowing from the south. The SE, S and
SW winds exceed 5 0 % of all cases. The winds from the north and its near
directions form about 20%. Thus, the valleys of the Lower Beskid are well
ventilated.
In the territory investigated there is no shelter of high mountains. Few
calms occur during the year (Barwinek l°/o, Wysowa 8°/o), and the mean
annual wind velocity oscillates about 3 m/sec. In the foreland of the Beskid
range and at the bottoms of its valleys foehn effects are observed. These
violent changes in the daily course of temperature and air humidity occur
mainly in the winter months. There are 60-80 days with the foehn wind blowing during one year (Obrębska-Starklowa 1973).
The elevation of the Lower Beskid are of the character of isolated hills
attaining the height of 700-850 m a.s.l.; in their highest part they do not exceed
1000 m (Lackowa 997 m a.s.l.). The bottoms of the river valleys lie 300-400 m
lower and are distinguished by a considerably variegated course. They are
composed of alternating longitudinal and transversal sections. This entails a
differentiation of the climatic conditions, above all in the meso- and microscale.
The foreland of the Lower Beskid range is formed of the Jasło-Sanok
Depressions, the Strzyżów Foothills, and a section of the Ciężkowice Foothills
(relative heights being of the order of 200 m). The Jasło-Sanok Depressions
are composed of a number of irregular basins and low foothills (relative
heights ranging from 50 to 70 m). On cloudless and windless nights they often
become an extensive reservoir of cooled air flowing down from the neighbouring mountains.
In the groups of mountains forming the ranges of Beskid Sądecki, Beskid
Wyspowy (Insular Beskid) and Beskid Niski (Lower Beskid) there are two climatic vertical zones. Up to the height of 750 m a.s.l. there reaches the temperature warm vertical zone, in which the mean annual air temperature varies
from 7.5°C to 6.0°C. Above, there extends the temperature cool vertical zone
in which the mean annual temperature falls to about 4°C (Hess 1965). The
isotherm of 7°C runs along the boundary between the Foothills and the
Beskids.
The annual sums of precipitation range from 600 to 900 mm in the territory
investigated, and if the mechanical and structural qualities of the soils are
favourable they meet the demand for water in plants.
In the scale of the mesoclimate, the contrast between the convex and the
concave forms of the territory becomes greater as the relative height above the
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TABLE 1. Characteristics of the thermal conditions at the boundary between moderate warm and
moderate cool climatic vertical zone in the Lower Beskid range
Relief form

Element

Altitude a.s.l. (m)
Mean annual air temperature °C
Mean annual maximum temperature
Mean annual minimum temperature
Daily amplitude of air temperature
Mean monthly maximum temperature in February
Mean monthly minimum temperature in February
Mean monthly maximum temperature in May
Mean monthly minimum temperature in May
Mean monthly maximum temperature in July
Mean monthly minimum temperature in July
Mean monthly maximum temperature in October
Mean monthly minimum temperature in October
Duration of frostless period in days
Probability of days (in %) with the air temperature tmax > 25°
in the growing season
Probability of days (in %) with the air temperature /m,„ < 0°
in the growing season
Probability of days (in %) with the air temperature tmax > 20°
in May
Probability of days (in %) with the air temperature tmax > 25°
in May
Probability of days (in %) with the air temperature tmin < 0°
in May
Probability of days (in %) with the air temperature tmax > 5°
in winter
Probability of days (in %) with the air temperature tmin < - 2 0 °
in winter

convex

concave

650
6.0°
10.1°
2.5°
7.6°
-0.7°
-7.2°
15.4°
6.4°
20.5°
11.5°
12.0°
4.5°
168

450
6.0C
10.8'
1.0C
9.8'
1.0'
—8.5'
16.5'
4.3'
21.8'
9.7'
12.3'
2.8'
120

6.5

10.0

7.5

11.0

19.0

27.0

2.0

3.0

5.0

13.0

12.0

10.0

1.0

8.0

valley bottoms grows. Table 1 supplies information, by way of examples, about
the differences in the values for the particular thermal indices in the Lower
Beskid range.
M A T E R I A L S A N D METHOD OF ELABORATION

In their present work the authors elaborated the results of daily measurements of air temperature performed in the period 1951-1970 on 15 meteorological stations, 8 of which represent convex, and 7 concave forms of the territory. The probability of occurrence of the determined values of temperatures
for the particular months and the chosen periods of the year were calculated
by means of the "Odra 1204" computer. Next, the nomographs of probability
of occurrence of extreme and mean daily temperatures and of those measured
at certain hours (7h, 13h and 21h) lower than the determined values were executed, depending on the height a.s.l. and with the convex and concave forms of
the territory being taken into account.
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Considering its significance for agriculture, the authors concentrated in
their present elaboration on discussing the extreme values of air temperature.
Of the very numerous data which characterize the thermal régime they only
chose that part of the material which concerned the critical periods in the
development of plants. Therefore, they represent the principal theses of their
method by using the month of May as an example, in which the vegetation is
highly threatened by slight frosts. In Figs. 1 and 2 they submit the nomographs
of probability of the maxima and minima of air temperature in May. On the
basis of these nomographs one can determine the probability of occurrence of
any value of extreme temperatures depending on the height above sea level
and the forms of the relief. This enables the construction of detailed maps of
probability of the values of air temperature important for agriculture. Take
as an example the map representing the endangerment by slight frost in May
(Fig. 3), in which the probability of occurrence of negative minimum temperatures is submitted. Most threatened by slight frosts in that month are the bottoms of the Beskid valleys situated above 400 m a.s.l. (10-15% of days with
slight frost). In the concave forms of the territory, in the hypsometric zone of
300-400 m that probability amounts to 5-10%}. The same values for the probability of occurrence of slight frosts are characteristic of the Beskid ridges

Fig. 1. Probability (%) of the occurrence of maximum air temperature below determined values in
May in the Lower Beskid range

exceeding 650 m a.s.l. The convex forms of the territory lying below that height
and the bottoms of valleys below 300 m a.s.l. are distinguished by the least
endangerment by slight frosts (the probability being only 2-5%).
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The nomographs discussed above seize in a complex manner the differentiation of all the occurring extreme temperatures and are very simple and
useful in the determination of the endangerment by slight frosts of particular
crops. For example, if it appears that a temperature lower than — 20°C is
noxious for a certain plant, then, by using the nomograph, one can determine
the probability of occurrence of that temperature and indicate the parts of the
territory in which it may occur most often.

Fig. 2. Probability (%) of the occurrence of minimum air temperature below determined values in
May in the Lower Beskid range

The differentiation of the maximum air temperatures mainly depends on
the height above sea level (Fig. 1). The influence of the form of relief is very
slightly marked. This is also shown on the example of the map of the probability of occurrence of maximum air temperatures exceeding 20°C in May
(Fig. 4). This probability decreases from over 40°/o at the height of 250 m to less
than 10% at the height exceeding 900 m a.s.l.
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Fig. 3. Probability (%) of the occurrence of days with slight frost in the western part of the Lower
Beskid range
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Fig. 4. Probability (%) of the occurrence of maximum air temperature higher than 20°C in the
western part of the Lower Beskid range
THE FROSTLESS PERIOD A S A BASIS FOR THE AGROECOLOGICAL
ESTIMATION OF M O U N T A I N O U S A R E A S

The duration of the frostless period is one of the most differentiated elements of the mesoclimate in the Lower Beskid range. At the height of 500 m
a.s.l. the difference in the duration of that period in the convex and the concave forms exceeds 50 days. Slight frosts during the growing season form a
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TABLE 2. Dependence of the duration of the frostless period 0>) on some geographical and meteorological parameters (JC) in the Lower Beskid range
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TABLE 3. Dependence of some climatic indices ( j ) on the duration of the frostless period (*) in the Lower Beskid range
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serious threat, especially to plants in this stage of growth. Therefore, the duration of the frostless period is accepted by the authors as a guiding typological
criterion of the climatic relationships in mountainous territories in the estimation of the mesoclimate for agriculture.
The duration of the frostless period shows pronounced connections with the
mean annual minimum air temperature (t rm ; Table 2), which in turn is linked
up with the mean annual air temperature (tr)
(I) For concave forms
trm = 1.21 t r - 6 . 1 °

r = 0.950

while the error of unknown quantity amounts to ± 0.4°C.
(II) For convex forms
trm = 0.56 tr-1.0°

r = 0.954

the error of unknown quantity amounts to ±0.2°C.
(III) If the form of the relief is not taken into account
trm = 0.76 tr-2.1°

r = 0.821

the error of unknown quantity amounts to ± 0 . 6 c C .
The correlation coefficients (r) submitted above are essential on the level
of 0.1°/o according to Student's test t.
Thus, based upon the mean annual minimum of air temperature the mean
length of the frostless period can be determined with an accuracy of ± 7 days.
The small importance of the coefficient of correlation for convex forms is most
probably connected with the fact that the length of the frostless period on
these forms depends to a considerable degree on the relative height at which
the measurement stations are situated. The dependence of the length of the
frostless period on the mean annual minimum air temperature and the altitude
above sea level are essential for the stations situated in the concave forms of
the territory, the localization of which can be determined more unmistakably.
On the basis of the duration of the frostless period it also is possible to determine the probability of the occurrence of minimum temperatures lower than
0° during the growing season (Table 3) with an accuracy of ± l°/o, as well as
the probability of the ocurrence of slight frosts in May and of very severe
frosts (t mln < —20°) in winter (from December to February) with an accuracy
of ± 2 % . On the other hand, there are no close relationships between the duration of the frostless period and the probability of the occurrence of maximum
air temperatures.
MAP OF THE EVALUATION OF CLIMATIC CONDITIONS

The choice of the frostless period as the fundamental criterion of the estimation of climatic conditions in the mountains is justified by its essential peculiarities. From the point of view of agroecology, the duration of the frostless
1 The mean annual air temperature (i r ) can be calculated with an accuracy of
±0.3°C on the basis of the height above sea level (H) by using the regression equation
determined for the Lower Beskid range as follows:
for convex relief forms

tr = 9.0° —0.0048H

r =

-0.973

r =

-0.944

for concave relief forms
tr = 9.5° —6.0075H

Michna and Paczos (1973) submit the following formula for the West Bieszczady Mts.
tr = 9.42°C-0.006 7H
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Fig. 5. Map of the climatic evaluation of the western part of the Lower Beskid range
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period is one of the most important factors in agriculture. On the other hand
in climatology this is a complex index due to its close relations with the probability of the occurrence of minimum temperatures in various seasons of the
year.
Taking into account these circumstances the authors executed a map of the
evaluation of climatic conditions of the Lower Beskid range and its foreland
(Fig. 5), in which they distinguished the categories of territory as follows:
(I) Favourable areas in which the frostless period lasts for more than 160
days. There, the probability of the occurrence of slight frosts during the g r o w ing season amounts to less than 6°/o, and in May to less than 4°/o. The probability of the fall of temperature below — 20°C in winter is small and does not
exceed 2°/o. In these territories, depending on their altitude above sea level,
the probabality of the occurrence of maximum temperatures exceeding 5°C
in winter oscillates between 8 and 22°/o, and that of hot days (t max > 25°C) in
the growing season varies from 8 to 20%.
(II) Moderately favourable areas in which the duration of the frostless
period ranges from 120 to 160 days. The probability of the occurrence of slight
frost during the growing season lies within an interval of 6 - 1 0 % , and in May
of 4 - 1 0 % . The days with a very severe frost in the winter months are characterized by the probability of 2-8°/o. In that season the days with a maximum
temperature exceeding 5°C may form 12 to 18%.
During the growing season, hot days occur with a probability of 10-18%,
and in May the probability of days with a maximum temperature exceeding
20°C may range from 30 to 40%.
(III) Unfavourable areas, in which the frostless period lasts less than 120
days. There, the probability of the occurrence of slight frost in the growing
season as well as in May exceeds 10%. In the former period there is the probability of the occurrence of 4 - 1 0 % of days with a maximum temperature exceeding 25°C, while in the latter (May) the days with a temperature exceeding
20°C form less than 30%. In this class of areas the winter season is distinguished by the highest probability of the occurrence of days with a minimum temperature lesser than — 20°C, i.e. exceeding 8 % , and a fairly low probability
of the occurrence of days with a maximum temperature exceeding 5°C (up to
12%).
As is seen on the map of the evaluation of climatic conditions the favourable areas lie on the convex forms of the relief at elevations lower than 900 m
a.s.l. The moderately favourable areas are situated in concave forms lower than
450 m. The unfavourable areas lie at the bottom of the Beskid valleys at altitudes exceeding 450 m a.s.l.
CONCLUSIONS

The method discussed above enables the determination on a detailed scale
of the mesoclimatic conditions on the basis of standard data provided by a
network of measurement stations to be applied to agriculture. The passage
from the data available at certain points and obtained from meteorological
stations to spatial conceptions leads along the determination of the relationships between the altitude above sea level, the kinds of form of the relief, and
the thermal indices of the climate. Resulting from this data, the duration of the
frostless period is a sensitive index in the scale of the mesoclimate, besides all
the other indices connected with the minimum air temperatures.
The nomographs applied by the authors make it possible to construct climatic maps useful in agriculture for any kind of crops for which the critical
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values of air temperatures at a given stage of their development are k n o w n .
Thus, the map of the evaluation of climatic conditions constructed by means
of these nomographs should — with the maps of other elements of the geographic environment — f o r m a basis for the elaboration of an agroecological m a p
of habitats.
This method of constructing a map of the evaluation of climatic conditions
can be applied to all mountain territories, in which a network of measurement
stations enables the determination of the interdependencies between the chosen
thermal indices and the altitude above sea level, and the distinction of the
impact of the convex and concave forms.
Jagellonian University
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The urgent need of an accurate congnizance of the spatial structure of
atmospheric precipitation assigns to cloud climatography new tasks, setting
bounds to the feasibility of making exclusive use of the present-day system
of weather observations. This necessity arises not only from the shortcomings
of this system (deformations caused by the presence of a physiological firmament, errors in identifying clouds), but also from the very definition of clouding (the cloud screen covering the firmament). This matter affects very much
the value of cloudiness maps published at present, compiled on the basis of
averaged values of the cloud amount. By averaging these amounts for an investigated period of time we really apply constantly changing visual ranges of
clouds. The area from above which clouds do affect the cloud amount, covers
from a score to several thousand square kilometres, depending on the altitude
of the cloud base. Under such conditions any interpolation between points of
observation simplifies the image excessively.
Our meteorological stations, for the most part operating in towns, are nephologically recording "urban cloudiness" and, although to this day we continue
ignoring how far these records may differ from "non-urban" cloudiness, any
attempt on our part of applying urban observations to surrounding regions
seems questionable. It would be advisable to limit oneself to tabulated data, or
to enter the urban meteorological data in a cartographical climatogramme, containing circular diagrammes of diameters proportional to the areas for which
clouds affect values of the cloud amount.
Best of all would be a reconsideration of the planes of reference for clouds
suspended in the troposphere. From a geographical point of view it would be
more useful to imagine the morphology of cloudiness in an identical way as
the geomorphology — and in this case the reference plane would be represented
by the Earth. From this concept sprang the idea of compiling cloud maps, in
other words, of creating a geographical picture of projections of clouds perpendicular to the Earth's surface. Every change in these projections introduces a
difference in the measure of cloudiness: sky cloudiness (heretofore called the
cloud amount) is replaced by Earth cloudiness, meaning the partial covering
of some unit of the Earth's surface by perpendicular cloud shadows. These
plane units may be of an arbitrary size and shape — hence they might be physico-geographical units as well.
The requirements of actinometry with regard to the reference plane for
clouds are different. Here the most suitable plane would be a physical firmament in other words, a ball-shaped canopy. Carrying into effect the idea of a
cloud map makes it possible also to fulfil this demand.
Here in Poland we prefer the method of making photographic recordings of
sky conditions from which we obtain a picture of a suitably large scale, lack-
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ing the known shortcomings of satellite photography or radar methods. A
cloud map can be obtained by appropriate transformations of the picture representing a projection of the clouds upon a physical firmament. The need of
reducing costs to a minimum prompts us to use the system of photographing
the whole sky (called the ALL SKY SYSTEM). This system is based on making
use of what is called a sky mirror, meaning a silvered glass canopy which
yields a picture of the sky photographed by the use of an ordinary camera. By
this method one obtaines space pictures of a visual angle equal to 360° — A,
where A denotes the visual angle of the camera lense. The basic rules of the
techniques as to how to photograph the whole sky, of the method of overlapping the negatives into composite cloud maps, as well as some of the techniques
of interpreting shots have been published before, and in our present study we
are omitting them (cf. our list of references). We shall deal in greater detail
with cartographical methods of exhibiting the material gained from photographical investigations of cloudiness.
From a single shot of the whole sky one can obtain, estimating the altitude
of the base of the clouds, a circular map of clouds in a radius depending upon
the altitude of this cloud base. By limiting the angle of the cloud altitude to
10° above the horizon, a map can be compiled for Altocumulus clouds of some
4,300 m altitude for a range shown in Fig. la. Shots of Cumulus clouds, taken
from this same position with their bases at 1,700 m altitude, limit the radius
of our cloud map to some 10 km (Fig. lb). Finally, the occurrence of Stratus
clouds (800 m altitude) enables us to draw maps of a very narrow range
(Fig. lc). The outlines of Ac len and Cu med clouds are simplified and refer
mainly to cloud assemblages. The zones which are obliquely hatchured are
blocked out by ground obstacles.
By forsaking questionable estimates of the altitude of cloud bases and by
using an appropriate formulae, the particular photographs can be interpreted
by what is called the method of cloud roses. For individual sectors, cloudines
on the physical firmament is determined by taking into account particular
stages and types of clouds. The possibility of identifying cloudiness on the physical firmament with an accuracy of up to 1 % prompted the decision of introducing the method of photographing the whole sky into the programme of
observations at those meteorological stations which perform daily observations.
We already mentioned the necessity of obtaining such data for actinometry;
but this way of accurately estimating the degree of sky cloudiness may also
serve other research purposes, such as the cognizance of the effect of bedding
upon cloudiness.
Of outstanding importance in compiling cloud maps is the system applied
for combining the negatives taken from adjoining sky mirrors (W. Lenart 1973,
1975). By combining these shots one obtains an accurate reading of the altitude
of the cloud base at any spot and, for two to four km distance between points
of observation, the error in placing a given cloud on the map is of the order
of barely some 50 or so metres — thus very much less than the horizontal dimensions of an average Cumulus cloud. With cloud maps for successive time
intervals (Fig. 2) on hand one can scan and picture the development of clouds
above a given region, discovering conceivable effects of the Earth's surface
upon cloud formation. The difficulty of tracing changes in a great number of
successive cloud pictures induces the introduction of what might be called a
summarized cloud map. This sort of map is compiled by overlapping successive
pictures and by adding up in a lattice all points indicating clouding. The result
is a pattern of isolines illustrating the period for which clouds were adrift
above a given area. Any disregard of changes in cloud position between succes-
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Fig. 2.
sive shots causes errors in this m e t h o d which h o w e v e r , can be eliminated b y
constructing a m a p f o r the time in which the zenith w a s shaded (Fig. 3).
B y introducing upon a topographical basic print the corresponding outlines
of clouds, including the particular data on w h e n successive shots w e r e taken
(Fig. 3a), an illustration of changes in the position of the clouds is obtained.
B y estimating the direction in which the cloud outlines m o v e , one can by i n terpolation and generalization construct upon the basic print a n e w cloud m a p
with shorter time intervals, between shots than those actually applied. Practi-
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cally sufficient are one-minute intervals, as shown in Fig. 3b, as the result
of transforming what was shown in Fig. 3a. From the overlapping of particular
cloud outlines one can establish the time for which the zenith has been veiled
by given clouds (Fig. 3c). By treating in the same way all clouds which for
definite periods of time move across the investigated area, one obtains a map
of zenith shading (Fig. 3d). The values of successive isolines are given in minutes, and the summing up of the periods of shading is done for nodal points
and centres in a one-kilometre lattice. This kind of map showing zenith shading represents the most accurate cartographical scrutiny of a mean cloud distribution; however, the fact that to produce it is exceptionally tiresome, precludes this procedure being commonly applied.
By using the same source material one can obtain a map showing the mean
cloud cover above the Earth (Z). Fig. 4a illustrates an example of the distribution Z (heavy lines) on the background of cloud projections for a one time unit.
Here the investigated area was a region north of Suwałki, with a variegated
lake-studded landscape and clearly marked moraine plateaus. In circles, placed
next to the abbreviations of given stations, are marked the degrees of simultaneously observed and visually estimated cloud amount (N). The differences
between N and Z appear to be considerable. The highest values for N seen at
Smolniki (Sm), Sidory (S) and Leszczewo (L) suggest a NW-Se motion of the
zone of intensified cloudiness, whereas in reality these kind of zones are arranged at right angle to the assumed direction.
The interrelation between Earth cloudiness (Z) and sky cloudiness seen on
a physical firmament is a complicated problem, because in practice one does
not determine Z for the area from above which the clouds bear upon the estimate of N. Even so, if this were done, N would always be larger than, or equal
to Z. For convective clouds the N-Z differences are higher than for the remaining clouds and total some 10 to 20°/» (W. Okołowicz, W. Lenart 1973).
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Fig. 4.

A correlation of the distribution of Z for different, mutually unconnected
periods of time should not be attempted by calculating mean values; and this
is why the author suggests compiling a map showing the arrangement of isonephs Z. By imposing upon each other the isonephs Z for six successive (but
removed from each other) dates of photographing the sky (Fig. 4b), the author
tried to determine for particular basic fields the predominant directions of the
run of these lines Z (Fig. 4c). Passing on to continuous lines we obtain a pattern
of the isonephs Z arranged as shown in Fig. 4d. "Coilings" indicate areas where
Cumulus clouds react more strongly upon the impact of bedding.
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The next group of methods worth mentioning is an analysis of the tracks
followed by convective clouds. Here two types of tracks should be distinguished:
— straight-line tracks, obtained by joining tracks of displacement of cloud
centres or of groups of clouds, and
— true tracks, taking into account the horizontal cloud dimensions and
their changes during cloud motion.
Track analyses are meant to detect deformations in cloud motion; they make
it possible to define the rate of cloud motion, and they represent the first stage
in the construction of track density maps. An example of this map, with
straight-line tracks indicated, is shown in Fig. 5a and, with true-line tracks,
in Fig. 5d. By counting the number of intersections of basic fields by tracks

Fig. 5.
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(Fig. 5b and 5e) one can draw an isarhythmic map (Fig. 5c and 5f). Worth
noticing is the difference in the pattern of the density of the straight-line and
the true tracks (here the analysis has been performed using the same material).
The method of true tracks is applied for compiling a map of tendencies of
cloud development. A series of cloud maps is always analyzed in pairs: two
pictures taken at adjoining dates are entered onto a common base map (Fig. 6a,
6b and 6c), and by suitable identification (numbering of clouds) one obtains a
picture of changes in the position and shape of the horizontal projection of
each cloud. By taking stock of the nature of the changes observed, one classifies
the periods of development of a given cloud into separate types of tendencies.
In Fig. 6d the author shows by different hatchuring the following types of
tendencies:
— horizontal lines — a weakening cloud development,
— cross-hatchuring — an increase in horizontal cloud dimensions,
— oblique lines — a tendency towards stagnation,
— dotted marking — a lack of definite changes.

Because the development of convective clouds usually comprises a combination of all the above tendencies, an abundant statistical material is indispensable so as to perceive territorial differences in the structure of these tendencies
and to obtain a picture of climatological value.
After collecting a set of maps thus compiled as illustrated in Fig. 6d, one
stakes out on the warp of a one-kilometre lattice chart the structure of particular tendencies (Fig. 7a). In each of the squares the particular fields, in a
downward order, conform successively with: a growing tendency (darkened
fields), a decreasing tendency (white fields), a tendency towards stagnation
(darkened fields), and indefinite conditions (white fields). After availing oneself
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of the material prepared in this way, one can now draw isolines of the proportional sharge of particular tendencies regarding all cases observed. In
Fig. 7b this share is drawn for tendencies of increase, in Fig. 7c for tendencies
of decrease, and in Fig. 7d for tendencies towards stagnation. The material
taken into consideration in this example is derived from the middle reach of
the Vistula valley, where it was possible to detect distinct interrelations between the ground surface and the development of convective clouds and other
low-level clouds. Particularly well illustrated is the pattern formed by cases
of cloud stagnation, showing clearly a maximum value above the high righthand bank of this valley.
For minor differences in the stages of the formation of particular Cu clouds,
favourable results are obtained by analyzing the number of these clouds. Another example of a fairly simple procedure is detecting spots where clouds are
forming and where they disappear.

The discussed maps indicating periods of zenith shading can be transformed
into maps showing periods of sun shading — yielding interesting comparisons
with results obtained from heliographic and actinometric measurements.
Cloud maps may also serve as a means for non-cartographical studies; interesting in this respect are isopleths of changes in relative cloud dimensions,
charts showing changes in the structure of clouding, or cloud-forming patterns.
The chances of contriving new methods of interpretation and display seem unlimited.
The purpose of every geographical study is a cartographical synthesis. In
our present report we aspire after a cloud-forming regionalization. This is done
separately for selected weather types or selected synoptical conditions, and for
a given type or given types of clouds. A comprehensive regionalization reflecting the climatological nature of cloudinesss above a given area requires a
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series of observations of longer duration than those which have illustrated the
examples discussed above.
We anticipate a steady growth in the part played by photographic methods
of cloud investigation, among them also by earthbound methods treated preferentially in our present study. The understanding of the mechanics of disparities in cloudiness and precipitation under conditions prevalent in different
landscapes takes for granted the transition to the system of cloud maps and
the Earth cloudiness. However, expanding and improving our techniques of
sky photographing must be combined with a definite system of cartographical
interpretation of the results obtained, and with an interlinking of the newly
introduced method with all traditional methods and all other contemporaneously developing methods.
Warsaw University
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Interesting changes in the course of circulation processes, noticed by climatologists are worth discussing in detail. Climatic fluctuations noticed on the
basis of the data from the 19th and 20th centuries in large areas of Europe,
Asia and North America, reveal first of all great in those variations in the mean
annual temperatures, especially for winter months. These depend more on the
type of atmospheric circulation than on the temperature as do the summer
months (Girskaya et al. 1970; Ryzakov and Tomskaya 1974). According to the
statements of explorers from various countries, the mean monthly anomalies of
the last decades' temperatures show particularly the intensity of the recent rise
of temperature in Europe, recorded also in Poland at the beginning of this
century (Merecki 1915; Romer 1947). Thermal anomalies grow from the subtropical territories to the higher latitudes, however, increase or decrease of temperatures in polar latitudes do not cause such a process in lower latitudes. A
particularly distinct trend of temperature increase was recorded in the polar
and temperate latitudes in the 1920s and the 1940s tapered, but this trend tapered off in the next few years.
The increases in temperature after the small glacial period, ended in the
19th century, and apart from the closely connected changes in pressure and
moisture in the troposphere, caused all sorts of other processes of a geomorphological, oceanographic and botanical nature simultaneously in large areas.
They are as follows: the retraction of the Alpine, Spitsbergian and other polar
archipelagical glaciers, a change in the icecovered seas, especially in the North
and Baltic seas, a raising of the level of the oceans, as well as of individual
water reservoirs, changes in the flow of rivers, timber increment, and so on.
Within centuries, the centres of atmospheric activity were dislocated in the
atmosphere, which caused a change in the direction of the air flow over certain
areas (Budyko 1967; Okołowicz 1948; Smirnova 1968). Furthermore, those processes were the reason for the forwarding or decaying "oceanization" of the
climate of certain areas. The trend towards "oceanization" of the climate in
Central and Northern Europe at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, was
first revealed in the several mild winters, the decrease in the amplitude of
the annual temperature, and the increase in rainfall in the warm season (Rubashev 1974; Merecki 1915; Wiszniewski 1950; Trepińska 1971).
A special intensity in the variation of circulation processes from 1970, which
was the reason for unprofitable economic phenomena, such as longlasting
droughts in Sahel, cool and snowy springs in large agricultural areas of Canada, cool rainy years in the greater part of Europe, quicker melting of ice
fields in the Arctic, the cause of a reduction in the temperature of the MidAtlantic waters, disastrous floods in the agricultural territories of India, Pa-
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kistan, the United States and Japan (in February 1975 — disastrous flood of
the Middle Nile), induced intensive research as to the reason and trends of
these climatic changes on the part of climatologists. Many works on these subjects are published by Russian scientists, who stated, that the changes in the
circulation processes were of the greatest intensity over the Eurasian areas.
The main reason for the changes in the atmosphere are certain cyclic processes which take place partly in the photosphere and partly in the chromosphere of the Sun. Furthermore, those processes produce changes in the geomagnetic field, which affect the direction of atmospheric currents (Mustel 1974).
The differentiation of the impact of these processes, defined as solar activity,
are not so easily found, due to the fact, that other factors have an influence on
their activity, among which human activity in industry and communication
are of growing importance.
The majority of scientists agree that the 80- and 90-year cycles of solar
activity, often called secular cycles, have a basic influence on the forming of
changes in the course of air temperature (Loginov 1969; Loginov and Sukhomazova 1971: Sazonov and Loginov 1968; Valnicek 1965). Those cycles are divided
into four "quarters" (often having a different number of years; Willet 1966),
depending on the intensity of the processes producing emission of corpuscular
radiation of the Sun. Such "quarters" range from 18 to 22 years and, the occurrence of definite climatic trends should be related to their course. Thus, the
cooling and, in the second and third quarter — the warming-up, appear in the
first and fourth quarters of the secular cycle of solar activity. Nevertheless,
this dependence, is not so simple as we might think, mainly due to the interference of other factors (e.g. the increase in the quantity of carbon dioxide and
other gases, originating from volcanic eruptions and the work of millions of
combustion engines). In the zone of latitude from N 20° to 55° the winter temperatures have an increasing trend, together with a secular decrease of solar
activity, and a decreasing trend in other latitudes (Loginov 1971; Rubashev
1974). Nevertheless, the greatest thermal changes appeared in Europe and in
the seas surrounding Europe from the North, the influence of the 11-year cycle
of solar activity being the greatest.
The research of the Russian scientists, based mainly on an examination of
the air pressure and temperatures anomalies, suggest a segregation of certain
forms of atmospheric circulation (Girs 1974; Dzerdzeyevskii 1962). In the period
from 1900 to 1928 zone circulation (W) dominated, appearing in the increased
flow of the moist air from the West, so the summers in Europe were cool and
rainy and the winters mild. Heavy frosts over the Arctic Ocean were recorded.
An the same time the process of oceanization of the European climate increased. It commenced first in the western territories of Europe and within several
decades covered the eastern areas (Merecki, 1915; Romer 1947). In the years
1929-1939 there appeared the epoch of meridional circulation, first of the
eastern type (E), bringing over Europe cool air from the Arctic and Siberia, and
between 1940 and 1948 — the epoch of meridional circulation of the type C,
characterized by warmer, moist air. From 1949 on, there followed the epoch
of mixed circulation type E + C, which has continued to the present time. Extremely complicated and yet insufficiently explored processes rule the appearance of the above mentioned epochs, however, scientists have made considerable progress in attempts at forcasting changes (Girs 1974; Willet 1966), and
climatic trends appearing in the atmosphere and hydrosphere.
The question arises, what is the course of temperature in Poland, against
this roughly presented background of most important results of some scientific
research. Cracow, situated on 50° latitude N, can be treated as a good represent-
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ative point. Moreover, are a series of continuous meteorological observations
taken within the last 150 years, by the Astronomical Observatory of Jagellonian
University at scientists disposal. This Observatory, placed 12 m above ground
level, at a window of the second floor of the university building, is still working.
As was previously mentioned, the particularly essential indicator for the
research of thermical climate trends, are the temperatures of the winter
months, whose standard deviation values o are about three-times greater than
o of the summer months. The average annual temparature in Cracow, according to my researches (Trepińska 1971, 1973) from the beginning of the period
under examination, that is from 1826, has systematically increased. This situation was mostly caused by higher spring and autumn temperatures, as well as
by the increasing number of mild winters. According to the data given by the
Cracow Observatory concerning 31 winters (out of 150 years) with the mean
temperature < —4.0° only 10 of them were noticed in the 20th century, and
four in the short period 1939-1947. Out of the 32 winters with a mean temperature ^ 0°, 21 were noticed in this century.
A series of frosty winters, which appeared in Poland in the period 1939-1947,
have been treated by some climatologists (Kosiba 1956), as a sufficient sign of
the cooling-down of our climate, but have had no influence, nevertheless, on
the change of the thermal trend. Furthermore the mean annual temperature
has been increasing, and the evidence of some mild winters confirms the existence of the process of recent rise of temperature in Central Europe (Trepińska 1973).
The exceptionally mild winters, noticed in 1973/74 and 1974/75 made the
problem of "mild" winters in our climate more interesting. Therefore, it is
worth looking closer at the thermic anomalies of the winters, and to connect
it simultaneously, with the variation of circulation processes, already presented.
In the classification of winters, a very important problem, is the criterion
upon which it should be based. In this work I did not use a detailed and universal assortment of criteria, which usually apply to specific needs (Kosiba
1956; Lyall 1971) and I took into consideration only the mean temperatures of
the winters (December, January and February), partly because most of the considerations for the reasons of existing climatic anomalies are based on the
mean temperatures of those months, or on their standard deviations.
According to the modified classification of Wiszniewski (1948) I distinguish:
very frosty winters — with a mean temperature of two winter months < —10°,
frosty winters — with a mean temperature of one winter month ^ —10°, or a
mean temperature of three months ^ — 5°, medium frosty winters — with a
mean temperature of the three months oscillating between —4.9° to —3.0°,
light-frosty winters — with a mean temperature of three winter months oscillating between —2.9 to —1.0°, mild winters — with a mean temperature of
three winter months oscillating between —0.9° to +1.0°, very mild winters —
with a mean temperature of three winter months > 1.0°.
Very objective, but slightly formalized thermal criteria of Chapman (Kosiba
1956), based on mutual relations of the mean temperature with the standard
deviations of individual temperatures, do not allow to distinguish more exactly
mild winters, owing to the fact, that the mean temperature deviations of frosty
winters, are in extreme cases, more than twice, as great as the temperature
deviations of mild winters, which means that he "severity" of frosty winters
exceeds twice the "mildness" of the mild winter temperature.
The mean temperature of the winter in Cracow amounts to —2.1°. Within
the last 150 years, the winters have a big range of temperatures — oscillating
7*
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from —10.3° to +2.1°. The number of winters having mean temperature analogous to the mean temperature of the 150-year period, amounts only to 41.
A greater number of winters can be found in the next section of mild winters
(Table 1). In Table 2 we can see, that only five winter months (once December,
once February and three-times January) had mean temperatures lower than
0°, nevertheless, in each case those temperatures were higher than the mean
temperature of many years. In five cases December proved to be the warmest
month of the winter, also in five cases February was the warmest month of
the winter and only once, was January recorded as the warmest month, and
TABLE

1. Classification of winters in Cracow
(1826-1975)

Type of winter

Number

Very frosty winters
Frosty winters
Medium-frosty winters
Light-frosty winters
Mild winters
Very mild winters

1
13
38
41
46
11

V
/0
0.7
8.7
25.5
27.3
30.7
7.3

TABLE 2. Very mild winters in Cracow (1826-1975)
Mean temperature
Year

winters

XII

I

II

Extreme temperature
winters
max.

min.

max.

min.
-16.4
(I)
-14.6

1833/34

1.1

2.8

1.0

-0.5

4.0

-1.4

1842/43

1.8

1.1

-0.6

5.0

4.4

-0.7

12.9
(II)
15.6

1898/99

1.3

2.2

1.2

0.5

4.5

-1.6

(II)
14.4

(II)
-16.4

1909/10

1.2

1.0

0.2

2.4

4.2

-1.7

(II)
14.0

(II)
-13.6

1914/15

1.1

2.4

0.0

0.9

3.7

-1.6

(II)
11.9

(I)
-13.2

1915/16

1.8

2.8

2.3

0.4

4.7

-1.0

1924/25

1.6

-0.8

1.3

4.4

4.7

-1.4

1956/57

1.0

0.2

0.7

3.3

3.5

-1.3

1960/61

1.1

3.1

-2.4

2.6

3.8

-1.9

1973/74

1.4

0.3

0.8

3.2

4.4

-1.1

1974/75

2.1

3.2

3.5

-0.3

5.2

-0.2
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(II)
-12.6
(XII)
-9.7
(II)
(I and II)
-14.9
11.8
(XII)
(XII)
13.9
-20.2
(XII and II)
(I)
14.7
-13.7
(XII)
(II)
12.3
-9.1
(XII)
(II)
(II)
14.9
(XII)
16.9
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this happened in 1975. The coolest winter month among the months considered
in Table 2 was January (in four cases), December and February (in three cases),
but once (in 1956) it happened that November proved to be the coolest month
and also once (in 1915) it happened that January and March had exactly the
same mean temperature. The absolute maximum winter temperatures noticed
in December or February, have never appeared in January.
The greatest thermal contrasts appeared during the winters in 1842/43 and
1960/61. During the latter, the shortlasting frosts, exceeding —20° in January
were not able to reduce effectively the mean temperature of the whole winter,
because high temperatures were recorded both in December and in February.
In 1961 the range of the extreme temperatures exceeded 34°. A very warm
February, with a mean temperature of 5.0° was noticed in 1843. It was the
warmest February within the said 150 years, and its mean temperature was
higher than any other April mean temperature in the same period (Trepińska
1971).
The high temperatures of the winter months 1974/75 undoubtedly qualify
this winter as the most mild winter of the 150-year period. It was mainly
caused by the high mean temperature of January 1975, which, it is true, is
equal to the mean temperature of January in 1921 (winter in 1920/21 is classed
among mild winters), but, the minimum mean temperature in January 1975
was higher, moreover, it had less rainfalls and more sunshine. Therefore, the
January of 1975 has priority.
A great fluctuation between temperatures of the winter months in Cracow,
their different distribution, the appearance of warm air mixed with frosty air,
all these factors make great difficulties in the attempts at connecting thermal
air currents of our winters with the results of the Russian scientists' research,
previously presented.
Nevertheless, the course of the winter temperatures in Cracow shows the
existence of the process of recent rise of temperature. We can also confirm the
observation that the milding-up of the climate at our latitudes was coming from
the west (Okołowicz 1948). Winters in 1890/91 and 1892/93 recognized in the
European part of Russia as very frosty, were also frosty in Poland. But, the
winters in 1906/07, 1907/08, 1908/09 considered as very frosty in Russia, were
not so frosty in Poland, because in these years the process of the oceanization
of the climate had appeared in Poland. I should also mention a very interesting
fact concerning the extension of the autumn, and which is connected with this,
the shift of the dates of the beginning and the end of the winter, although, we
can notice at the same time, during the last decades a shortening of the thermal
winter (Hess 1967).
Fig. 1 shows the cumulated values of the mean deviations v, of the mean
winter temperature in Cracow within these 150 years. Numerous bendings of
the curve in different years of the 19th century shows the great winter temperatures range. The short periods of the warmer winters appeared in the
thirties, the fifties, at the end of the sixties, and a little more clearly in the
eighties. The quinquennial 1881-1885 had the greatest mean winter temperature
since the beginning of the century. In spite of these facts, the general direction
of the thermal trend of the winters in the 19th century was falling. And only
in the nineties did there appear a sudden turn of the climatic trend, especially
strong from 1909. The inclination of the curve of Fig. 1 greatly increased, which
shows the intensification of the investigated process. Three greater changes
of the trend direction in the following years were caused by the very frosty
winter in 1928/29, by the series of frosty winters during the Second World War,
as well as by a very frosty winter in 1962/63. There was no precise direction
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Fig. 1. Course of the mean v temperature deviations of winters in Cracow (1826-1975)

of the air flows in our country during the circulation epoch of the years
1940-48, contrary to the other parts of Europe (Girs 1974), because in this
short period there appeared frosty winters in 1939/40, 1941/42, 1946/47 and
mild ones — in 1942/43, 1943/44, 1947/48 and 1948/49. The last period of twenty
years is classed among the most turbulent periods as far as the forming of
winter temperatures is concerned, however, the general trend of their increasing still remains. The variation of the winters in this period tells of the predominance of the meridional circulation of mixed type.
Attempts to connect the winter temperatures in the larger areas with the
cycles of solar activity lasting 90-year, confirms the influence of those cycles
on the appearance of the winter temperature anomalies (Rubashev 1974; Valnićek 1965). We can see similar dependences in the investigations of the appearance of the frosty and mild winters in Cracow in the particular "quarters"
of the 90-year cycles (Trepińska 1973; Table 3). Nevertheless, in the case of the
appearance of frosty and mild winters in the last period, it means in the first
"quarter" of the 90-year cycle, in which according to the forecasts the climate
should be cooled — we do not observe such climatic trends. Maybe, the influence of solar activity is disturbed by other processes, and here, it is necessary
to mention human activity.
TABLE 3. Comparison of the observed climatic trends with the appearance of frosty and mild
winters in Cracow (1826-1975)

Quarters of the secular
cycle of solar activity
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I

(1830-1847)
(1848-1870)
(1871-1893)
(1894-1917)
(1918-1936)
(1937-1957)
(1958-1979?)

Climatic trend
in Europe
warming-up
cooling down
warming-up
cooling down

Number of the winters in
CracQw

5= - 5 °
3
1
4
0
1
4
reg. 1
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-4°
6
6
8
1
2
5
2
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^0°
3
4
3
5
6
6
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2
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Fig. 2 shows the relations between the secular (90-year) cycle of solar activity and the course of the winter temperatures in Cracow. The curve a shows
the course of the greatest mean numbers of Wolf out of consecutive 11-year
cycles. It was equalized by the computation of the quaternary consecutive mean
temperatures, which were composed of the maxima from 1816. The curve b
shows the course of the mean winter temperatures equalized by computation
of the 35-year consecutive mean temperatures (from 1826 to 1974).

Fig. 2. Comparison of the secular cycle of solar activity with the course of mean
winter temperatures in Cracow
a — highest mean Wolf numbers (1816-1969), equalized by the consecutive quarternary, b — mean
winter temperatures (1826-1975), equalized by 35-year consecutive mean

In the period of the maximum blotting of the Sun — the winter temperatures were lower, and in the period of minimum blotting of the Sun, the
winters were mild, however, a certain delay in the appearance of the determined winter temperatures in relation to the extremes of solar activity can be
noticed.
The above mentioned dependences are not so simple and further research
should discover their complicated nature and the course of these relations.
Jagellonian University
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G E O G R A P H I A P O L O N I C A 33, 1976

RESEARCH PROBLEMS OF THE FIRST M O N G O L I A N - P O L I S H
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHICAL EXPEDITION TO THE K H A N G A Y
M T S . I N 1974

KAZIMIERZ KLIMEK, RADNARIN LOMBORINTCHEN, LESZEK
a n d TSESEMIN SUGAR

STARKEL

The Khangay is one of the mountain ranges of Central Asia extending over
a distance of more than 700 km and attaining in its main ridge a mean height
of 3000-3500 m. The highest peak, Otgontenger-uul reaches 4031 m. The ridge of
the Khangay represents a continental water divide between the basin of the
Arctic Ocean and the endereic areas of Central Asia. On its southern slope runs
the boundary between the zones of forest and steppe; forests grow on northfacing slopes and the zone of steppe and semi-deserts is to the south. From the
main range branch a number of secondary mountain ridges of lower altitude
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Location of investigated area on the background of Khangay Mts. (Mongolia)
Onomastics according to Britannic Atlas, Chicago 1970
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The Khangay is a rigid block of Caledonian folds dissected by younger
granitic intrusions and bordered on all the sides by zones of tectonic depressions
and horsts (Fig. 2) (I. B. Fillipova, L. P. Zonenstein, V. A. Armantov, E. V. Michailov 1973). The Paleozoic relief of that area has since been modelled under
subaerial conditions. Situated as it is in the centre of the Asiatic continent that
mountain massif has since at last the Cretaceous period been under an extremely continental climate (E. G. Ravski 1972). The relief of the Khangay is
characterized by vast plateaus in the centre of the massif, and well developed
pediments on its margin. Correlative deposits associated with the destruction
of the massif fill in tectonic depressions situated on its margin. The problem
of age and origin of these dominant and no doubt very old landforms as well
as their reference to the correlative deposits on the edge of the Khangay has
not yet been established (E. M. Murzayev 1952, E. S. Selivanov 1972).
In the Quaternary the Khangay was glaciated as evidenced by deep corries,
glacial troughs and moraine ramparts, as first raported many years ago
(J. G. Grand 1910; E. M. Murzayev 1952). The Quaternary was at the same time
a period of the development of subsurface glaciation of that area which is
expressed in the occurrence of permafrost (G. F. Gravis, A. M. Lisun 1974). The

F i g . 2. G e o l o g i c a l s k e t c h of t h e K h a n g a y b l o c k ( a f t e r L . P . Z o n e n s t e i n )
1 — Jurassic sedimentary rocks, 2 — Jurassic volcanic rocks, 3 — Permian deposits, 4 — upper- K h a n g a y series, 5 — lower K h a n g a y series, 6 — lower-Carboniferous series, 7 — Palaeozoic
sedimentary-volcanic deposits, 8 — lower Palaeozoic sandy-shaley deposits, 9 — lower-Cambrian
deposits, 10 — younger-Mesozoic granits, 11 — upper-Palaeozoic K h a n g a y granodiorites, 12 —
upper-Palaeozoic granitoids, 13 — faults
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southern limit of the permafrost runs nowadays along the southern foot of the
Khangay (G. F. Gravis 1974). This is at the same time the southern most limit
of permafrost on the northern hemisphere. Judging by the occurrence of the
two horizons of permafrost in Siberia (V. V. Baulin et al. 1973) it is possible that
the shallow permafrost of the southern Khangay came into being after the
Holocene climatic optimum. The course of climatic changes in the Quaternary,
the number of glaciations and their synchronization with the glaciations in
particular mountain groups of the Khangay, have as yet been very little studied
and still present open scientific problem (E. M. Murzayev 1942; G. F. Gravis,
A. M. Lisun 1974).
The Khangay represents a very interesting country to investigate presentday processes of the circulation of energy and matter under continental climatic conditions. That continentalism finds expression in very large daily and
annual ranges of air temperature, in the low air humidity, very strong winds
and low precipitation (200-400 mm) falling during the short summertime. This
determines the meso- and microclimatic conditions and the ecosystems of slopes
and mountain valleys with a negative heat balance of the ground, the course
of mechanical weathering and of the mode of removal of rockwaste mantle
beyond the mountains. The only detailed investigations on the types and vertical zonation of the environment were carried out by a German expedition
(G. H. Haase, H. Richter, H. Barthel, 1964). The water resources of that region,
are also little known, especially the regime and means of alimentation of rivers
draining the Khangay (N. T. Kuznetsov 1968).
The Khangay mountains have for centuries been the most densely populated
region of Mongolia. At present the density of population there amounts to 1.5
persons per km2. The majority of these have been and still are nomads pasturing floocks of horses, yaks, sheep, goats and camels. The pastoral farming;
practised for centuries has brought about changes in the original vegetation
cover and soil of the area. Knowledge about problems of the influence of
pastoralism on the geographical environment and a possibility of its further
development are of great practical importance for the economic advance of
that part of Mongolia.
PURPOSES A N D O R G A N I Z A T I O N OF THE M O N G O L I A N - P O L I S H
G E O G R A P H I C A L EXPEDITION TO THE K H A N G A Y , 1974.

PHYSICAL

The Mongolian-Polish Physical Geographical Expedition to the Khangay in
1974 was organized within the framework of scientific cooperation between the
Institute of Geography, Polish Academy of Sciences and the Institute of Geography and Geocryology, Academy of Sciences of the Mongolian Peoples Republic, as a first stage of two years expeditionary investigations. The main
purpose of the expedition was to learn about the resources of the geographical
environment on the southern slope of the Khangay from the viewpoint of possible advances in the national economy especially its animal husbandry. Fifteen
scientists representing various branches of the earth sciences participed in the
expedition. These were:
(1) Ass. prof. Kazimierz Klimek — leader of the expedition, geomorphologist,
Institute of Geography, Polish Academy of Sciences, Cracow,
(2) Batsuchin Avirmid, climatologist, Institute of Geography and Geocryology,
Academy of Sciences of the Mongolian People's Republic, Ulhan Bator,
(3) Mr Zygmunt Babiński, geomorphologist-hydrographer, Institute of Geography, Polish Academy of Sciences, Toruń,
(4) Dr. Wojciech Froehlich, geomorphologist and hydrologist, Institute of Geography, Polish Academy of Sciences, Cracow,
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Fig. 3. Longitudinal profile of Urgotuin-gol and Tsagan-Turutuin-gol on the background of South Khangay slope
1 — base of the expedition, 2 — sub-base of the expedition
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(5) Dr. Adam Głodziński, surgeon, Medical Academy, Cracow,
(6) Mr Marek Grześ, hydrologist, Institute of Geography, Polish Academy of
Sciences, Toruń,
(7) Ass. prof. Alojzy Kowalkowski, pedologist, Institute of Forestry, Warsaw,
(8) Radnarin Lomborintchen, geomorphologist, Institute of Geography and Geocryology, Academy of Sciences of the Mongolian People's Republic, Ulhan Bator,
(9) Dr. Tadeusz Niedźwiedź, climatologist, Geographical Institute, Jagellonian
University, Cracow,
(10) Dr. Anna Pacyna, botanist, Institute ed Botany, Jagellonian University,
Cracow,
(11) Dr. Kazimierz Pękala, geomorphologist, Geographical Institute, Marie CurieSkłodowska University, Lublin,
(12) Dr. January Słupik, hydrologist, Institute of Geography, Polish Academy
of Sciences, Cracow,
(13) Tsesemin Sugar, leader of the Mongolian group, hydrologist, Institute of
Geography and Geocryology, Academy of Sciences of the Mongolian People's Republic, Ulhan Bator,
(14) Prof. Leszek Starkel, deputy leader of the expedition, geomorphologist, Institute of Geography, Polish Academy of Sciences, Cracow,
(15) Mr Roman Zapolski, geodesist, Geographical Institute, University of Toruń.

The expedition left Ulhan Bator on 11 June, 1974 accompanied by three
lorries and after driving some 750 km across steppe and semiarid areas of the
southern foot of the Khangay reached the study area on June 14, 1974. The
main base of the expedition was established at the mouth of the valley of the
Tsagan-Turutuin-gol, where it passes from the mountains into the foreland
at about 2100 m. A sub-base of the expedition was founded in the southern part
of the submontane basin of Bayan-nurin-hotnor situated in the foreland of the
Khangay at a height of 1960 m (Fig. 3). The work of the expedition in the
Tsagan-Turutuin-gol basin lasted from June 15 to July 31, 1974. The study area
was left on August 1, 1974 and after travelling some 1000 km along the northern slope of the Khangay the expedition came back to Ulhan Bator.
The study area of the expedition included the catchment basin of the
Tsagan-Turutuin-gol, the surface of which is 2176 km2. At the expedition base
a climatological station and a hydrologie station were established. Owing to the
location of the base it was possible to perform studies also in the Khangay and
on the nearby mountain foreland. At the sub-base there were in operation
additional climatic and hydrologie stations. Owing to this location, base studies
were carried out in the southern part of the Bayan-nurin-hotnor basin (Fig. 3).
The expedition gathered abundant observational material which after analysis
will be partly presented in a special publication (Bull, of the Polish Academy
of Sciences). The present article deals only with fundamental research problems
of the expedition and presents initial results of the studies.
RESEARCH PROBLEMS A N D PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE EXPEDITION

The mountainous character of the research area caused the participants to
divide into two problem teams one working within mountain slopes and other
within valley and basin bottoms. In view of the large size of the research area
and at the same time the necessity of satisfactorily detailed acquaintance with
various elements of the geographical environment and the processes at work
there, in both teams carried out parallel investigations of both general and
detailed character.
The "slope" party under the guidance of L. Starkel first of all carried out
detailed investigations of nearly all the elements of the geographical environ-
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ment and relations among them in the Sant valley opening to the valley of
the Tsagan-Turutuin-gol in the marginal (southern) portion of the Khangay.
The investigations aimed at discovering the mutual relationship between relief,
macroclimatic conditions, water circulation, soil and plant cover on north and
south-facing slopes in various climatic-vegetation belts. Outside the Sant valley
the participants of that group also performed general or comparative studies on
slopes in other parts of the Tsagan-Turutuin-gol basin.
The "valley" party led by K. Klimek carried out general and detailed
studies the aim of which was to learn geomorphological problems, climate,
water conditions and certain present-day geomorphological processes, mainly
in the valley of the Tsagan-Turutuin-gol and in the valleys of its major tributaries.
Both parties were at the same time facing practical tasks. For the slope
party such a task was to become acquainted with the types of geo- and ecosystems, their abundance, and the degree of their degradation as the consequence of the intensification of animal husbandry.
The principal task of the valley group was, on the other hand, to determine
water resources and the possibility of its supply to animal husbandry as well
as to villages and the processing industry.
In the vicinity of the base, over an area of some 40 km 2 L. Starkel, R. L o m borintchen and S. Zhigzhs carried out a geomorphologial survey on scale
1 : 25,000, aimed at learning the pattern of evolution and relief in the marginal
part of the southern slope of the Khangay. That area is made up of graniticgranodioritic intrusions of Permian-Carboniferous age except for its northwestern part built of Palaeozoic shales and sandstones, locally with a cover of
Neogene basalts. In the vicinity of the Tsagan-Turutuin-gol valley the broad
flattened ridges of the southern slope of the Khangay become more dissected
into narrow ridges capped with tors. It is dominated by long convex-concave
slopes with long footslops below (Fig. 4). The levelled axes of ridges at 27002800 m as well as at some 2400 m point to the stages of an old planation. The

Fig. 4. South slopes of Khangay Mts. near the camp of the expedition ( P h o t o

L. Starkel)
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bottom of the basaltic bed (probably pre-Quaternary) at 105 m in the contemporaneous channels has confirmed the opinion held by E. J. Selivanov (1972) of
the Tertiary age of the valleys.
The relief bears traces of transformation under a cold periglacial climate
as testified by the high-altitude ( > 2400 m) and now inactive steps of cryoplanation terraces. In the lower belt the slopes, especially southern ones, are cut by
now inactive corrasion channels with pediments accompanied by monadnocks
at their feet; their inclination is 5-15°. Their lower parts are mantled with colluvial covers descending to the level of the three systems of terrace at 30-40 m,
about 20 m and 8-15 m. The dissection of these landforms by gullies as well as
the development of mature soils of them point to a relationship of slope and
fluvial covers with periods colder than the present one. The periglacial cooling
of climate was followed by the shifting of cryonival belt by some 500 m upward
and the survival of permafrost patches solely on northern slopes and in valley
bottoms. Observations of the effects of the 1972 downopour are indicative of
their role in the contemporaneous morphogeny in addition to frost weathering
and deflation.
Geomorphological investigations in the Tsagan-Turutuin-gol valley carried
out by K. Klimek and Ts. Sugar aimed at learning paleogeographical problems
of that valley and at determining the kind and role of present-day geomporphological processes modelling its floor. In the valleys of the Tsagan-Turutuin-gol
tributaries which dissect the main ridge of the Khangay, very distinct traces
of glaciations of valley type were found. This is manifested in the occurrence
of large corries and glacial troughs in addition to terminal moraines and lateral
moraines (Fig. 5). The floors of most corries lie at 2900-3100 m. These corries
correspond in height with predominantly typical glacial troughs up to 15 km
long and 500-700 m deep. Glaciers descending those corries amounted to 26 km
in length. On the sides of glacier troughs are encountered clear benches of
lateral moraines mounting to 200 m above the contemporaneous floors of these
valleys.
In the middle course of the Tsagan-Turutuin-gol valley, especially where it
widens there occur glaciofluvial deposits of gravel and boulders forming typical
valley outwash train (Fig. 6). Within them there is a very clearly marked

Fig. 5. Glaciated valley Urgotuin-gol in Central Khangay ( P h o t o by
8
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Fig. 6. Glaciofluvial and fluvial deposits (gravels and boulders) in the middle course

of Tsagan-Turutuin-gol (Photo by K. Klimek)

network of dry braided channels presumably surviving from a period of the
close of Khangay glaciation.
The lower trace of the Tsagan-Turutuin-gol runs within depression basins
bordering the Khangay massif from the South Khangay Upland. The northern
part of the Bayan-nurin-hotnor basin is mantled with a west fan deposited by
the Tsagan-Turutuin-gol during Khangay glaciation. Further to the south deposits of that fen morge into clayey limnological sediments. The middla and

Fig. 7. Fault-line scarp of South Khangay Upland ( P h o t o by A.
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southern part of that basin is filled up by clayey limnological sediment of
unknown depth and by deposits connected with the tectonic uplift of the South
Khangay Upland (Fig. 7).
In the upper course of the Tsagan-Turutuin-gol valley there takes place
at present a rather intensive washing out of fine material (clayey-sandy) from
the moraine deposits and glaciofluvial deposits which are deposited there. In
the lower course of that river the dominant process is the erosion of river banks
which is specially intense in the zone of frozen clays and alluvial deposits.
Investigations of climatic conditions were carried out by B. Avirmid and
T. Niedźwiedź at a station at the camp and by Z. Babiński and M. Grześ at a
station at the sub-base. At the climatological station at the base there were
carried out, every three hours (starting at 2 : 00 a.m., Ulhan Bator mean time)
measurements of actinometry, duration of insolation, temperature and air humidity, precipitation, temperature of ground surface, temperature at 2, 5, 10,
15, 20, 25 and 50 cm beneath the ground, direction and force of wind as well
as of the pattern of cloudiness. At the station at the subbase there were taken
3 times per 24 hours (8, 14, 20 Ulhan Bator time) measurements of temperature
and air humidity, temperature of ground surface, temperature of ground at
2, 5, 10 and 50 cm down, precipitation, direction and wind force and the pattern
of cloudiness. These station records were supplemented with sporadic observations of the temperature and air humidity in the higher portions of the
Khangay. According to preliminary calculations by B. Avirmid and T. Niedźwiedź the station at the base recorded during July as many as 237 hours of
sunshine and the intensity of direct radiation had reached a maximum value of
1.59 cal/cm 2 /minute. Throughout the time of measurements (46 days) the temperature of the air at base oscillated between 2.4°C and 26.0°C. The temperature of the ground surface was at that time between 0.4°C and 60°C respectively. At the outlet of the Tsagan-Turutuin-gol valley from the mountains typical valley winds were observed with a clear diurnal cycle. During the research period the station at the base recorded twice only 2 % of the calm while
the station at the sub-base as much as 1 5 % of calm. Throughout the whole
period there were recorded at the base 15 days with a precipitation over 0,1 mm
and 3 days with one over 10 mm. There were recorded in all 105 mm of precipitation which constituted presumably more than 5 0 % of the annual total
precipitation in that region of the Khangay.
Studies of water circulation in the mountainous part of the Tsagan-Turutuin-gol basin were carried out by W. Froehlich, J. Słupik and Ts. Sugar and
those in the Bayan-nurin-hotnor basin by Z. Babiński and J. Grześ, their aim
being to learn water resources and to establish the mode of alimentation of
rivers draining the Khangay.
During the obserwation period (June 20th-July 31st) discharge in the
Tsagan-Turutuin-gol was on the average 5.79 m 3 per sec. The min discharge
(June 30th) was 0.67 m3 per sec. i.e. 0.52 liters per sec. per sq.km. The minimum
diurnal discharge from the mountainous part of the Tsagan-Turutuin-gol basin
was 61,670 m 3 and the maximum one 4,155,300 m3.
At the same time the temperature of the water ranged between 5.8 and
18.3°C. The station at the sub-base, situated some 50 km downstream was recording a 24 hours'delay in the course of water stages in respect to the station
at the sub-base.
The low discharge at the camp on June 21st (1.16 m3 per sec.) corresponded
with a low discharge at the sub-base on June 22nd (1.53 m3 per sec.). Similarly,
a high discharge at the camp on July 4th (19.1 m 3 per sec.) was correspondent
with a high discharge at the sub-base on July 5th (7.0 m 3 per sec.). The differ8»
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ence in the river's discharge between its outlet from the mountains and from
the intramountain basin points to a retentive role of the Bayan-Nurin-hotnor
basin in the circulation of water.
Investigations on the transport of suspended and dissolved material were
performed by W. Froehlih and Ts. Sugar, their purpose being to establish the
rate of contemporaneous denudation of the mountains in that climatic zone.
During low water stages in the Tsagan-Turutuin-gol the removal of material
at the base station was 2-4 g per m3 while at that at the sub-base it was 8-12 g
per m s . During the low water stages in the upper part of the Tsagan-Turutuingol supplied 123 kg of material per day while the high ones as many as 207, 765
kg of mineral material in the form of suspended matter. The detailed studies carried out in the Bayan-nurin-hotnor basin attempted at learning the role
of permafrost in the formation of relief in the area in question.
Detailed investigations by Z. Babiński and J. Grześ (Report... 1974) aimed
at learning the depth of occurrence and the mode and rate of permafrost degradation in the summertime. On the basis of 90 boreholes carried out during
the research period they found that the top of the permafrost lay in that area
at a depth of 0.5 to 4.2 m. The greatest summer degradation of permafrost was
found beneath the river channels and basins of cave-in lakes. Considerable
differences in the ground temperature on north- and south-facing slopes of
those lakes, 10-15°C on the average and 30°C in extreme cases, were the cause
of a quick thermokarst destruction of certain parts of the banks and of change
in the position of the bank.
Investigations of W. Froehlich and K. Klimek (Report... 1974) conducted in
the Bayan-nurin-hotnor basin attempted to explain the mechanism and the
rate of erosion of river banks of the Tsagan-Turutuin-gol in circumstances of
permafrost present. It was found that a factor influencing the rate of the
erosion was the exposure of the banks and the course of the dynamic axis of
the channel. Mineral material melted down from the banks is removed either
in suspension or in the form of fine bed load. In dependence on the possibility
and rate of removal there are revealed fresh portions of the frozen bank which
under the action of sunshine or heat of flowing water are subject to further
intense melting down. Due to the different height of the bank and the development of plant rootage the banks vary in profile and liability to erosion. Observations of an alluvial plain have shown that in such climatic conditions with
a relative insufficiency of water thermal erosion is the principal agent causing
quick lateral migration of river channels.
Investigations of the "slope" team were concentrated in a dry valley of the
Sant, some 3 sq.km in area. The valley reveals many transitional features
between the steppe of the basins and foreststeppe and the Alpine belts of the
mountains which results from its situation on the southern margin of the
Khangay, remarkable height differences (2030-2712 m) and its parallel course.
The homogeneous geological structure (granites) made it possible to study the
causes of contrasts between the two opposite slopes. Investigations in 1974
were concentrated on working out a typology of the main elements of the geographical environment and on physical geographical processes there at work
due to mapping on scale 1 : 10,000, cross-section studies (some 30 trial-pits and
risers) as well as observations and measurements of the processes.
The foundations of the mapping were the surveying of cross-section and
a plane-table survey of the valley on scale 1 : 10,000 carried out by R. Zapolski
with the assistance of other participants of the expedition.
On the cross-sections and the map were located all the measurement sites
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and, for chosen plots with installed recording devices, additional measurements
were performed (Some of these will be repeated in the summer of 1975).
Studies in the evolution of relief as well as the geomorphological mapping
carried out by L. Starkel with the assistance of S. Zhigzhe found a considerable
contrast between steep and gently concave south facing slopes inclined predominantly at 40-500/o and northern slopes with lesser inclination (20-35%) and
slightly convex profils. The reason for that asymmetry results already from
a set of joint fissures, among which very common are those with a dip 5060° S favouring denudation and abruptness of south-facing slopes. Cold periods with active permafrost on the southern slopes led also to their retreat
due to debris avalanches. Material of those avalanches has strewn the valley
bottom thus producing a step-like profile.
The northern slope undercut by them has gained convex profile being at
the same time lovered at the ridge by cryogenic processes. The present-day
patches of permafrost on the northern slope mantled with a compact cover of
plants favour active solifluction. On the opposite dry slopes there took place
washing away of covers and the deposition of material derived from there in
the shape of colluvial filling in of hollows in the long profile of the slope.
Investigations of the soil cover were carried out by A. Kowalkowski with
the aid of R. Lomborintchen (Report... 1974). Their aim was to become acquainted with and to determine particular genetic units of the soils as well as the
relationships between their toposequence and soil mosaics on height above sea
level, exposure, geological structure and morphogenetic processes in addition

Fig. 8. South slope of Sant Valley (Photo by L. Starkel)
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to the relationship between present-day plant communities and soil types. Other
subjects of investigation were water properties and physical-chemical characteristic of these soils. It was found that a feature of the dry Sant valley is its
transitional character between the zone of dry steppe with chestnut soils and
the forest-steppe with chestnut, brown forest and chernozem like soils. On
slopes with permafrost processes of intense mechanical weathering occur (granite grits). On north-facing slopes and those with similar exposure there were
brown forest and dark chestnut soils developed on solifluction covers (with
permafrost present). On south-facing slopes light-chestnut, strongly stony and,
often degraded para-rendzinas prevail. In the valley-floor on debris sludge-deposits there occur stony soils while on humus delluvia steppe (chernozems) are
found. On the patches of shallow-lying permafrost meadow peat soils are developed. The spatial distribution of those soils was shown on maps of soil types,
on scale 1 : 10,000.
Investigations of present-day morphogenetic processes conducted by K. Pękala consisted in observations of weathering processes and of rock-waste. The
effects of frost weathering were recorded by means of traps installed at the
foot of rock-walls. It was found that exfoliation and microgelivation are the
principal processes at work in that vertical zone. Macrogelivation occurs only
above 2500 m. Therefore in the higher portions of the mountains edges of rocks
are angular. In the rock-waste three phases of intense frost weathering and of
transport were recorded. The effects of waste-mantle washing down were measured with the use of rods. After the July precipitation it was found that the
mean lowering of the ground surface upon the turfed clayey debris hillside was
0.95 mm while on the granular waste-mantle it was 0.34 mm. The intensity
of eolian processes was studied with the use of three experimental deflation
meters. The creeping of waste-mantle was recorded by special rods and pegs.
It was found after a month that the displacement measured on the north-sloping afforested hillside was 1-2 cm, while that on the same slope but above the
tree-line amounted to 2-12 cm. Measurements of the movement of solifluction
lobes caused by frost thawing as well as of creeping of large blocks and the
development of polygonal fissures were also performed. K. Pękala, at the same
time carried out also comparative studies of frost processes in the higher belts
of the Khangay.
Research into the elements of water circulation was performed by J. Słupik.
It consisted of measurements of precipitation, infiltration, and surface downflow. These investigations were supplemented by records of extreme temperatures on the ridge and opposite slopes of the Sant valley (B. Avirmid,
T. Niedźwiedź) and by measurements of precipitation at 6 sites situated on
different levels. In all, it was found that precipitation increase with altitude.
Measurements of water infiltration by means of the Burger cylinder (J. Słupik, R. Lomborintchen) showed that the highest values occurred on stony slopes
(from 1.1 to 3.8 mm per min. on the surface to 78.6 mm per min. at a depth of
20 cm) while the smallest ones were found in the valley-floor (0.8-0.9 mm per
min.). During the highest daily precipitation of some 20 mm, the surface downflow as measured at 15 sites was inconsiderable (1.3-6.5 liters in a belt some
75 cm wide). It was only on rock surfaces that it amounted to a few hundred
liters (up to 23 mm water layer).
Investigations of plant communities carried out by A. Pacyna consisted, in
the first stage, in gathering and marking genera and species of plants and in
phytosociological survey. The presence of larch forests on north-facing slopes
of the Sant valley reveals a clear dependence on microclimatic conditions and
on the occurrence of multi-annual permafrost. The age structure of the trees
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points to the influence of the intensity of animal husbandry on changes in the
spatial extent of forest communities.
The Khangay represents a mountain massif poorely known regarding its
physical geographical characteristics. Few permanent hydrologie and meteorological stations are installed on its edge. Therefore the study of only certain
elements of the geographical environment and, especially of physical geographical processes in its interior without the simultaneous acquaintance with
other elements of this environment will meet within failure. It seems that in so
poorely known a region as thus, only a complex analysis of a great number of
the elements of the geographical environment can produce a reliable basis for
more precise studies of geomorphological climatic, hydrologie, pedological and
vegetation problems. The expedition continued their work in 1975.
The preliminary results of the studies carried out also prove that in order
to learn the mechanism of contemporaneous processes and the tendencies of
changes in the geographical environment it is essential to consider also the
transformations of this environment in the past.
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CLIMATOLOGICAL CRITERIA FOR THE E V A L U A T I O N OF
SNOW
CONDITIONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECREATION A N D W I N T E R
SPORTS, W I T H SOUTH-EASTERN P O L A N D A S A N E X A M P L E
EDWARD MICHNA a n d STANIS^AW PACZOS

GENERAL R E M A R K S

Climatological literature covers a significant number of papers dealing with
the snow cover, the depth of snow, and duration, its effect on soil and plant
climate or on the selected branches of economy (e.g. land transport). More
rarely, even sporadically, works on nival conditions used for the estimation of
periods and areas particularly suitable for recreation and winter sports are
appearing. The works consider the problem of nival conditions for the common
use of recreation and not for organized sports purposes (Leszczycki 1931; Michna and Paczos 1971; 1972).
Recently much attention has been paid to the importance of an active
holiday during the winter. Exceptionally favourable bioclimatic conditions
which are related to the snow cover occurrence are used for skiing and sledging. Since the snow cover increases the participation of ultra-violet waves, it
effectively raises the brightness and intensity of solar radiation activity, and
also purifies the lower troposphere from infectious bacteria.
Aside from the character of local atmospheric circulation and thermic conditions, the formation of the snow cover, the depth of snow, and duration
depend also, to a great extent, on the topographic and microclimatic conditions
(Kosiba 1949; Michna and Paczos 1972).
Characteristic to south-eastern Poland are: significant hypsometric differentiation, great variability of land configuration and spatial variability of the
ground. As a whole these factors create the conditions for a great variability of
the snow cover duration, fromation and disappearance.
Snow cover studies are much more complex than the evaluation of other
climatological elements. This follows from the distribution peculiarity of the
meteorological stations providing the measuring data. The majority of stations
are located in the valleys and depressions, sometimes on densely built up sites.
Hence snow measurements and particularly snow depth measurements give
ground to the fear that due to the blowing and compression process they are
deformed. In addition the number of meteorological stations located in the
highest regions of south-eastern Poland (Roztocze and the West Bieszczady
Mts.) is decidedly too small. Also the cartographical maps, illustrating the depth
of the snow cove and its persistence are less than precise.
The main purpose of our considerations is to indicate the essential criteria
for the estimation of snow conditions by means of a statistical and cartographical approach, which enable the elaboration of a nival-evaluation map. The
defining of the correlative dependence between some (basic) characteristics of
the snow cover and the height a.s.l., latitude and longitude, and the illustration
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of these dependencies in a graphic way or in the form of function, will enable
the easy and fast calculation of the mean values of these characteristics for
randomly selected locality in south-eastern Poland.
SOURCES D A T A A N D PROCESSING METHODS

The primary materials were the measuring data covering the period 19501970 for 184 meteorological stations belonging to the Institute of Meteorology
and Water Management (IMWM). The material published in the Meteorological
Yearbooks and manuscripts from the archives of the IMWM in Warsaw was
used 1. The choice of the measuring period was not an accidental one. It resulted from the fact that the collection of data on snow precipitation from the
greatest possible number of observation posts, which were simultaneously
uniformely distributed in the area of south-eastern Poland, was necessary.
No data were considered from the decade 1941-1950, since significant gaps
in the records were observed in this period, in which the number of meteorological stations was also smaller.
It is worthwhile adding that not all 184 meteorological stations which were
considered in the paper were in the possession of the full measuring data
covering the twenty-year period. In a number of stations (27) regular records
were started as late as in 1954-1955. In several cases (9) data from the stations
that had measuring data covering the period of 10 to 14 years, and in one case
a 9-year period only (Ustrzyki Górne) were taken into account. To get full comparability of data the numbers relating to shorter periods were reduced to the
basic period, i.e., 20 years. Slight, usually just a few-days, observational gaps
were supplemented by the interpolation methods based on data from measuring
posts located close by, at the sites of similar topography.
In the present paper the correlative relationships and regression equations
for individual characteristics of the snow cover were calculated. Based on the
method of least squares, due to which the equation for the functional dependence was defined the interdependences were evaluated between:
(1) number of days with snow cover and the height a.s.l.,
(2) number of days with snow cover and the height a.s.l., latitude and longitude (jointly),
(3) number of days with a snow cover of 20 cm and the height a.s.l.,
(4) number of days with a snow cover of 20 cm and the height a.s.l., latitude
and longitude (jointly),
(5) number of days with a snow cover of 20 cm and the total number of
days with snow cover,
(6) maximum depth of snow cover and the height a.s.l., latitude and longitude (jointly).
Correlation coefficients and regression equations were calculated on the
electronic computer "Odra 1204" in the Department of Numerical Methods
at the Marie Curie-Sklodowska University, Lublin.
FREQUENCY A N D DISTRIBUTION OF D A Y S W I T H S N O W

PRECIPITATION

After L. Bartnicki and Z. Wierzbicki (1962) snow precipitation in Poland
ranges from 10 to 12°/o of the yearly mean of precipitation. The yearly mean
number of days with snow precipitation varied in the investigated area from
40 in the Lublin Plateau to 60 in the Lower Beskid Mts. and in the Western
1 Following the recommendation
of the World Meteorological Organization in
working out data on the snow cover for 1950-1970 the period from August 1st to
July 31st was adopted as the winter.
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Bieszczady Mts. On average the first snow precipitation was recorded at the
earliest (as early as in the second half of October) in the area of the Bieszczady
Mts. and the latest, in the last 10 days of November (in the Lublin Plateau and
on the Tarnobrzeg Plain). From the analysis of the low atmosphere synoptic
charts it appears that the first snow precipitation in the investigated area usually occurs at the inflow of the cool air from the North or North-East. The masses,
rising to the windward side of the Świętokrzyskie Mts. and Roztocze, are cooled
adiabatically, bringing onto the hills precipitation in the form of snow. Falling
towards the Sandomierz Basin the air warms up dynamically; if such conditions cause simultaneously precipitation, it probably occurs in the form of snow
or rainfall. To support the above assumption we observe that the area contained in the junction of the Vistula and the San river, to which from the norththrough the Vistula river bed without obstacles the inflow of cool air, brings
the occurrence of the first snow precipitation several days later, than on the
Tarnobrzeg or Biłgoraj Plain. In spring the last precipitation occurred at the
earliest data in the Lublin Region, on an average in the first 10 days of April,
but in the Carpathian Foothills and the Roztocze Region, toward the end of the
second 10 days of April. The latest snow precipitation to be recorded was in the
third 10 days of April (on an average) in the Lower Beskid Mts. and in the
Bieszczady Mts.

Institute)
SNOW COVER ON THE AREA OF SOUTH-EASTERN POLAND

The appearance of the snow cover in south-eastern Poland is observed on
an average between the third 10 days of November and the first 10 days of
December, but on an area of over 600 m a.s.l. it forms as early as in the second
10 days of November. The snow cover formed during these periods is usually
temporary and disappears in a few days. The consolidated snow cover, that is
that which persists for seven and more days appears on an average in the
second half of December, but in the Roztocze Region, in the Lower Beskid Mts.,
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in the Świętokrzyskie Mts. and the Bieszczady Mts. and on the windward afforested slopes it is recorded as early as in the first half of December.
The end of the snow cover in the northern regions of south-eastern Poland
occurs on an average in the first half of March, and in the southern, highest
parts of the investigated area, towards the end of the third 10 days of March.
From the measuring data it follows that the potential period of consolidated
snow cover persistance in the north part of the Lublin Plateau amounts to c. 85
days (from 15 December to 10 March) but in the Lower Beskid Mts. and in the
Bieszczady Mts. c. 105 days (from 5 December to 20 March).
Following data from the period 1950-1970 the mean yearly number of days
with snow cover amounted from c. 70 days in the north-western parts of the
Lublin voivodship to 90 days in the Roztocze Region, and over 100 days in the
Świętokrzyskie Mts., Lower Beskid Mts. and low parts of the Bieszczady Mts.
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From the measuring data and the appropriate recounting of the respective
equations it is found that the mean number of these days in the Higher Bieszczady Mts. ranges from 120 to 160 (Fig. 2).
In the discussed twenty-year period there were winters, in which the snow
layer persisted for extremely long periods, while in other winters it did not remain long. The variability could well be illustrated by the measuring data
from two winters in Lublin. During the winter of 1963/1964 119 days with snow
cover which is nearly 200% of the mean from the twenty-year period, were,
recorded, but during the winter of 1960/1961 only 36 days with snow cover
which is c. 55°/o of the mean walue from the observed period. Similar examples
could be listed too, for numerous other localities situated in various regions of
south-eastern Poland. Such significant discrepancies in the nival conditions of
individual winters during the period of 1950-1970 are no doubt the result of a
considerable variability in the frequency of inflow and persistance of indiviTABLE 1. Mean number of days with snow cover (in winter) and maximum depth of the snow
cover against the height a.s.l. according to definite intervals
Height
interval

Mean station
height

Number of
stations

101-150
151-200
201-250
251-300
301-350
351-400
401^50
451-500
501-550
551-600
601-650
651-700

138
175
221
278
322
377
427
473
527
576
633
700

10
58
54
25
8
5
9
4
5
3
2
1

Number of days
with snow cover
total

20 cm

78.0
75.3
77.0
81.5
79.4
90.7
91.9
96.5
105.4
109.6
108.1
111.8

12.7
13.4
18.3
24.5
22.5
35.1
36.6
45.9
54.4
64.3
50.3
61.2

Maximum
snow cover
depth
53
50
58
68
73
85
91
96
102
113
114
139

Fig. 3. Dependence between mean number of days with snow cover (in winter) and
the height a.s.l.
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dual air masses and the relevant thermic regime. Frequent inflow of polar air
masses from the sea, which brings an air temperature rise and thawing is the
main cause of the short period of the snow cover.
The number of days with snow cover depends not only on the height a.s.l.
but also on the exposure and the kind of vegetation the investigated area is
covered with, and the local atmospheric circulation. Dispersion of the points
illustrating the dependence between the number of days with snow cover and
the height a.s.l. has proved the significance of the other factors effect (Table 1).
This dependence has the character of a linear function. The linear relationship
between the number of days with snow cover and the height above sea level
(Fig. 3) was found earlier, among others by the following authors: K. Chomicz
(1953), M. Hess (1965, 1968), A. Kosiba (1949), E. Michna and S. Paczos (1971,
1972). The linear regression equation presenting the height function mean
number of days with snow cover in south-eastern Poland takes the shape:
Dp S = 0.722 H + 62.1973r = 0.8039

where: Dps — number of days with snow cover (in winter),
H — height of a defined point a.s.l. in metres,
r
— correlation coefficient.
In our opinion the use of this equation provides good results in the estimation of the number of days with snow layer. Solely the height a.s.l. of the locality the calculations are made for is necessary. A more precise dependence
(r — 0.8829) was obtained after the introduction to the equation of two other
parameters, that is latitude and longitude:
DpS = 0.1004 H + 5.4902q? + 2.5102 — 271.8946

where: Dps — number of days with snow layer,
H
— heights in metres a.s.l.,
cp — latitude 2,
X — longitude s.
For the stipulated and recommended expansion of tourism and winter
sports more attention should be paid to the measurements and evaluation of
the depth of snow cover. On the knowledge of this characteristics depends to a
great extent the evaluation of individual regions suitability for the purpose of
winter recreation. If the criterion, that adequate conditions for sledging and
skiing exist already at a snow cover ^ 20 cm is assumed (M. Hess 1965) — in
selected countries the minimum requirement is 15 cm — it appears that in
south-eastern Poland the number of days with such snow cover varies from
10 days in the Sandomierz Basin and south-western Lublin Plateau to ower
50 days in the Świętokrzyskie Mts. and over 70 days in the Lower Beskid and
Bieszczady Mts. The greatest number of days with a snow cover of the
depth ^ 20 cm were recorded in January and February (from 2 to 23 days).
In individual winters during the period 1950-1970 the number of these days
was extremely variable. For example in a "low snow capacity winter", 1956/
/1957, in the prevailing area of south-eastern Poland not one day with such
a snow depth was recorded, but in the southern part of the Rzeszów voivodship
such days amounted to c. 50. In the "snowy" winter of 1963/1964 the differentiation of the number of days with such depth of snow cover was extremely
significant, from below 10 in the Vistula river valley to over 120 days in the
Lower Beskid and Bieszczady Mts. (Fig. 4).
2 Minutes of latitude and longitude are expressed in the hundreth parts of a unit
(for instance 13' = 0.22).
3 Cf. footnote 2.
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The dependence of the number of days with a snow cover of the thickness
^ 20 cm, and the height a.s.l. (Fig. 5) has proved to be essential (r = 0.8821).
The formula presenting this dependence in the linear function is:
DpS

20 cm = 0.1019H —4.2387

where: Dps ^ 20 cm — number of days with snow cover of the thickness
amounting to at least 20 cm (in winter), H — height in metres a.s.l.
Also the dependence between the number of these days and the height a.s.l.,
latitude and longitude were evaluated. It was proved that the correlation coefficient is high (r = 0.8851), and the equation takes the following form:
DPs S* 20cm = 0.1081H+ 1.1092q? + 0.8336A —64.5538
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Fig. 5. Dependence between mean number of snow cover " > 20 cm (in winter) and
the height a.s.l.

These equations allow the calculation of the number of days with snow
cover and the number of days with a snow cover of the thickness of 20 cm for
each locality of the definite height a.s.l. and geographical coordinates.
In addition attempts were made to evaluate the relationship between the
number of days with a snow cover of 20 cm and the number of days with any
snow cover. This study had a satisfactory result (r = 0.8318) and the following
dependence was found:
D P s ^ 20 cm = 1.0708D ps —64.5538

When the number of days with snow cover is known the mean number of
days with snow cover of ^ 20 cm (in winter) for a selected locality could be
calculated with adequate accuracy. The above equation seems to be quite useful, since many meteorological stations have been recording only the number
of days with snow layer, its depth being neglected.
In the description of the snow cover thickness the problem of the maximum
snow depth cannot be omitted. The knowledge of the geographical distribution
of the maximum snow cover thickness is of use not only for winter sports and
tourism purposes but also in the planning of transportation means and in the
development of recreation centres. The obtained measuring data show that in
south-eastern Poland on the areas located higher than 500 m a.s.l. The snow
layer depth may reach 150 cm (the Lower Beskid and the Bieszczady Mts.), but
in the other regions of the same area (including the Sandomierz Basin) in the
analogical period it does not exceed 40 cm 4 (Fig. 6).
The analysis of the interdependence of the maximum snow cover depth and
the height a.s.l. has revealed the importance of this interdependence (r =
= 0.8580). The equation is:
D

m a x = 0.1516H + 2 4 . 6 2 4 2

where: Dmax — maximum snow cover depth in cm
H
— height in metres a.s.l.
4 Since for the areas over 700 m a.s.l. the measuring data are lacking it may be
assumed that the m a x i m u m snow cover depth in higher parts of the Lower Beskid
and Bieszczady Mts. will be slightly higher than the ones submitted in the paper.
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The equation allows the calculation of the maximum snow cover depth for
each obtional point of a defined height a.s.l. (Fig. 7).
An attempt to estimate the correlation between the maximum snow cover
depth and the height a.s.l., latitude and longitude has proved the substantial
relationship between these parameters. The correlation coefficient is slightly
higher than in the case when the interdependence of the maximum snow cover
depth and the height a.s.l. is defined, and, amounts to 0.8582. The equation
which enables us to culculate the maximum snow cover thickness for a randomly selected locality is as follows:
D

9

Geographia Polonica I

m a x = 0 . 1 4 8 1 H — 0.7024q? — 0.2214 A + 65.8587
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Fig. 7. Dependence of maximum snow cover depth and the height a.s.l.
E V A L U A T I O N OF SNOW CONDITIONS

On the base of maps and diagrams illustrating the number of days with
snow precipitation, days with snow cover days with a snow cover ^ 20 cm, its
maximum depth, and the potential period of the snow cover persistance, an
evaluation map of snow conditions for the needs of recreation, tourism and
winter sports was elaborated. Taking into account the above mentioned substantial nival characteristics in south-eastern Poland five evaluation classes
were distinguished (Fig. 8).
Class I: Very good snow conditions
Class I includes areas, in which the number of days with a snow cover of
the thickness ^ 20 cm amounts to at least 90 days, and the maximum depth of
the snow cover reaches over 150 cm. The snow cover occurs in this case from
the second 10 days of November until the third 10 days of April, and the potential period of the persistence amounts to c. 160 days. On the areas numbered
in this class such snow conditions exist probably above the contour line
900 m a.s.l.
Class II: Good snow conditions
On an average areas numbered in this class have from 60 to 90 days with
a snow cover of the depth of at least 20 cm. Maximum snow depth reaches in
these areas from 120 to 150 cm. The snow cover occurs during the break of the
second and third 10 days of November and lasts till the second 10 days of April.
The potential period amounts to c. 150 days. In this class were numbered the
Higher and Lower Bieszczady Mts. and the Lower Beskid Mts. (550-900 m a.s.l.).
Class III: Average snow conditions
To this class areas located of the height from 300 to 550 m a.s.l. were numbered. These are the lower parts of the Bieszczady Mts., the Lower Beskid Mts.,
the Świętokrzyskie Mts., and the Dynów and Przemyśl Foothills. In the area
of the Roztocze and Tarnogród Plain such snow conditions were observed
already at a height of above 200 m a.s.l. The number of days with snow cover
of the depth of at least 20 cm is from 30 to 60, and the maximum thickness may
reach 100 cm. The snow layer persists here from the third 10 days of November
to the first 10 days of April, and the potential period of its duration is c.
140 days.
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Fig. 8. Evaluation of snow conditions for skiing, tourism and winter sports purposes
in south-eastern Poland (I — very good, II — good, III — average, IV — poor, V —
very poor snow conditions)

Class IV: Poor snow conditions
The areas included in this class have a number of days with a snow cover of
the depth of at least 20 cm (on an average) from 10 to 30 during winter time.
In most cases the maximum snow cover depth does not exceed 60 cm. The snow
layer appears in the first 10 days of December and disappears in the third 10
days of March. The potential period of its duration amounts to c. 120 days.
This class covers almost the whole of the Lublin voivodship except for the
Roztocze, Tarnogród Plain and Łęczna Lake area, the eastern part of the Kielce
voivodship, except for the Świętokrzyskie Mts., the prevailing part of the Sandomierz Basin, Kolbuszowa Upland, Ciężkowice Foothills and the Jasło-Sanok
Basin.
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Class V: Very poor snow conditions
This class covers the area located in the middle section of the Wieprz river
including the Łęczna Lake area, the western part of the Sandomierz Basin and
the small enclaves at the mouth of the San river, and the Vistula river valley.
Days with a snow cover of the thickness ^ 20 cm were recorded sporadically:
in total they did not amount to more than 10 during the whole winter. The
potential period of the snow cover occurrence is c. 100 days. The maximum
depth of the snow cover on this area ranges from 30 to 40 cm.
FINAL REMARKS

This attempt at elaborating a classification for south-eastern Poland in view
of the needs of recreation and winter sports is the first one of this type. The
results obtained do not bring a complete answer to the questions and postulates
presented by a wide group of users. Nevertheless, they indicate, in our opinion,
the most essential criterions for the evaluation of the snow conditions in the
investigated area.
TABLE 2. Correlation coefficients between the number of days with snow cover, its maximum depth
and the height a.s.l., latitude and longitude
2
1
2
3
4
5
6

+ 1.0000
-0.7075
-0.2043
+ 0.8040
+ 0.8821
+ 0.8580

3

+ 1.0000
+ 0.3630
-0.3345
-0.5826
-0.6217

+ 1.0000
+ 0.0799
-0.1213
-0.1888

4

+ 1.0000
+ 0.8319
+ 0.7017

5

6~~

+ 1.0000
+ 0.8442

Explanations: 1—height a.s.l., 2 — latitude, 3—longitude, 4 — number of days with snow cover, 5 — number of
days with snow cover 5= 20 cm, 6 — maximum snow cover depth

Attempts at the estimation of the correlation between the height a.s.l., latitude and longitude and the basic nival characteristics in general brought positive results (Table 2). The obtained correlation coefficients are important as
early as on the level of 0.1°/o at values greater than 0.30 or smaller than —0.30.
The equations derived make it possible to calculate in an easy and simple way
means (for winter) on individual snow characteristics for randomly selected
localities, if the height a.s.l. is known. For the receipt of more precise data it
would be advisable (in some cases) to know the latitude and longitude values.
Department of Meteorology and Climatology
Institute of Earth Sciences
Marie Curie-Sklodowska University, Lublin
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JAN SZUPRYCZYŃSKI

The planning of the river control of the lower sector of the Vistula was
finalized at the beginning of the nineteen-sixties. This sector which is 431 km
long, is called the Lower Vistula despite the fact that part of it belongs to the
middle sector of the river. The plan takes into consideration the "canalization"
of the Vistula from Warsaw to its mouth. This sector concentrates about 30°/o
of the stock or resources of energy in this country and 6 5 % of the aquatic
resources of the Vistula. The plan foresees the building of nine dams with waterfalls along the Lower Vistula which are to be built near the following localities: Warszawa, Wyszogród, Płock, Włocławek, Ciechocinek, Solec Kujawski,
Chełmno, Nowe and Tczew. The following aspects have been taken into consideration in choosing the locations of the dams:
(I) To keep a free water way for transport.
(II) To take advantage of the Vistula waters for the irrigation of fields in
the neighbourhood and for the production of electrical energy.
(III) To protect the neighbouring areas from flooding.
(IV) To use the dams for bridging the river.
(V) To use the reorganized sector for tourist and recreational purposes.
From this outlined plan there materialized one dam reservoir in the neighbourhood of Włocławek. It was erected during the years 1963 to 1969. It is the
largest investment, in the line of reservoirs in Peoples Poland. The cost amounted to 2.1 milliard złoty. Two thousand people worked on the site at the peak
of the working activity. 12 million m3 ground was shifted and 380 thousand m3
of concrete used. The expenses for this investment would have been amortised
within six years providing the hydro-electric works had been able to function
at full speed.
The erection of the Włocławek dam changed the landscape of the Lower
Vistula in a radical way. Above the dam there came into being the largest
reservoir in Poland. At its longest it is 58 km and its mean width is 1.2 km.
Its area involves 70.4 km2. 7 0 % of it covers the former bed of the Vistula
within the reach of high water, i.e., the terrains which were not cultivated for
farming. The remaining 3 0 % of the reservoir involves former cultivated soil.
The total of the flooded area amounts to 2.165.4 ha of land. Over 5 0 % of the
flooded land consisted of cultivated soil. The quality of the land for farming
was not very high. It was mostly light soil upon a sandy and clayey substrata
belonging mainly to the fifth and sixth soil class. In this area 186 farms and
cottages have been expropriated, of which 146 stood on the territory of the
Bydgoszcz voivodship and 40 on the Warsaw voivodship.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of a plan of regulating the Vistula river
1 — p r o j e c t e d steps; 2 — existing step; 3 — edges of the valley

The dam of Włocławek consists of the following objects counted from the
left banks: a sluice gate 14 m wide for 1000 t barges, a channel for fish, a
power house with six turbines of 160 MW strength, a relief dam with 10 bays
20 m wide and the head or frontal dam having a length of 626 m.
The electric works at Włocławek, the largest of this type in Poland will not
reach full productive strength until the erection of the equalizing dam at Ciechocinek. Owing to the 1968 general plan for the country regarding water management, elaborated by the Central Board of Watermanagement (Centralny
Urząd Gospodarki Wodnej), the erection of the dam at Ciechocinek is not
foreseen until 1980. Until then only 56°/o of the electric potential (i.e. 90 MW)
will be produced. The total power of all the electric works erected on the dams
in the Lower Vistula will amount to 820 MW and the yearly production of
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electric energy to 4 milliard KWh. The water level in the reservoir is keept to
about 57.3 m above sea level. This value exceeds the normal water level of the
Vistula by 11 m near the dam, before the damming up, and by about 7 m in
the middle part of the reservoir. In order to protect the ground depressions
situated on the left part of the reservoir within the water of the rivers Rybnica
and Zuzanka against flooding a side wall 10 km long has been erected and also
a system of drainage ditches. In the area of the left hand bank attached to the
reservoir, the arrangement of the hydrographic-net has been changed to a large
degree. The Main Canal, which is 10.8 km long plays a most important part in
this system, and also the so-called surrounding ditch running along the side
wall at its base on the outer side of the reservoir. The Main Canal goes, at a
distance of 100-600 m, off the side wall, and its mouth to the Vistula is below
the dam. The Canal "catches" the surface and ground waters flowing from the
area of the pradolina and also the waters filtrating from the reservoir. The
waters are brought to the canal by way of gravitation through a net of ditches.
The Reservoir effected milder amplitudes of the Vistula levels and balanced
the flows through the Włocławek region. During the 35 years (1919 to 1954)
the amplitudes of the water levels at Włocławek Station amounted to 6.3 m.
The yearly mean flow during that time amounted to 933 m 3 /sec. During the individual years the yearly mean flows balanced within the marks of 544 m 3 /sec
(1943) up to 1443 m 8 /sec (1941). The maximum was noticed on the 30 March
1924 at 8305 m 3 /sec, the minimum on the 13 January 1933 at 141 m 3 /sec. The
Reservoir does, in some ways, disturb the natural behaviour of the River. The
high amplitudes of the water levels have become lower and the extreme flows
flatten. It was supposed that the oscillation of the water table in the Reservoir
would not exceed 2 m. However, the retention ability of the Reservoir is rather
small. The Reservoir, as an independent unit, may soften the flood wave by
7000 to 8000 m 3 /sec for several hours. Full protection against floods will not
be obtained until all the dams are erected and organizationally connected.
What then are the economic effects resulting from the building of the Reservoir at Włocławek?
The water transport conditions on the Vistula between the towns of Płock
and Włocławek have been improved. Also the possibility of producing electric
energy has been given. Now along the dam runs a road, which reduces the
traffic on the bridge at Włocławek. The water retained in the Reservoir supplies the necessary amount of water required for the existing industrial enterprises, and offers the possibility of building further branches of various industries which depend on a supply of water. The water in the Włocławek Reservoir is, however, greatly polluted. Owing to this, hopes of organizing recreational and sailing facilities in the surrounding places have been undermined,
as well as the improving and organizing of fishing enterprises. It had been
assumed that the area of the Reservoir would be used as mass recreation
grounds not only for the population of Włocławek but also for other regions in
the country, such as for example the large industrial town of Łódź. It had been
hoped that the Włocławek Dam Reservoir would become something like the
Zegrze Dam Reservoir, with sailors' camps, swimming pools, anglers' centres,
etc. beckoning tourists and other people. Owing to the permanent pollution of
the Vistula by the neighbouring industrial enterprises, however, all these hopes
had not materialized. It is thought that these pollutions also affect the microclimate of the area but, as yet, no investigations have been started in this direction. Part of the sewerage settles directly in the Reservoir, because part of
its water has a stagnant character. The flow of the water in the Reservoir regulated by sluicegates in the dam may be inadequate which might cause a
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decline of the fauna. Recently cases of poisoned fish and aquatic birds have
been reported.
The plan to organize fishing on an industrial scale did not succeed either.
Until recently there lived in the Vistula besides typical river fish, also fish
of the salmon type, and also sporadically the western surgeon. Data registered
by the Department of Agriculture and Forestry in the Bydgoszcz Voivodship
Office (Wydział Rolnictwa i Leśnictwa Prezydium WRN), during the years 1960
to 1967 showed that 16 kg fish per 1 ha in the year were caught in the Vistula.
In the previous years the amount of the catch was higher, amounting to 20 kg
per ha. It had been expected that after the erection of the Dam Reservoir the
catch would increase to 25-30 kg per ha. Recently fishing has been stopped
entirely in the Reservoir because the fish are not fit for consumption.
I mentioned that the erection of the Włocławek Dam Reservoir was finished
in the year 1969 (the damming up began in March and continued until August
1970). In the same year the Department of Geomorphology and Hydrography of Lowlands, Institute of Geography of the Polish Academy of Sciences,
Toruń (now the Department of Physiography of Poland) started a series of
investigations in the region of the Reservoir on the topic: "Changes in the
geographic environments of the Vistula Valley between the Płock and Toruń
Basins under the influence of the changes in the aquatic regime". When undertaking this topic we did not intend to give a full characteristic of the geographic environment but only to register changes in the forms (relief) and the
aquatic conditions within the valley and the neighbouring areas. We had been
induced by the actual building engineers, eager to gain a certain amount of
scientific material which might be of use in further projects and dam building,
to start these investigations. Within the framework of this topic following research works have been undertaken:
(I) The effect of a Reservoir on the changes of aquatic conditions in the
Vistula Valley — by R. Glazik started in January 1969, to be finalized by December 1975.
(II) The effect of the Reservoir at Włocławek on the changes of the aquatic
conditions below the Reservoir — started in May 1971, by Z. Babiński to be
finalized after 1975.
(III) Development of sliding forms on the slopes in the Vistula Valley between the town of Płock and Włocławek — by M. Banach started in July 1969 —
to be finished in 1975.
(IV) Development of erosional forms on the slopes in the Vistula Valley
between the towns of Płock and Włocławek — this topic was begun in July
1972 by E. Drozdowski, it will be finished after 1975.
(V) The geomorphologic development of the Vistula Valley between the
Płock and Toruń Basins — started January 1970 by E. Wiśniewski to be finished
in December 1975.
(VI) Changes in the Vistula bed during historical times (the sector situated
from the Płock Basin to the Toruń Basin) — started in January 1970 by L. Koc
and now finalized.
(VII) Investigating the rate of silting in the Dam Reservoir at Włocławek.
This research is being carried out by K. Więckowski from the Department of
Transformations of the Geographical Environment in the Institute of Geography
of the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw.
It would be impossible to present in this short statement the full results
of the investigations but I shall give a short outline of the results of some the
investigations.
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From the south, the Reservoir adjoins the low terrace-like levels of sandy,
permeable forms. This area is investigated in order to examine the quantitative and qualitative changes of the aquatic situations in the grounds adjoining
the Reservoir. The investigations involve a belt of c. 25 km in length and
c. 8 km (180 km2) in width running along the Reservoir. During the first year,
investigations and survey works were carried out on an area twice as large.
The largest changes in the hydrographic net and in the hydrologie relations
occurred in the zone directly adjoining the Reservoir (1-2 km). It has been
found that in this zone, resulting from the damming, the water table of ground
waters rose by 1-2 m. The levels of surface and ground waters depend on the
level in the Reservoir and their amplitudes "softened" in comparison with the
time before the damming. The rise of the ground waters coused a rise of some
subflooding in the lowest grounds situated between the side wall of the Reservoir and its Main Canal. At high levels in the Reservoir and during rain, the
ground water penetrates to the surface. It would be advisable to erect some
pump works in the regions mostly endangered (e.g., in the village of Skoki
Wielkie). Advancing towards the south the ground rises and gradually the table
of ground waters also decreases — the effects of the damming decline and the
hydrologie situation is regulated solely by the normal meteorologie factors.
The waters flowing off the Reservoir caused an increase of erosion within
the river bed in the zone situated below the Reservoir. This erosion was particularly active during the first period of the existence of the Reservoir, i.e., from
the year of 1969 till 1971. The maximum erosion occurred at the first profile
situated about 600 m below the dam and, according to the calculations of Z. Babiński, amounted to 2033 m 3 which, taking into consideration the width of the
bed which is over 1000 m, resulted in the lowering of the river bed mean by
2 m. From a 9 km sector of the river bed there was carried away 4,195,152 m3
of material which, taking into consideration the width of the river bed of about
850 m, resulted in an erosion of the depth of about 0.55 mm. The deepest erosion
has been noticed in the direct neighbourhood of the dam. The erosional process
in this sector decreased at the end of 1971 as the result of the stabilization of
this section of the river bed. The dam offers the possibility of controlling the
flow of the Vistula waters as demonstrated by the general flattening of the
short-termed flood wave and the daily oscillation of the water levels. The dam
has changed also the direction of the main stream towards the left bank of the
River. Previously the main stream flowed near the right hand bank.

Fig.

2.

Pattern

1 — boulder

of

geological

s t r u c t u r e of t h e V i s t u l a v a l l e y at D o b r z y ń
(after
M. Banach)
clay; 2 — glacifluvial deposits; 3 — lake-ponded deposits; 4 — Pliocene sediments;
5 — Miocene sediments; 6 — water level of Vistula, after ponding
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From the north the Dam Reservoir at Włocławek directly adjoins the Dobrzyń Plateau. The altitude of the slope is 50 m and the angle 10-50°. The
general outline of the geological structure is as follows: at the surface there
occur Quaternary deposits represented by two boulder clays and fluvio-glacial
sediments. The upper boulder clay of a red-brown colour was accumulated
during the period of the Baltic Glaciation, the lower one is classified as belonging to the Mid-Polish Glaciation. Under the Quaternary deposits there are
exposed, in a slope strongly disturbed, undulating deposits of the Miocene and
the Pliocene. The Miocene is represented by a formation of brown coal which
is chiefly sandy, whereas the Pliocene by the so-called Poznań clays. Within
the Neogene there occur disturbances of the folding type, particularly visible
and clear in the Miocene deposits. The Vistula slope is disturbed by deep and
wide sliding recesses. The occurrence of mass sliding movements is clearly
marked. According to M. Banach, within the Miocene zone slides mainly developed, whereas within the antyclines of the Miocene, subsides or sinks develop.
,
By comparing the actual situation with old cartographic and photographic
material, M. Banach has found that the right hand bank of the Vistula is shifting gradually towards the Dobrzyń Plateau. During the period from 1891 till
1961, in the neighbourhood of the village of Glewo, resulting from a side
erosion of the Vistula, a belt of a slope of 150 to 200 m in width has been destroyed. The Góra Zamkowa (Castle Mountain) at Dobrzyń receded, between
1907 and 1970, by about 20 m.
Directly after the damming there has been observed a strain in the development of mass movements. Zones of anticlinal elevations of the Miocenic
formations are now the object of very intense destruction. At the village of
Bachorzewo, in July 1971, there fell a large amount of Quaternary and Neoge-

Fig. 3. Slope of Vistula valley with slide forms penetrating moraine plateau
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nic material of volume of 20 thousand m3. The edge of the plateau receded by
25 m. A similar event took place in November 1970 on the Góra Zamkowa at
Dobrzyń with 24 thousand m3 of material being involved.
Within the synclinical depressions there are developing slides. One of them,
observed by M. Banach since 1970, involves 1.5 ha. It is situated to the east of
the Góra Zamkowa at Dobrzyń, and is always active. Survey points, installed
in July 1970 on the top of it, shifted, up to February 1973 by 1.5 m to 15.0 m.
The largest changes are taking place in the bed, and amount to 6.2-15.0 m.
One of the survey points has shifted towards the Vistula from 1959 till 1970 at
a speed of 2.6 m yearly, and after the damming, from September 1970 till
February 1973, it has been and still is shifting at a speed of 3.4 m yearly.
These facts demonstrate an intense destructive action of the right hand bank
of the Reservoir.
Within the same range it is intended to begin investigations on the development of erosional forms on the Vistula slope. For investigations of the stationary erosional forms there have been chosen several characteristic valley forms
and an artificial slope (a road escarpment) at the village of Zarzeczewo. Detailed
plans of these forms (to the scale of 1 : 5000 and 1 : 1000) and also their exact
profiles, elongated and diagonal have been prepared. The aim of these investigations will be to define in a qualitative and quantitative manner the natural
conditions and the speed of development of the erosional forms.
Institute of Geography and Spatial Organization
Polish Academy of Sciences, Toruń
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